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Preface

The Workshop on Formal Approaches to the Dynamics of Linguistic Interaction is hosted by ESSLLI
2017 in Toulouse. The idea for bringing together researchers working on different formalisms, and
interested in issues raised by linguistic interaction and how the dynamics of these interactions can be
modelled came from a workshop on the Mechanisms of Linguistic Interaction, held in Ghent in 2015.

We received a total of 18 full paper submissions, 12 of which were accepted for talks after a peer-
review process, during which each submission was reviewed by a panel of three experts. We are
extremely grateful to the Programme Committee members for their very detailed and helpful reviews.
The poster session hosts 3 of the remaining submissions. The papers for all accepted talks and posters
are included in this volume.

The formalisms covered by the contributors include models of syntax, (Dynamic Syntax: Eshghi et
al.; Gregoromichelaki; Kempson et al.), models of semantics (TTR: Breitholtz; Cooper; Dobnik and
De Graaf; psi-calculus: Lawler et al.; Rieser), models of dialogue (SDRT: Schlöder; Information
States: Cooper; Larsson and Myrendal; miscommunication: Mills and Redeker) models of evolution
(Utterance selection model: Michaud and Schaden; Multi-level selection hypothesis: Kempson et al.)
cognitive models (Kalociński) and models from pragmatics (Argumentation theory: Schaden; Social
choice theory: Nishiguchi).

Notions of the dynamics of interaction range from the interaction between intonation and meaning
within an utterance (Schlöder); the inter-sentential interaction between linguistic elements (Nishiguchi);
the interaction of linguistic and non-linguistic inputs within turns in a dialogue (Gregoromichelaki;
Lawler et al.; Rieser); human-agent interaction and learning (Dobnik and De Graaf, Eshghi et al.); the
interactions between interlocutors (Cooper; Schaden) and how this effects language change through
dialogue (Breitholtz; Kalociński; Larsson and Myrendal; Mills and Redeker) through contact with
different languages (Michaud and Schaden) and at the evolutionary level (Kempson et al.).

Methodologically speaking the contributions range from empirical work (corpus and experimental:
Lawler et al.; Rieser; Kalociński; Mills and Redeker; Schlöder; computer simulation and machine
learning: Dobnik and De Graaf; Eshghi et al.; Michaud and Schaden) to more focussed formal anal-
yses (Breitholtz; Cooper; Gregoromichelaki; Larsson and Myrendal; Schaden; Nishiguchi) to broad
brush theoretical work (Kempson et al.).

We are proud to bring together researchers working on different formal approaches to the dynamics of
interaction, and hope that the workshop fosters cross-disciplinary collaboration around these issues.

Finally, we would like to thank all our contributors and programme committee members, as well as
the organisers of ESSLLI 2017 for hosting our workshop.

Christine Howes and Hannes Rieser

Gothenburg/Bielefeld

July 2017
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Oral Presentations



Reasoning Incrementally with Underspecified Enthymemes

Ellen Breitholtz
Department of Philosophy, Linguistics and Theory of Science

University of Gothenburg
ellen@ling.gu.se

Abstract

In this paper we suggest a way of
analysing mismatch in perceived common
ground which is the result of dialogue par-
ticipants adopting different topoi, or in-
ference rules, based on which they inter-
pret enthymematic (logically incomplete)
arguments in dialogue. A contributing fac-
tor to this kind of mismatch is the use
of underspecified enthymemes, that is en-
thymemes which are more general than the
topoi that underpin them. We will account
for an example of such reasoning using a
game board style semantics cast in Type
Theory with Records (TTR).

1 Introduction

In this paper we will show how one argument
may be interpreted differently by two dialogue
participants depending on the underpinning topoi
they assume the argument to be based on. This
is possible since arguments in dialogue are al-
most always enthymematic i.e. drawing on tacit
premises and principles of reasoning. In the par-
ticular case we will look at the argument is not
only enthymematic, it is also an example of an
underspecified enthymeme. Generally, an under-
specified enthymeme is one where the information
given in the premise of the enthymeme is sparse,
the consequence being that a wide range of topoi
potentially could be used to underpin it. This kind
of mismatch of topoi may go unnoticed in cases
where consensus is reached. After all, if the inter-
locutors agree on the conclusion of the argument
there is often no reason to argue about the ratio-
nale for agreeing. However, in the example below
in (1) it is made explicit that the speaker and the
listener interpret the enthymeme in (1a) drawing
on different topoi.

(1)
a. P : Metal was actually the reason I

started doing hip hop.

b. P : ...Because I hated metal

c. J : Oh, I thought you were going to
say something completely different!

This snippet of dialogue is taken from a radio
program where discussion alternates with music.
The interviewee is Swedish hip hop artist Petter,
and much of the dialogue relates to the songs be-
ing played in the music sections. Just before the
dialogue a song by a metal band has been played.
Petter is being asked for his opinion of the song.
The sample suggests that incrementality in inter-
action concerns not only, as previously reported,
phonetic and syntactic aspects of language, but
also pragmatic inferences. We will suggest up-
date rules needed to account for the reasoning per-
formed by the speaker J , as well as other cases
where an enthymematic argument used in dialogue
is less specific than the topos it draws on. We will
also suggest a formal definition of what it means
for an enthymeme to be underspecified in relation
to a topos.

2 Background

2.1 A Dialogue Semantics for Rhetorical
Reasoning

In dialogue we frequently draw conclusions which
are not, in a strict sense, logical. Following (Bre-
itholtz and Cooper, 2011; Breitholtz, 2011; Brei-
tholtz, 2014), we will use the Aristotelian term en-
thymeme in connection with such inferences. An
enthymeme is an argument which appeals to what
is in the listener’s mind, i.e. an interlocutor must
draw on background knowledge or contextual in-
formation to correctly interpret the argument. If
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a dialogue participant presents the argument P
therefore Q, an interlocutor must supply a warrant
that P is a valid reason for Q in order for the ar-
gument to be successful. These warrants are of-
ten referred to as topoi (Aristotle, 2007), (Ducrot,
1988), (Ducrot, 1980). When we interact we ex-
pect topoi to be common ground, or to be accom-
modated (adopted by dialogue participants) during
the course of the interaction.

The topoi in the resources of an agent may be
drawn on to invent and interpret different kinds of
enthymemes. Consider for example the dialogue
excerpt in (2)

(2)
Anon 3: the monarchy are non political
<pause >and therefore, when they choose
to speak it’s usually out of a genuine
concern for that problem
(BNC FLE 233)

In situations such as the one where (2) occurs,
the speaker typically assumes that the topos ac-
cessed by other conversational participants to in-
terpret the argument, is similar to that which the
speaker himself had in mind. However, some-
times our individual takes on the conversation do
not match. It is possible that agents involved in
dialogue accommodate different topoi which sat-
isfy the criteria for underpinning a particular en-
thymeme, while not being the ones assumed by
the speaker. To model the correspondence and dif-
ferences between the topoi accessed by conversa-
tional participants we use a game board style se-
mantics cast in TTR, similar to analyses found in
(Ginzburg, 2012), (Breitholtz and Cooper, 2011),
(Cooper and Ginzburg, 2015) (Schlöder et al.,
2016). We model enthymematic arguments and
the underpinning topoi in the dialogue partici-
pants’ resources as functions which return types
(dependent types). Subtyping is also essential in
our account of how topoi may be employed in dif-
ferent enthymemes.

3 Analysis

Let us now return to the example in (1) where
P ’s first utterance in (1a) – “metal was the rea-

son I started doing hip hop” – is in fact in itself an
enthymeme – there is something about metal that
made Petter start doing hip hop. Thus it may be
described as a function from a situation of a type
where the music genre “metal” occurs to a type of

situation where P starts “doing hip hop”, as seen
in (3). We refer to this enthymeme as Ereason.

(3)

Ereason = λr:




T=music:Type
x=metal:T
z=Petter:Ind
c1:relevant(T)


 ·
[

y=hiphop:r.T
c2:do(r.z,y)

]

There might be several topoi accessible to J which
could be drawn on to underpin the enthymeme
Ereason. Judging from J’s utterance she is sur-
prised by P ’s assertion that he hated metal. We
cannot say exactly in which way Petter hating
metal is “completely different” from what J ex-
pected. However, it seems reasonable to as-
sume that she expected metal being the reason
for P starting to “do” hiphop to be due to some
favourable relation between him and metal. Thus,
a possible topos could be one saying that if two
things are of the same type, and the speaker has
a favourable attitude to one of them, that thing
may cause someone to “do” the other thing. This
principle does not follow classical logic, but still
seems to be productive in everyday argumentation.
Think of examples like “My grandma had poodles,
that is what made me start breeding dalmatians”,
“Karate got me interested in Kung Fu”, etc. We
see a formalisation of this topos, Tsimilar in (4).

(4)

Tsimilar = λr:




T:Type
x:T
z:Ind
c1:relevant(T)
c2:like(z, x)


 ·
[

y:r.T
c3:do(r.z, y)

]

(Breitholtz, 2014) suggests update rules for inte-
grating topoi on the shared DGB, similar to the
one in (5)

5 is a function from a situation of a type where
a speaker has access to a topos (in the private field
of the DGB) to another function from a type of
situation where one such topos is a specification
of the max eud, to a situation type where the topos
in question is integrated on the shared DGB. This
function thus only applies when the domain- or an-
tecedent part of the enthymeme is a subtype (less
specific or identical to) of the corresponding part
of the topos. Secondly, the result of applying the
enthymeme to a record r must be a subtype of the
result of applying the topos to the same record.

In the case of Ereason the antecedent type is
not a subtype of the antecedent type of Tsimilar,
since it lacks the constraint c2: like(z, x). Both re-
quirements for a standard update of shared topos
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(5)

Fintegrate shared topos = λr:




private:
[
topoi:list(Topos)

]

shared:
[

eud:list(Enthymeme)
topoi:list(Topos)

]

 · λe:




t:Topos
c1:in(t, r.private.topoi)
c2:specification(fst(r.shared.eud), t))


 ·
[
shared:

[
topoi=[e.t | r.private.topoi]:list(Topos)

]]

is thus not met. However, since dialogue partici-
pants sometimes do accommodate topoi based on
underspecified enthymemes, we want to be able to
model how topoi may be integrated based on less
strict requirements. In order to do this we intro-
duce an additional update rule – Fintegrate topos′ –
for integrating topoi based on underspecified en-
thymemes, as seen in (6).

According to Fintegrate topos′ – which is to be
applied if there is no topos that is a more general
version of the max eud – we may integrate a topos
which is more specified than the enthymeme evok-
ing it. We say that an enthymeme E = T3 is under-
specified in relation to a topos T if T = T1 · T2, E
= T3 · T4, T1 @ T3 and, for any r, E(r) v T (r)

After the application of Fintegrate shared topos′ ,
J’s information state is of the type in (7).

(7) 


shared:




eud=[ Emetal reason ]:list(Enthymeme)
topoi=[Tsimilar]:list(Topos)

l-m:




prev:Rec

e:




x:Ind
y:Ind
z=Petter:Ind
s:Ind
c1:metal
c2:hiphop
c3:spec(x, s)
c4:spec(y, s)
c5:start doing
c6:reason(z, c5, c2)













After P ’s second utterance in (1b) – “Because I
hated metal” – a new enthymeme, Ereason′ , is in-
tegrated at the top of the list of enthymemes under
discussion.

(8) Ereason′ =

λr:




T:Type
x=metal:T
c1:relevant(T)
z=Petter:Ind
chate:hate(z, x)



·
[

y=hiphop:r.T
c2:do(r.z,y)

]

We need an update rule making sure that shared
topoi is updated with a topos which supports the
max eud. The rule Fupdate topoi in (9) says that

if there is an information state where a topos on
shared.topoi supports the max eud, we are licensed
to update that information state so that the topos in
question is moved to the max topoi position at the
top of the list of topoi. If b is a list and a ∈ b, the
function µ applied to b, µ(a, b), moves a to the
top of list b regardless of what position a has had
previously.

The update rule in (9) applies when a topos
which is already integrated on the shared game-
board is being actualised by an enthymeme. How-
ever, in cases such as this the topos available
seems to be incompatible with the enthymeme:
Ereason′ says that since Petter hated metal, he
started doing hip hop, and the topos Tsimilar says
that if someone likes something s/he might start
doing something similar. The antecedents include
concepts that we would probably want to model
as mutually exclusive, namely like and hate. The
formula in (10) is our version of a meaning pos-
tulate, and reads “ T1 precludes T2”, that is there
is no situation in which both T1 and T2 apply (for
a thorough discussion of preclusion in TTR, see
(Cooper, in prep).)

(10) If
[

x:Ind
c:hate(x)

]
= T1 and

[
x:Ind
c:like(x)

]
= T2 then T1⊥T2

When we engage in conversation we normally
try to interpret underspecified or implicit content
drawing on information already introduced on the
dialogue gameboard. This is the case with for
example resolution of anaphora. Thus it seems
reasonable that an algorithm for applying update
rules meant to pick out a topos to underpin the
enthymeme currently under discussion first tries
to apply the rule Fupdate shared topoi which looks
for a suitable topos already on the DGB, and not
until that fails, apply a rule which looks into the
long term memory of the conversational partici-
pant (modelled here as private.topoi).

The only topos on the list of shared topoi at
the point where J has just integrated Ereason′ is
such that the max eud cannot be a specification

4



(6)

Fintegrate shared topos′ (r) = λr:




private:
[
topoi:list(topos)

]

shared:
[

eud:list(Enthymeme)
topoi:list(Topos)

]

 ·

λe:




t:Topos
c1:in(t, r.private.topoi)
c2:underspec.(fst(r.shared.eud), t))


 ·

[
shared:

[
topoi=[e.t | r.private.topoi]:list(Topos)

]]

(9)
Fupdate topoi = λr:

[
shared:

[
eud:list(Enthymeme)
topoi:list(Topos)

]]
·

λe:




t:Topos
c1:in(r.shared.topoi, t)
c2:specification(fst(r.shared.eud), t)


 ·
[
shared:

[
topoi=[µ(e.t, r.sh.topoi)]:list(Topos)

]]

of it, nor can the topos be a specification of the
max eud, since Ereason′ ⊥ Tsimilar. Thus the
conditions for applying Fupdate topoi are not ful-
filled. So, we move on to once again applying
ruleFintegrate topoi. A topos that would work here
would be one capturing the notion of “ the lesser
of two evils”, or any other topos saying that dis-
like of something may cause someone to do some
activity of the same type. Tl t e. The point is that
in the first assumed topos, the focus is on the sim-
ilarity between two things of the same type, in the
second it is on the dissimilarity.

(11) Tl t e = λr:




T:Type
x:T
y:T
z:Ind
c1:relevant(T)
c2:hate(z, y)



·
[
e:do(r.z, r.x)

]

We assume thus, that J’s information state, TISJ
,

when she has integrated Ereason′ is of the type in
(12).

(12) 


priv:
[
topoi=[Tl t e]:list(Topos)

]

shar:
[

eud=[E ′reason, Ereason ]:list(Enthymeme)
topoi=[Tsimilar]:list(Topos)

]



Since the application of update rule
Fupdate shared topoi fails in this situation, we
move on to once more apply Fintegrate topoi.
The resulting type has a max topos that is a
specification of the max eud, which is what we
would typically expect after integration of a topos
on the shared game board.

(13) Fintegrat topoi(TISJ ) =
shared:

[
eud=[E ′reason, Ereason ]:list(Enthymeme)
topoi=[Tl t e, Tsimilar]:list(Topos)

]


4 Conclusion

When a dialogue participant sets about to interpret
an enthymematic utterance, they try to access a
topos that may serve as underpinning for the en-
thymeme. typically this means a topos which is
a more general than the enthymeme. We looked
at an example providing evidence that we may ac-
tually start reasoning before an argument is fully
spelled out, in the sense that there is a topos
that warrants the enthymeme by being a gener-
alised version of it. This indicates that the way
we process rhetorical structure is analogous to the
way we process sentential and non-sentential ut-
terances as described in e.g. (Eshghi et al., 2015)
– by incrementally constraining the search space.
We have suggested rules to account for informa-
tion state updates based on fully specified as well
as underspecified enthymemes. In further work
we want to investigate to what degree underspeci-
fied enthymemes are actually used. Intuitively, in
situations where dialogue participants know each
other very well and/or the context allows it, they
may well infer topoi based on underspecified en-
thymemes, which turn out to be exactly the ones
intended by the speaker. Furthermore the possibil-
ity of asking follow up questions and other types
of feed back may make it efficient to reason based
on underspecified enthymemes in situations where
the stakes are not too high.
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Turn-taking with a hidden agenda

Robin Cooper
Centre for Linguistic Theory and Studies in Probability (CLASP)

Department of Philosophy, Linguistics and Theory of Science
University of Gothenburg
cooper@ling.gu.se

Abstract

We propose a simple model of turn-taking
in an information state based approach to
dialogue using TTR (Type Theory with
Records). The information state (dia-
logue gameboard) contains an agenda for-
mulated as a list of speech event types
that the dialogue participant plans to real-
ize. A novel aspect of the proposal is that
the agenda also includes types of events
that intuitively should be carried out by
an interlocutor. We argue that all dia-
logue events should be regarded as events
jointly carried out by the dialogue partici-
pants and that this yields a simple formal
method for representing turn-taking in a
formal treatment of dialogue.

1 Perception and types

In the literature on TTR (Type Theory with
Records), see Cooper and Ginzburg (2015) for a
recent introduction, a connection is made between
the notion of judgement in type theory (judging
that an object or event is of a certain type) and
perception, that is, perception involves classifying
something as being of a certain type. We will de-
scribe this in this section. As we interact with our
environment we not only perceive objects but also
create new objects of certain types. Performing an
action is creating an event of a particular type. A
plan is a list of types which we hope to realize in
this way. Thus we obtain a simple theory of ac-
tion based on type theoretic ideas, which we will
describe in Section 2. In Section 3 we will con-
sider how coordinated action can be modelled in
terms of games in this framework. We will see in
Section 4 that this type theoretical view of action
leads naturally to a notion of joint action and that
this is important in order to obtain a theory of coor-

dinated action. Finally, in Section 5, we will apply
this view of action to turn taking in dialogue.

TTR is a type theory which takes many ideas
from Martin-Löf type theory (Martin-Löf, 1984;
Nordström et al., 1990). This kind of type the-
ory differs from the version of the simple theory
of types that Montague used (Montague, 1973;
Montague, 1974) in that it allows for a rich collec-
tion of types including types like Dog and, follow-
ing a suggestion by Ranta (1994), types of situa-
tions like A boy hug a dog in addition to the kind
of types corresponding to basic ontological cate-
gories (for example, in Montague’s case, types like
Entity and Truth value) and all types of functions
based on the basic types which are introduced in
simple type theory. Central to this kind of type the-
ory is the notion of a judgement that an object a is
of a type T , in symbols, a : T . We will sometimes
refer to a as a witness for the type T . In the litera-
ture on TTR this notion of judgement is connected
to a theory of perception. An act of perception in-
volves making such a type judgement. When we
perceive something we perceive it as being of a
certain type. That is, perceiving an object a as a
dog involves making the type judgement a : Dog.
Similarly perceiving a situation, e, as one in which
a boy hugs a dog involves making the type judge-
ment e : A boy hug a dog. Agents are thought
of as having a collection of types available as a
resource which they can employ in, among other
things, acts of perception. The types available to
an agent are in part limited by their perceptual ap-
paratus.

2 Action and types

A judgement can be thought of as an action which
an agent carries out, for example, when an object
is presented to its perceptual apparatus. Cooper
(2014; Cooper (in prep) calls it a kind of type act

7



(meant as a parallel to speech act) and presents
a simple theory of action based on types. Basi-
cally, there are three things that you can do with
types: (i) judge an object to be of a type (ii) won-
der whether an object is of a type (iii) create a
new object of a type. The third of these is im-
portant for this paper. Since we have types of sit-
uations (including events) we can regard actions
as involving the creation of a situation of a cer-
tain type. Consider a particular boy, b and a par-
ticular dog, d. The type of situation in which b
hugs d can be represented in TTR as a ptype (a
type constructed from a predicate and appropriate
arguments), ‘hug(b,d)’. It is no accident that the
notation for this situation type is the same as that
for a logical formula corresponding to a proposi-
tion. In this kind of type theory, types can serve as
propositions (the “propositions as types” slogan1).
When considered as propositions, they are true if
there is something of the type and false if there is
nothing of the type. Thus if b creates a situation of
the type ‘hug(b,d)’, then b has guaranteed that the
type is “true”.

3 Coordinated action and games

Let us consider a slightly more complicated kind
of situation. Suppose we have a human and a dog
playing the game of fetch, where the human picks
up a stick and throws it, the dog runs after the stick
and brings it back to the human. This involves a
string of events2 which could be regarded as wit-
nesses for ptypes in TTR. If T1, . . . , Tn are types,
then T1_ . . ._Tn is a type whose witnesses are
strings a1 . . . an such that ai : Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Thus a game of fetch between a human, a, and a
dog, b, involving a stick, c could be characterized
as having the type:
pick up(a,c)_attract attention(a,b)_throw(a,c)_

run after(b,c)_pick up(b,c)_return(b,c,a)
For technical reasons that will become appar-
ent below we will use record types contain-
ing these ptypes instead of the simple ptypes:[
e:pick up(a,c)

]
_
[
e:attract attention(a,b)

]
_

[
e:throw(a,c)

]
_
[
e:run after(b,c)

]
_

[
e:pick up(b,c)

]
_
[
e:return(b,c,a)

]

1See Wadler (2015) for an account of the origins of this
slogan from the perspective of computer science and Ranta
(1994) for a discussion of its relevance for linguistic seman-
tics

2The idea of events as strings come from work by Tim
Fernando, most recently presented in Fernando (2015).

This gives us a label ‘e’ which we can use as a
pointer to pick out the individual subevents. A
record,

[
e=s

]
, would be of type

[
e:pick up(a,c)

]

just in case s:pick up(a,c). We can think of a
record as modelling a situation with one or more
facts which hold in it. Witnesses for record types
may contain more facts than those required by the

type. Thus

[
e =s
e′=s′

]
would also be a witness of this

record type just in case the object, s, in the field
labelled by ‘e’ is of the appropriate type. Fields
with labels not mentioned in the type are ignored.

One aspect of coordination between the human
and the dog is that they both realize that the game
they are playing has this type. For each type in
the string an event of that type has to be created
and this has to be carried out in the appropriate
order, of course. One way to do this is to think
of the rules of the game as a collection of update
functions addressing an agenda in the agents’ in-
formation state. An agenda is a list of types (that
is, it is of type ‘[Type]’) which the agent plans
to realize in order. An update function can come
in one of two forms. The first form will map an
information state of a given type to a new type
which can then be used to compute a type for the
new information state. The second form will map
an information state of a given type and an event
of a given type to a new type which can be used
to compute a type for the new information state.
The type of information state we are using here
is

[
agenda:[RecType]

]
, that is the type of records

which have a field labelled ‘agenda’ which con-
tains a list of record types. (RecType is the type of
record types and [RecType] is the type of lists of
record types.) We can restrict the type of informa-
tion states to be one where the agenda is required
to be some specific list, L, by using a manifest
field:

[
agenda=L:[RecType]

]
, the type of informa-

tion states whose ‘agenda’-field contains the list,
L.

The two forms of update function are illustrated
with respect to the fetch game below.
λr:

[
agenda=[]:[RecType]

]
.[

agenda=[
[
e:pick up(a,c)

]
]:[RecType]

]

This function maps a state with an empty agenda
to the type of states where the agenda contains a
sole member the type of situation where a picks
up c.
λr:

[
agenda=[

[
e:pick up(a,c)

]
]:[RecType]

]
.
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λe:
[
e:pick up(a,c)

]
.[

agenda=[
[
e:attract attention(a,b)

]
]:[RecType]

]

This function maps a state with the event type “a
picks up c” on the agenda and an event where a
picks up c to the type of state which has the type
“a attracts b’s attention” on the agenda. Such func-
tions can be used by an agent to predict what type
of information state could be licensed on the ba-
sis of the agent’s current information state and,
in the case of the second function, also an ex-
ternal event of a given type. The idea is that, if
f is such a function of type Ti → RecType (or
Ti → Te → RecType) and r : T ′

i is the cur-
rent information state where T ′

i is a subtype of Ti
(and also e : T ′

e, where T ′
e is a subtype of Te), the

type of the next information state is licensed to be
T ′
i ∧. f(r) (or T ′

i ∧. f(r)(e)). ‘ ∧. ’ is the opera-
tion of asymmetric merge (Cooper and Ginzburg,
2015; Cooper, in prep). Basically if one of T1, T2
is not a record type then T1 ∧. T2 = T2. If T1, T2
are both record types, then for labels they do not
have in common, T1 ∧. T2 will contain both the
fields from T1 and T2. For labels, `, they do have
in common, T1 ∧. T2 will contain a field labelled
` with the asymmetric merge of the two types in
that field in T1 and T2. Asymmetric merge corre-
sponds to the notion of priority unification in the
feature-based grammar literature (Shieber, 1986).
For example, the asymmetric merge of[

agenda=[
[
e:pick up(a,c)

]
]:[RecType]

other-info:T

]

with[
agenda=[

[
e:attract attention(a,b)

]
]:[RecType]

]

is [
agenda=[

[
e:attract attention(a,b)

]
]:[RecType]

other-info:T

]

An important word in the characterization of
update above is licensed. Actions are licensed by
previous events of the appropriate type as speci-
fied by the game. There is, of course, no necessary
inference that such an action will occur or even
that the type will appear on anybody’s agenda. We
can at any point decide to stop playing the game.
What we can infer is that if we stop in the mid-
dle we will not have completed the game and that
certain actions are necessary if we are to create an
instance of the game type we have in mind. In this
way the kind of inferencing that is involved here is
enthymematic in the sense of Breitholtz (2014a),
Breitholtz (2014b).

4 Joint action to achieve coordination

In Section 3 we have said something about what
it might mean for agents to be coordinated on the
type of the game they are playing and how they
might update their agendas on the basis of pre-
vious events considered as events in a particular
instance of the game. But we have said noth-
ing about which event types go on which agent’s
agenda. At first blush it seems there is a clear di-
vision of duties between the human and the dog
in the game of fetch. The human has to pick up
the stick, attract the dog’s attention and throw the
stick. The dog has to run after it and bring it back
to the human. Therefore it might appear that the
first three types should, at the appropriate point in
the game, appear on the human’s agenda and the
other two types, again at an appropriate point in
the game, appear on the dog’s agenda.

But let us think about this a little more carefully
before we develop a formal treatment which in-
volves the different types arriving on the appropri-
ate agenda. Suppose the human picks up the stick
and tries to realize the event type of attracting the
dog’s attention. But the dog is facing the other way
gnawing on a bone. The human perhaps calls to
the dog but gets no response. Perhaps the human
walks around the dog so that she is in the dog’s
line of sight. The dog turns around taking the bone
and faces away from the human. The game cannot
continue. The dog has to make a contribution to
the realization of the type ‘attract attention(a,b)’,
look at the stick, and look excited, bark or jump up
and down or something. The agent who realizes
the type is not just the intuitive “first argument” to
the predicate. The dog has to give some kind of
feed-back that it is up for the game.

Consider another scenario, a little further on in
the game. The stick has been thrown and the dog
has run after it and has it in its mouth but then
discovers that the human has disappeared. How
can the dog realize the type ‘return(b,c,a)’ if a
has wandered off somewhere and is nowhere to be
seen? No, the human has to contribute to the real-
ization of this type by at least staying close enough
to the dog and in the dog’s line of sight when it
turns round, quite possibly also by encouraging
the dog and looking like she expects the stick to
be brought back to her.

These actions are joint actions in the sense of
Clark (1996), even if one of the agents is active
and the other is fairly passive. Realizing the situ-
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ation types in a game for two agents is not some-
thing that you can do on your own. The techni-
cal conclusion I would draw from this is that the
types associated with the game are entered onto
both agents’ agendas as the appropriate juncture
in the game as specified by the update functions.
Then even if there are types where you don’t have
to make any kind of active contribution to realiz-
ing the type at least there will be a mechanism for
causing you to wait until the type on the agenda
has been realized before moving on and updating
the agenda with a new type. This is known as turn
taking.

5 Joint action and turn taking in
dialogue

I have dwelt at length on the non-linguistic exam-
ple of the game of fetch because I believe that the
basic strategies of coordination, including turn-
taking, in dialogue are really the same strategies
needed by collaborating agents even without lan-
guage. The event types involved are very differ-
ent, involving types of speech events which on an
evolutionary scale are extremely specialized and
even arcane, but I would like to suggest that the
basic turn-taking mechanism which enables coor-
dination in speech is built on the kind of cognitive
abilities and strategies necessary for coordinating
agents independent of whether they have language
or not. This is one reason that it seems important
to embed a formal theory of language in a general
formal theory of action.

In the literature involving gameboards of the
kind Ginzburg has proposed (Ginzburg, 2012)
there has not be a great deal of emphasis on get-
ting turn taking to work out. For those of us work-
ing with agendas in this kind of framework fol-
lowing (Larsson, 2002), there has been the gen-
eral assumption that what goes on the agenda are
types of events in which the agent is the main ac-
tor. Thus, for example, if agent A asks a question
of agentB, then the type of the question event first
goes on A’s agenda and this licenses A to realize
an event of this type, that is, ask the question. B,
on hearing A’s utterance of the question, plans to
answer the question, that is, puts a type on B’s
agenda which is the type of an answer to the ques-
tion. (This assumes that A and B are playing a
straightforward question-answer game rather than
something more complicated like a clarification or
rejection of the question.) At the point at which

B is in this state and utters an answer, A’s agenda
is empty. There is nothing in such a formal ac-
count which represents the fact that when you ask
a question you are supposed to wait an appropriate
amount of time for an answer and be collaborative.
That is, in a normal question-answer exchange you
are not supposed to ask a question and then walk
out of the room or sing at the top of your voice so
that you cannot hear the answer. It seems that the
kind of coordination that is required here is ex-
actly like that required between the dog and the
human when the dog is picking up the stick. Just
like the “passive” role that the human has to play
in the returning of the stick, a questioner has a role
to play in realizing the type where the question is
answered, namely by showing that they are ready
to receive the answer. Both A and B should have
a type of the answering event on the agenda and
jointly play their respective roles in realizing the
type. Note that it need not be the case that A and
B have exactly the same type on the agenda. For
example, A will have a type for a situation where
B answers the question. It may be that, at least
at some point, before actually answering the ques-
tion, B has a subtype of A’s type on the agenda,
namely one that in addition specifies a content for
the answer. That is, it is A’s job to facilitate an
answer, whatever it is. It is B’s job to give some
particular answer to the question. This shows that
a notion of A and B being coordinated does not
necessarily involve having the same types on their
respective agendas. But perhaps what counts as
coordination is that the respective types stand in
the subtype relation and perhaps one could even
claim that the type that the main actor of the event
has must be a subtype of the type that the “sup-
porting” actor has. If it is the other way around
then perhaps the supporting actor was expecting
something of the main actor that they didn’t do in
the end – a sign of miscoordination.

6 Conclusion

We have suggested a simple notion of turn tak-
ing as a kind of coordination between informa-
tion states in agents both in linguistic and non-
linguistic games and we have emphasized the im-
portance of embedding a formal theory of lan-
guage in a formal theory of action. It seems on
this view that almost any speech act is a kind of
joint action, albeit in many cases with a “leading”
actor and a “supporting” actor.
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Abstract

Testing and computational implementa-
tion of formal models of situated linguistic
interaction imposes demands on computa-
tional infrastructure. We present our sys-
tem called KILLE and provide a proof-of-
concept evaluation of interactive situated
learning of object categories and spatial
relations.

1 Grounded meaning in interaction

Contemporary approaches to semantics of natural
language (Cooper, 2016; Fernández et al., 2011)
are based on two important premises: (i) meanings
are not universal and static but are agent-relative
and are continuously adapted in interaction with
other agents and environment (Clark, 1996; Pick-
ering and Garrod, 2004); and (ii) meanings (sense
and reference) are multi-modal where different
lexical items are sensitive to different modalities
in different contexts to different degrees (Coven-
try and Garrod, 2005).

Both aspects have changed the focus in compu-
tational semantics from engineering formal rules
that cover a domain or a fragment of linguistic data
off-line to approaches that are data driven and in-
volve continuous online fine-tuning of the model’s
parameters (Skočaj et al., 2011; Matuszek et al.,
2012). In robotics a shift in the approach has hap-
pened much earlier as it quickly became apparent
that robots with static models cannot deal with any
changes in the environment or with the environ-
ment’s uncertainty. Instead, modern robotics uses
models which are learned from data and refined
continuously as the robot’s interaction with the en-
vironment develops (for example (Dissanayake et
al., 2001) for map building). We argue that the
same paradigm should also be adopted when deal-
ing with computational models of language. In

this view the focus of building a computational
system is not on designing representations but in-
vestigating and modelling interactive strategies or
dialogue games (Kowtko et al., 1992) that will al-
low construction of such representations or fine-
tuning of their features, depending on how much
of representations are pre-available to such a sys-
tem.1

The interactive semantics of a computational
system have also implications on the models of
meaning used. The predominant semantic repre-
sentations used in computational semantics today
are vector-space representations that define mean-
ing as semantic similarity between lexical items on
the basis of their co-occurrence in contexts (Tur-
ney et al., 2010; Clark, 2015). Such models can
be successfully extracted from large corpora of
text and are very successful in representing mean-
ing. However, they nonetheless represent mean-
ing in an indirect way as they never consider a
relation between an expression and situations in
which that expression applies to or is true for. The
reason why words in particular linguistic contexts
are lexically similar is because words in linguis-
tic strings as a whole refer to (more or less) the
same situations which we do not have access to or
ignore when we built vector space models. How-
ever, in an interactive scenario described above we
can explore linking linguistic expressions and per-
ceptual features directly, a process which is com-
monly known as grounding (Harnad, 1990; Roy,
2002). Such models are required for situated dia-
logue agents or conversational robots which have
to link language and situations that they jointly at-
tend to with human conversational partners.2

1This sounds similar to the Chomsky’s innateness claim
but here we are thinking of purely engineering a system and
make no claims about human cognition.

2It is important to emphasise nonetheless that vector
space models may provide an important source of back-
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Grounded meanings of linguistic descriptions
such as “close to the table” and “red” corre-
spond to some function from physical or colour
space to a degree of acceptability of that descrip-
tion (Logan and Sadler, 1996; Roy, 2002; Skočaj
et al., 2011; Matuszek et al., 2012; Kenning-
ton and Schlangen, 2015; McMahan and Stone,
2015). Cognitive structures are hierarchically or-
ganised at several representation layers focusing
on and combining different modalities (Kruijff et
al., 2007). Since the functions predict distributions
of degree of applicability several descriptions may
be equally applicable for the same perceptual sit-
uation: the chair can be “close to the table” or
“to the left of the table” which means vagueness
is prevalent in grounding. This however, can be
resolved through interaction by adopting appro-
priate interaction strategies (Kelleher et al., 2005;
Skantze et al., 2014; Dobnik et al., 2015).

A formal model of perceptual semantics in in-
teraction has been the focus of Type Theory with
Records (TTR) (Cooper, 2016; Larsson, 2013;
Dobnik et al., 2013). Implementing, validat-
ing and testing such models imposes complex
demands on computational infrastructure in the
sense that this involves connecting perceptual sen-
sors with dialogue systems and machine learn-
ing algorithms. Processing language in interac-
tion also presents challenges from the computa-
tional perspective as it is often not trivial to em-
ploy existing language technology tools and (ma-
chine learning) algorithms, which were developed
for processing data offline, in an interactive tutor-
ing scenario. To address both issues we have de-
veloped a framework for situated agents that learn
grounded language incrementally and online with
a help of human tutor called KILLE3 (Kinect Is
Learning LanguagE). This paper focuses on the
construction of the Kille framework and its proper-
ties while it also provides a proof-of-concept eval-
uation of such learning of simple object and spatial
relations representations. We hope that this frame-
work will be a useful tool for future studying and
computational modelling language in interaction.

ground knowledge in such scenario and hence a dialogue
agent does not have to learn every meaning representation
through grounding. The challenges of integration of both
meaning representations are a focus of ongoing research.

3Swedish for “fellow”, “chap” or “bloke”.

2 The KILLE system

KILLE is a non-mobile table-top robot con-
necting Kinect sensors with image processing
(libfreenect), classification (clustering of visual
features and location classification) and a spoken
dialogue system OpenDial4 (Lison, 2013) con-
nected through Robot Operating System (ROS)
(Quigley et al., 2009). The latter is a popular
robotic middle-ware which ensures communica-
tion between them. It runs on a variety of popular
robotic hardware implementations which means
that our system could be ported to them with-
out too much modification (Figure 1). We pre-
fer a robotic middle-ware rather systems centred
around dialogue systems because it allows us to
represent and exchange perceptual and linguistic
information together and in the same way: there is
one information state for both. In addition to the
integration of these modules, our main contribu-
tion is implementation of ROSDial which provides
and interface between OpenDial and ROS, imple-
mentation of Kille Core which provides percep-
tual and spatial classification, and implementation
of dialogue games that interface between dialogue
and perceptual classification and therefore enable
incremental perceptual learning.

The system learns to recognise objects pre-
sented to it by a human tutor from scratch. It
can direct learning by asking for more objects
of a particular category if it is not able to clas-
sify them with sufficient reliability, thus filling
in the missing knowledge. If more objects of a
particular category are available in the scene and
the system is able to recognise them, the system
queries the user to describe spatial relations be-
tween them. Each of these kinds of descriptions
focus on a different perceptual features (visual fea-
tures vs location) and represent two fundamental
linguistic semantic categories: entities and entity
relations. Overall, KILLE combines both passive
(being instructed) and active (requesting examples
to learn from) learning which is incremental in
terms of learning to recognise situations denoted
by the lexical categories. A demo of the system
can be found at http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=AsEgaka6tH0.

Below there are some examples of dialogue
games that we implemented as dialogue rules in
the dialogue manager which act upon both linguis-
tic and perceptual knowledge.

4https://github.com/plison/opendial
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Figure 1: Kille modules

1. Direct instruction: objects

User: This is a cup.
System: [Object is focused on and observed.]
S: OK, I learned a cup.

2. Describing objects and relations with (un)certainty

U: What is this?
S: [Object is focused on and observed.]
U: The object is thought to be a book, but it might also

be a mug.

3. Reinforcement from feedback

U: What is this?
S: [Object is focused on and observed.]
S: This is a cup.
U: That is correct.
S: [Observation is added to the models.]

4. Self initiative: spatial relations

S: [Objects are focused on and observed.]
S: One of the objects is book, the other one is box.

Please tell me where things are.
U: The book is to the left of the box.
S: OK, this relation is called “to the left of”.

For visual representations we use Open Source
Computer Vision (OpenCV)5 (Bradski and
Kaehler, 2008) which is a popular library for
computer vision including real-time machine
learning applications. Through ROS we receive
real-time frames from Kinect which includes both
data from the depth sensor and the visual RGB
sensor. We use the depth information (which
gives us a precise 3d location of points making up
an object) to detect the object in focus and later
take the pixels representing these points in focus
to detect SIFT features (Scale-Invariant Feature
Transform) (Lowe, 1999) over them which are
used to represent objects in our model as shown
in Figure 2.

Objects, including those that are very similar
and belong to the same category, have different
number of SIFT descriptors detected depending on

5http://opencv.org

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: A perception of a plush gnome from
the depth sensor (a) including the background, (b)
with the background removed, (c) with the RGB
image superimposed, and (d) with SIFT features
detected in the image. The black border in (a) is a
perceptual artefact arising from the interference of
sensors.

their visual properties: some objects have more vi-
sual details than others. There is a bias that ob-
ject with less features match objects with more
(and similar looking) features. In our interactive
scenario there is also no guarantee that the same
features will be detected after the object is re-
introduced (or even between two successive scans)
as the captured frame will be slightly different
from the previously captured one because of slight
changes in location, lighting and camera noise.

3 Interactive perceptional learning

In the following subsections we present a proof-
of concept implementation and evaluation of per-
ceptual learning through interaction which demon-
strates the usability of the Kille framework.

Learning to recognise objects To recognise ob-
jects we developed a nearest neighbour classifi-
cation method based on the the FLANN library
(Muja and Lowe, 2009) which works by compar-
ing the SIFT descriptors of object to classify with
the objects in the database and then returns the
class of the closest matching object. In the eval-
uation, 10 consecutive scans are taken and their
recognition scores are averaged to a single score.
This improves the accuracy but increases the clas-
sification time (which is nonetheless still reason-
able for the small domain of objects we are con-
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sidering). The location of the recognised object
is estimated by taking the locations of the twenty
matched descriptors with the shortest distance.

To evaluate the system’s performance in an in-
teractive tutoring scenario we chose the following
10 objects: apple, banana, teddy bear, book, cap,
car, cup, can of paint, shoe and shoe-box. A hu-
man tutor successively re-introduces the same 10
objects to the system in a pre-defined order over
four rounds trying to keep the presentation identi-
cal as much as possible. In each round all objects
are first learned and then queried. To avoid ASR
errors both in learning and generation text input is
used.

Taking the average SIFT feature matching
scores over 4 rounds for each object and taking the
class of the object with highest mean score, on av-
erage all but one object were recognised correctly.
However, the cap was consistently confused with
the banana. There were a couple of individual con-
fusions that have been levelled out in the calcula-
tion of the average score. To test how distinct ob-
jects are from one another we calculated a differ-
ence of the matching scores of the highest-ranking
object of the correct category and the other highest
ranking candidate. If we arrange objects by this
score, we get the following ranking (from more
distinct to least distinct): book > car > shoe >
cup > banana > bear > apple > paint > shoe-box
> cap. We also tested recognition of the same ob-
jects when rotated and recognition of new objects
of the same category.

Learning to recognise spatial relations Be-
fore spatial relations can be learned the system
must recognise the target and the landmark ob-
jects (“the gnome/TARGET is to the left of the
book/LANDMARK”) both in a linguistic string
and in a perceptual scene. Twenty highest rank-
ing SIFT features are taken for each object and
their x (width), y (height) and z (depth) coordinates
are averaged, thus giving us the centroid of the 20
most salient features of an object. The coordinate
frame of the coordinates is transposed to the centre
of the landmark object. The relativised location of
the target to the landmark are fed to a Linear Sup-
port Vector Classifier (SVC) with descriptions as
target classes.

A human tutor taught the system by present-
ing it the target object (a book) randomly 3 times
at 16 different locations (2 distances/circles con-
taining 8 points separated at 45◦) in relation to

the landmark (the car). The spatial descriptions
that the human instructor used were to the left of,
to the right of, in front of, behind of, near and
close to (6). The performance of the system was
evaluated by two human conversational partners,
one of whom was also the tutor from the learn-
ing stage. The target object was randomly placed
in one of the 16 locations and each location was
used twice which gave us 32 generations. A par-
ticular location may be described with several spa-
tial descriptions (but not all combinations of de-
scriptions are possible) but some may be more ap-
propriate than others. The evaluators first wrote
down a description they would use to describe the
scene and then the system would be queried about
the location of the target to which it provided a
response. The evaluators would then also record
whether they agree with the generation. The ob-
served blind agreement between the evaluators is
0.5313 with κ = 0.4313 which means that choos-
ing a spatial description is quite a subjective task.
The blind agreement between the evaluators and
the system is 0.2344 with κ = 0.0537. The eval-
uators were happy with the system’s generation
in additional 37.5% of cases, which means that
the system generated an appropriate description in
60.94% of cases which is encouraging and com-
parable to the similar task in the literature. Note
also that the system tried to learn continuous func-
tions from a very small number of examples, on an
average only 46/6=8 instances.

4 Conclusion and future work

In this paper we argue that there is a need for
a computational infrastructure that will allow us
modelling dynamic grounded semantics in interac-
tion for two reasons: (i) to verify semantic theories
and (ii) to provide a platform for their computa-
tional implementations. We developed and frame-
work called KILLE a simple interactive “robot”
which we argue provides a good solution for mod-
elling these aspects and at the same time can
be ported to more sophisticated robotic hardware
platforms. We demonstrated a proof-of-concept of
learning object categories and spatial relations fol-
lowing the theoretical proposals in the literature.
We hope that the platform will provide useful for
testing further models of linguistic and perceptual
interactions.
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Abstract

Meaning is highly activity-specific, in that
the action that a particular sequence of
words is taken to perform is severely un-
derdetermined in the absence of an over-
arching activity, or a ‘language-game’. In
this paper, we combine a formal, incre-
mental model of interactional dynamics
and contextual update - Dynamic Syn-
tax and Type Theory with Records (DS-
TTR) - with Reinforcement Learning for
word selection. We show, using an imple-
mented system, that trial and error gener-
ation with a DS-TTR lexicon – a process
we have dubbed babbling – leads to par-
ticular domain-specific dialogue acts to be
learned and routinised over time; and thus
that higher level dialogue structures - or
how actions fit together to form a coher-
ent whole - can be learned in this fashion.
This method therefore allows incremental
dialogue systems to be automatically boot-
strapped from small amounts of unanno-
tated dialogue transcripts, yet capturing a
combinatorially large number of interac-
tional variations. Even when the system
is trained from only a single dialogue, we
show that it supports over 8000 new dia-
logues in the same domain. This gener-
alisation property results from the struc-
tural knowledge and constraints present
within the grammar, and highlights lim-
itations of recent state-of-the-art systems
that are built using machine learning tech-
niques only.

1 Introduction

Meaning is highly activity-specific, in that the ac-
tion that a particular sequence of words is taken to

perform, together with any perlocutionary effect
that action might give rise to, is severely underde-
termined in the absence of a particular overarch-
ing activity, or a ‘language-game’. Wittgenstein
famously argued that the structure of a language-
game, or how actions fit together to form a co-
herent whole, is irreducible. Arguably, this is the
most unyielding obstacle facing not only theoret-
ical approaches to pragmatics, but also dialogue
system developers today. This suggests that partic-
ular dialogue structures are emergent, learned, and
very frequently adjusted during interaction (Mills
and Gregoromichelaki, 2010; Mills, 2011; Healey,
2008; Larsson and Cooper, 2008).

Despite this, recent and ongoing work in for-
mal dialogue modelling suggests that not only lan-
guage processing mechanisms, but also certain ba-
sic principles of contextual dynamics in dialogue
do generalise across domains (Ginzburg, 2012;
Kempson et al., 2016; Eshghi et al., 2015; Kemp-
son et al., 2015; Purver et al., 2010). Even in a
simple domain, there’s a lot of interactional varia-
tion that does not ultimately affect the overall com-
municative goal of a dialogue. For example, the
dialogues in Fig. 1 (specifically the top two rows,
where the lexicon is held constant) all lead to a
context in which the user wants to buy a phone
by LG. These dialogues can be said to be prag-
matically synonymous for this domain. Arguably,
a good model of interactional dynamics should be
able to capture this synonymy.

In this paper, we show, using an implemented
system (Kalatzis et al., 2016), that given Dynamic
Syntax and Type Theory with Records (DS-TTR)
(Kempson et al., 2001; Eshghi et al., 2012; Eshghi
et al., 2015) as a low-level, incremental model of
interactional and contextual dynamics, one can see
dialogue acts, together with their associated local
dialogue structures and procedural conventions as
emergent and learned from interaction; and thus
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USR: I would like an LG lap-

err, phone
SYS: okay.

USR: I would like a
phone by LG.

SYS: sorry a what?
USR: a phone by LG.
SYS: okay.

SYS: what would you like?
USR: an LG phone
SYS: okay.

SYS: what would you like?
USR: a phone
SYS: by which brand?
USR: LG
SYS: okay

SYS: you’d like a ...?
USR: a phone
SYS: by what brand?
USR: LG.
SYS: okay

SYS: so would you like a computer?
USR: no, a phone.
SYS: okay. by which brand?
USR: LG.
SYS: okay.

L
ex

ic
al

USR: I want an LG phone.
SYS: okay.

USR: Can I have
an LG phone?

SYS: Sure.

SYS: What do you want to buy?
USR: a phone
SYS: by which make?
USR: LG
SYS: Okay.

Figure 1: Some Interactional and Lexical Variations in a Shopping Domain

that fully incremental dialogue systems can be
bootstrapped from raw, unannotated example suc-
cessful dialogues within a particular domain.

The model we present below combines DS-
TTR with Reinforcement Learning for incremen-
tal word selection, where dialogue management
and language generation are treated as one and the
same decision/optimisation problem, and where
the corresponding Markov Decision Process is au-
tomatically constructed. Using our implemented
system, we demonstrate that using this system one
can generalise from very small amounts of raw di-
alogue data, to a combinatorially large space of in-
teractional variations, including phenomena such
as question-answer pairs, over-answering, self-
and other-corrections, split-utterances, and clarifi-
cation interaction, when most of these are not even
observed in the original data (see section 4.1).

1.1 Dimensions of Pragmatic Synonymy

There are two important dimensions along which
dialogues can vary, but nevertheless, lead to very
similar final contexts: interactional, and lexical.
Interactional synonymy is analogous to syntac-
tic synonymy - when two distinct sentences are
parsed to identical logical forms - except that it oc-
curs not only at the level of a single sentence, but
at the dialogue or discourse level - Fig. 1 shows ex-
amples. Importantly as we shall show, this type of
synonymy can be captured by grammars/models
of dialogue context.

Lexical synonymy relations, on the other hand,
hold among utterances, or dialogues, when differ-
ent words (or sequences of words) express mean-
ings that are sufficiently similar in a particular
domain or activity - see Fig 1. Unlike syntac-
tic/interactional synonymy relations, lexical ones
can often break down when one moves to an-

other domain: lexical synonymy relations are do-
main specific. Here we do not focus on these, but
merely note that lexical synonymy relations can
be captured using Distributional Methods (see e.g.
Lewis & Steedman (2013)), or methods akin to
Eshghi & Lemon (2014) by grounding domain-
general semantics into the non-linguistic actions
within a domain.

2 Dynamic Syntax (DS) and Type Theory
with Records (TTR)

Dynamic Syntax (DS) a is a word-by-word incre-
mental semantic parser/generator, based around
the Dynamic Syntax (DS) grammar framework
(Cann et al., 2005) especially suited to the frag-
mentary and highly contextual nature of dialogue.
In DS, words are conditional actions - semantic
updates; and dialogue is modelled as the inter-
active and incremental construction of contextual
and semantic representations (Eshghi et al., 2015)
- see Fig. 2. The contextual representations af-
forded by DS are of the fine-grained semantic con-
tent that is jointly negotiated/agreed upon by the
interlocutors, as a result of processing questions
and answers, clarification requests, acceptances,
self-/other-corrections etc. The upshot of this is
that using DS, we can not only track the seman-
tic content of some current turn as it is being con-
structed (parsed or generated) word by word, but
also the context of the conversation as whole, with
the latter also encoding the grounded/agreed con-
tent of the conversation (see e.g. Fig. 2, and see
Eshghi et al. (2015); Purver et al. (2010) for de-
tails of the model). Crucially for our model below,
the inherent incrementality of DS together with
the word-level, as well as cross-turn, parsing con-
straints it provides, enables the word-by-word ex-
ploration of the space of grammatical dialogues,
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and the semantic and contextual representations
that result from them.

These representations are Record Types (RT,
see Fig. 2) of Type Theory with Records (TTR,
(Cooper, 2005)), useful for incremental specifi-
cation of utterance content, underspecification, as
well as richer representations of the dialogue con-
text (Purver et al., 2010; Purver et al., 2011; Es-
hghi et al., 2012). For reasons of lack of space,
we only note that the TTR calculus provides, in
addition to other operations, the subtype check-
ing operation, ⊑, among Record Types (RT), and
that of the Maximally specific Common Super-
type (MCS) of two RTs, which both turn out to
be crucial for the automatic construction of our
MDP model, and feature checking (for more detail
on the DS-TTR Hybrid, see (Eshghi et al., 2012;
Hough and Purver, 2014)).

3 The overall BABBLE method

We start with two resources: a) a DS-TTR parser
DS (either learned from data (Eshghi et al., 2013),
or constructed by hand), for incremental language
processing, but also, more generally, for tracking
the context of the dialogue using Eshghi et al.’s
model of feedback (Eshghi et al., 2015; Eshghi,
2015); b) a set D of transcribed successful dia-
logues in the target domain.

Overall, we will demonstrate the following
steps (see (Kalatzis et al., 2016) for more details):

1. Automatically induce the Markov Decision
Process (MDP) state space, S , and the dia-
logue goal, GD, from D;

2. Automatically define the state encoding func-
tion F : C → S ; where s ∈ S is a (binary)
state vector, designed to extract from the cur-
rent context of the dialogue, the semantic fea-
tures observed in the example dialogues D;
and c ∈ C is a DS context, viz. a pair of TTR
Record Types: ⟨cp, cg⟩, where cp is the con-
tent of the current, PENDING clause as it is
being constructed, but not necessarily fully
grounded yet; and cg is the content already
jointly built and GROUNDED by the inter-
locutors (loosely following the DGB model
of (Ginzburg, 2012)).

3. Define the MDP action set as the DS lexicon
L (i.e. actions are words);

4. Define the reward function R as reaching GD,
while minimising dialogue length.

We then solve the generated MDP using Rein-
forcement Learning, with a standard Q-learning
method, implemented using BURLAP (Mac-
Glashan, 2015): train a policy π : S → L, where L
is the DS Lexicon, and S the state space induced
using F. The system is trained in interaction with a
(semantic) simulated user, also automatically built
from the dialogue data (see (Kalatzis et al., 2016)
for details).

The state encoding function F , as shown in
Figure 2 the MDP state is a binary vector of size
2 × |Φ|, i.e. twice the number of the RT fea-
tures. The first half of the state vector contains the
grounded features (i.e. agreed by the participants)
ϕi, while the second half contains the current se-
mantics being incrementally built in the current di-
alogue utterance. Formally:
s = ⟨F1(cp), . . . , Fm(cp), F1(cg), . . . , Fm(cg)⟩;
where Fi(c) = 1 if c ⊑ ϕi, and 0 otherwise. (Recall
that ⊑ is the RT subtype relation).

4 Discussion

We have so far induced two prototype dialogue
systems, one in an ‘electronic shopping’ domain
(as exemplified by the dialogues in Fig. 1) and
another in a ‘restaurant-search’ domain showing
that incremental dialogue systems can be auto-
matically created from small amounts of dialogue
transcripts - in this case both systems were in-
duced from a single successful example dialogue.

From a theoretical point of view, this shows
that DS-TTR as an incremental model of inter-
actional dynamics, with a domain-specific reward
signal/goal is sufficient for certain word sequences
becoming routinised and learned as ways of per-
forming specific kinds of speech act within the do-
main, without any prior, procedural specifications
of such actions. Thus, a dialogue system learns
not only what it needs to do, but also how and
when to do it (e.g. in a ‘restaurant-booking’ task,
it learns to ask “What kind of cuisine would you
like?”, in a situation where the user says she wants
to book a table, but does not provide information
about restaurant type): higher-, discourse-level di-
alogue structure is emergent from interaction in
such a setting.

From the practical point of view of dialogue
system development, the major benefits of this ap-
proach are in (1) more naturally interactive dia-
logue systems as the resulting systems are incre-
mental and are thus able to handle inherently in-
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Grounded Semantics (cg) Pending Semantics (cp) Dialogue so far



x2 : e
e2=like : es
x1=US R : e
p2=pres(e2) : t
p5=sub j(e2,x1) : t
p4=ob j(e2,x2) : t
p11=phone(x2) : t





x2 : e
e2=like : es
x1=US R : e
p2=pres(e2) : t
p5=sub j(e2,x1) : t
p4=ob j(e2,x2) : t
p11=phone(x2) : t
x3 : e
p10=by(x2,x3) : t
p9=brand(x3) : t
p10=question(x3) : t



SYS: What would you like?
USR: a phone
SYS: by which brand?

RT Feature (ϕi):
[

x10 : e
p15=brand(x10) : t

][
e3=like : es
p2=pres(e3) : t

] x10 : e
x8 : e
p14=by(x8,x10) : t


 e3=like : es

x5=usr : e
p7=sub j(e3,x5) : t


 x8 : e

e3=like : es
p6=ob j(e3,x8) : t


F1 ↓ F2 ↓ F3 ↓ F4 ↓ F5 ↓

State:
⟨ Pending: 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, ⟩

Grounded: 0, 1, 0, 1, 1

Figure 2: Semantics to MDP state encoding with RT features

cremental dialogue phenomena such as continua-
tions, interruptions, and self-repair (see (Hough,
2015) for the DS-TTR model of self-repair); and
(2) reduced development time and cost. To evalu-
ate (2), below we consider the number of different
dialogues that can be processed based on only 1
example training dialogue.

4.1 Number of interactional variations
captured

Here we establish, as an example of the power of
the method implemented, a lower-bound on the
number of dialogue variants that can be processed
based on training from only 1 example dialogue.
Consider the training dialogue (which has only 2
‘slots’ and 4 turns) below:

SYS: What would you like?
USR: a phone
SYS: by which brand?
USR: by Apple

Parsing this dialogue establishes (as described
above) a dialogue context that is required for suc-
cess. The DS grammar is able to parse and gen-
erate many variants of the above turns, which
lead to the same dialogue contexts being created,
and thus also result in successful dialogues. To
quantify this, we count the number of interac-
tional variants on the above dialogue which can
be parsed/generated by DS, and are thus automati-
cally supported after training the system on this di-
alogue. Note that we do not take into account pos-
sible syntactic and lexical variations here, which
would again lead to a large number of variants that
the system can handle.

The DS grammar can parse several variants of
the first turn, including overanswering (“I want an
Apple laptop”), self-repair (“I want an Apple lap-
top, err, no, an LG laptop”), and ellipsis (“a lap-
top”), whose combinatorics give rise to 16 differ-
ent ways the user can respond (not counting lexi-
cal and syntactic variations). These variations can
also happen in the second user turn. If we con-
sider the user turns alone, there are at least 256
variants on the above dialogue which we demon-
strate that the trained system can handle. If we
also consider similar variations in the two system
turns (ellipsis, questions vs. statement, utterance
completions, continuation, etc), then we arrive at
a lower bound for the number of variations on the
training dialogue of 8,192.

This remarkable generative power is due to the
generalisation power of the DS grammar, com-
bined with the system’s DM/NLG policy which is
created by searching through the space of possible
(successful) dialogue variants.

5 Conclusion and ongoing work

We show how incremental dialogue systems can
be automatically learned from example successful
dialogues in a domain, with Dialogue Acts and
discourse structure emergent rather specified in
advance. This method allows rapid domain trans-
fer – simply collect some example (successful) di-
alogues in a ‘slot-filling’ domain, and retrain. At
present this is fully automated, and only requires
checking that the DS lexicon covers the input data.
We are currently applying this method to the prob-
lem of learning (visual) word meanings (ground-
ings) from interaction.
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Abstract

The view of NLs as codes mediating a map-

ping between “expressions” and the world is

abandoned to give way to a view where utter-

ances are seen as actions aimed to locally and

incrementally alter the affordances of the con-

text. Such actions employ perceptual stimuli

composed not only of “words” and “syntax”

but also elements like visual marks, gestures,

sounds, etc. Any such stimuli can participate

in the domain-general processes that consti-

tute the “grammar”. The function of the gram-

mar is dynamic categorisation of various per-

ceptual inputs and their integration in the pro-

cess of generating the next action steps. Given

these assumptions, a challenge that arises is

how to account for the reification of such pro-

cesses as exemplified in apparent metarepre-

sentational practices like quotation, reporting,

citation etc. It is argued that even such phe-

nomena can receive adequate and natural ex-

planations through a grammar that allows for

the ad hoc creation of occasion-specific con-

tent through reflexive mechanisms.

1 Language as action and grammar

Standard models that describe natural languages

(NLs) as representational systems belong to the

‘language-as-product’ paradigm (Clark, 1992),

concerned with the definition of linguistic repre-

sentations, the “product” of linguistic processing.

In this tradition, it has been a standard assumption

that NL properties should be explained by reifying

NLs as abstract codes, mapping forms (strings of

symbols) to propositional intentions. However, a

substantial amount of evidence indicates that NL

use substantially affects NL structuring indicating

an alternative characterisation: within a ‘language

as action’ paradigm, NL properties can be expli-

cated as coinciding with those of human action;

an agent’s linguistic actions are structured sequen-

tially, directed by predictions of upcoming inputs,

interleaved and interacting with other activities and

agents. Accordingly, in everyday conversation, ut-

terances are not expected to display evidence of

necessary hierarchical constituency, e.g. senten-

tial structuring: non-sentential utterances are ade-

quate to underpin interlocutor coordination and all

linguistic dependencies are resolvable across more

than one turn:

(1) Angus: But Domenica Cyril is an intelligent

and entirely well-behaved dog who

Domenica: happens to smell

[radio play, 44 Scotland Street]

In such cases, postulating a notion of well-

formedness based on a code licensing units rang-

ing over strings of words, as an independent level

of structuring, impedes a natural account of such

phenomena. This is because joining overt forms to-

gether often results in illformedness or misleading

interpretations:

(2) A: I heard a bang. Did you hurt

B: myself? No, but Mary is in a state

Moreover, at the level of semantics/pragmatics of

dialogue, the issue of recoverability of proposi-

tional intentions is also problematic, e.g., in cases

such as (5) where various speech acts are accom-

plished within the unfolding of a shared single

proposition (see Gregoromichelaki et al. (2011)):

(3) Jack: I just returned

Kathy: from . . .

Jack: Finland. [Lerner (2004)]

(4) Eleni: A: Are you left or

Yo: Right-handed. [natural data]

(5) Hester Collyer: It’s for me.

Mrs Elton the landlady: And Mr. Page?

Hester Collyer: is not my husband. But I’d

rather you think of me as Mrs. Page. [The

Deep Blue Sea (film)]

This endemic context-sensitivity and situated-

ness of NL use is indicative of the fact that both

content and structure are emergent products of the
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processes and practices underpinning human inter-

action. For these reasons, the more general ap-

proach to NL analysis argued for here revolves

around the idea that structures, objects, concepts,

concrete reality (and even the individual self) can

all be taken as metaphysically emergent categories

with processes, mechanisms, and change as onto-

logically primary.1

2 DS-TTR

A grammar architecture adopting this perspective

can be articulated within DS-TTR (Cann et al.

(2005); Purver et al. (2010); Gregoromichelaki

(in press)). Here NLs are conceived as compris-

ing sets of processes modelled formally as proce-

dures. Both NLs’ temporal structuring (syntax)

and lexical specifications are analysed as involv-

ing stored sequences (macros) of elementary (epis-

temic) actions, defined in an IF-THEN-ELSE for-

mat. Such actions incrementally and predictively

build or linearise conceptual categories expressed

in TTR-representations (Cooper, 2012). The model

assumes tight interlinking of NL perception and

action: production uses simulation and testing of

parse states in order to license the generation of

strings; comprehension predictively builds struc-

tures to accommodate upcoming inputs in order to

constrain efficiently the usual overwhelming ambi-

guity of NL stimuli. By imposing top-down predic-

tive and goal-directed processing at all comprehen-

sion and production stages, interlocutor feedback

is incrementally anticipated and integrated. The

model includes subsentential tracking of the shift-

ing contextual parameters of each word-utterance

event (Eshghi et al. (2015); Gregoromichelaki (in

press)). Context constitutes an integral part of the

grammar, not only as a record of the shifting pa-

rameters that provide for the interpretation of vari-

ous indexical elements (e.g. myself in (2)), but also

storing (a) the emergent (partial) structures con-

structed from the contributions of all participants;

(b) the phonological/graphical elements that have

been employed; (c) the actions used, recorded as

traversals of paths in a graph display; (d) processing

paths that have been considered as probabilistically

live options but not eventually pursued (Sato, 2011;

Hough, 2015). Storing the action paths is necessary

1This view has its roots in an ancient philosophical pro-
gramme starting in the Western world with Heraclitus, situated
within a tradition following, among others, Martin Heidegger,
Ilya Prigogine, Gilles Deleuze, and even encompassing cur-
rent notions like the concept of the extended mind (Clark and
Chalmers, 1998; Clark, 2008).

for the resolution of anaphora and ellipsis, espe-

cially “sloppy” or “paycheck” readings, whose res-

olution relies on re-executing (‘rerunning’) previ-

ous action sequences in an updated processing en-

vironment. Maintaining abandoned options is re-

quired for the modelling of backtracking in sub-

sententially occurring conversational phenomena

like clarification, self-/other-corrections, etc. but

also humour effects and puns (Gregoromichelaki,

in press). Consequently, coordination among inter-

locutors is seen not as inferential metarepresenta-

tional activity but as the outcome of the fact that

the grammar consists of a set of licensed comple-

mentary actions that both speakers and hearers have

to perform in synchrony (Gregoromichelaki et al.,

2013).

2.1 Quotation in DS-TTR

Given these assumptions, a challenge that arises

is how to account for the reification of grammati-

cal processes as exemplified in apparent metarep-

resentational practices like quotation, reporting, ci-

tation etc. As we saw earlier in (1)-(5), perfectly

intelligible moves in dialogue can be achieved sim-

ply by initiating a grammatical dependency which

prompts either interlocutor to fulfill it without spe-

cific determination or identifiability of a given

speech-act. In various other cases though, the in-

terlocutor completing somebody else’s utterance

might be seen as offering the completion along with

a query as to whether such a (meta)representation

is what the other interlocutor would have said (e.g.

(2)). There are further such phenomena in cases of

citation, quotation, reports, echoing uses, and code-

switching:

(6) “Cities,” he said, “are a very high priority.”

(7) Wright won’t disclose how much the Nike

deal is worth, saying only that “they treat me

well”. [De Brabanter (2010)]

(8) A doctor tells him [Gustave Flaubert] he is

like a “vieille femme hysterique”; he agrees.

[De Brabanter (2010)]

(9) Alice said that life is “difficult to

understand”. [Cappelen and Lepore (1997)]

(10) Mary felt relieved. If Peter came tomorrow,

she would be saved. [Recanati (2010)]

Despite recent attempts to integrate such phenom-

ena within standard grammars (e.g., (Ginzburg and

Cooper, 2014; Maier, 2014; Potts, 2007)), certain

data are not amenable to appropriate treatment due

to the lack of modelling incrementality within these
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formalisms. For example, as can be seen in (6)-(9),

quotation can appear subsententially, and discon-

tinuously, at any point, which means that contextual

parameters regarding the utterance event and se-

mantic evaluation need to be able to shift incremen-

tally at each word-by-word processing stage. Addi-

tionally, quotation is one of the environments where

the phenomenon of split-utterances is observed fre-

quently as an opportunity arises for co-constructing

a vivid unified perspective of some (actual or imag-

inary) speech/thought event (Gregoromichelaki, in

press):

(11) Clinician: So I watch this person being

killed and then I go to bed and I’m you know

lying there going, “well”

Patient: “did I hear something?” [Duff et al.

(2007)]
The contextual parameters relevant to the resolu-

tion of indexicals (e.g. I) in such cases, even though

needing to shift mid-sentence, do not necessarily

track the current speaker/hearer roles. Moreover,

such role-switches include cases where the same

structure can be employed both as expressing a

speaker’s own voice and as a subsequent quotation:

(12) A: SOMEONE is keen [BBC]

B: says the man who slept here all night

In all such cases, issues of “footing” (Goffman,

1979), namely changes in perspectives and roles

assumed by interlocutors, intersect with syntac-

tic/semantic issues of direct/indirect speech con-

structions and speech-act responsibility and echo-

ing. For these reasons, an adequate account of

the function of such NL devices can be given

straighforwardly in DS-TTR due to its incremen-

tal modelling of context shifting, the potential for

sharing of syntactic/semantic dependencies, and

the fact that there is no requirement to derive a

global propositional speech act (Gregoromichelaki

(in press); Gregoromichelaki & Kempson (2016)).

On the other hand, modelling the potential of

partially assuming another speaker’s role, being

perceived as “demonstrating” what somebody else

was going to say, and the “metalinguistic” appear-

ance of various such phenomena might seem espe-

cially problematic aspects for the DS-TTR stance:

(13) “Life is difficult” is grammatical.

(14) James says that “Quine” wants to speak to us.

[James thinks that McPherson is Quine]

(15) “I talk better English than the both of

youse!” shouted Charles, thereby convincing

me that he didn’t.

A DS-TTR grammar takes words (and the oper-

ation of “syntax” in general) as offering affor-

dances exploited by the interlocutors to facilitate

interaction. This means that words and linguistic

constructions are NOT conceptualised as abstract

code elements, expression types, that are associated

with referential/semantic values (cf Cooper (2014)

where string structure is still presumed). With no

privileged semantic entities corresponding to (types

of) expressions, only domain-general mechanisms

for processing stimuli, quotation thus offers a cru-

cial test for the legitimacy of these DS-TTR claims:

when processing a quoted/cited string, what hap-

pens within the quotation marks (or any other indi-

cations) according to these assumptions?

In fact, it turns out that such cases are also

unproblematic for the DS-TTR model, and can

be explicated in a natural manner that conforms

with intuitions and parallels the modelling of

anaphora/ellipsis. First, in order to model cases

like (6)-(10), (14), (15), as well as mid-sentence

general code-switching, it has to be assumed that

the context keeps track incrementally, through a

designated metavariable (g in (16)), of which and

whose grammar is being employed at each partic-

ular subsentential stage (cf Ginzburg and Cooper

(2014)). Next, consider the most challenging cases,

namely, metalinguistic uses, for example (13), so-

called pure quotation, where an NL-string appears

in a regular NP position. Under DS-TTR assump-

tions, this will be a pointer position where the

grammar has already generated a prediction for

the processing of a singular term (?Ty(e), other

cases might involve ?Ty(cn), etc.). The expla-

nation of what happens here is based on the fact

that actions are first-class citizens in DS-TTR. This

means that previous actions can be invoked by the

grammar to be re-executed (‘rerun’) in order to

provide parallel but distinct contents as needed in

cases of sloppy-ellipsis or paycheck-pronoun read-

ings. From this perspective, metalinguistic, echoic,

and similar uses are cases where the actions spec-

ified by some grammar g for processing a partic-

ular string, e.g. the embedded sentential string in

(13), come to be executed on the spot to provide

an ad hoc conceptualisation of a demonstrated ac-

tion. The formalisation of the basic mechanism

is shown in (16) below. Different variants of this

macro and combinations with other independently

needed components of the grammar account for all

such phenomena:
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(16)
(a) demonstration action

In (16), the higher-order action run, also employed

in cases of sloppy anaphora, is triggered. run is

parameterised to some grammar g (replacing the

metavariable g), which can be distinct from the

grammar used for parsing/producing the rest of the

string (see (8), (15)). At the same time, the ex-

ecuted sequence of actions 〈αi, ..., αn〉, bound to

the rule-level variables 〈ai,...,an〉, confers the ad

hoc conceptual type of the quoting utterance event

uq which therefore functions as a demonstration.

The performance of this demonstration event is

then categorised as belonging to the already pre-

dicted semantic type, here, in (13), a referential

term (Ty(e)) (feasible due to TTR’s subtyping def-

initions). The rest of the string then delivers a con-

tent that combines with the reification of this ad hoc

execution. In (13), this delivers the interpretive re-

sult that this demonstration of the execution of the

grammatical actions is characterised as having the

property derived from processing is grammatical.

For echoic cases, where the interpretation of the

indexicals shifts following parameter values sup-

plied by the invoked context, e.g. (7), (15), a sim-

ilarly triggered action execution is accomplished,

this time, with parallel introduction of the quoting

context as a mentioned utterance event u, replacing

the metavariable u of type es, i.e. eventuality:
(17)

(b) demonstration-and-echoing action

Cases of direct quotation (e.g. (11), (12), (15))

are those where such a freely-available contextual

switch has been grammaticalised in English.

Notably, given that the DS-TTR grammar does

not provide form-meaning correspondences but

only provides for the parsing/generation of stimuli

in context, the same mechanism can be applied to

non-linguistic signals/demonstrations: reifying the

processing of some upcoming element to provide

ad hoc content of another already predicted type ex-

plains how non-linguistic signals can compose sub-

sententially with linguistic ones as the conceptuali-

sation of some experience being demonstrated:

(18) John saw the spider and was like “ahh!”
(19) John was eating like [gobbling gesture]
(20) She went “Mm Mmmrn Mphh”

The existence of such compositions, along with all

the previous data, might be challenging, under one

construal, for the account of NL-gesture coordi-

nation in Rieser (2014; 2015). Rieser presents a

framework (the λ-π calculus) where NL and ges-

ture are modelled as independent but communi-

cating processes. Even though the process meta-

physics incidentally mentioned there is a wel-

come development, the assumption of indepen-

dence might be questioned. First, this assump-

tion seems to be an artifact of presupposing that

NLs are structured codes mediating arbitrary map-

pings from standard syntactic forms (trees inhab-

ited by words) to propositional meanings (e.g. λ-

calculus formulae). Since the co-speech gestures

examined are related to imagery (aural, visual, etc.)

in an iconic manner, modelling their contribution

in the standard way needs to abstract representa-

tions from the kinematics that cannot be unified

with NL syntactic representations. In contrast, the

view taken here is that NL actions do not require

an independent syntax relying on the hierarchical

structuring of stimuli sequences. Hence produc-

tion/comprehension of stimuli in various modali-

ties need not be segregated. Second, the major

argument in Rieser’s analysis comes from SaGA

data (Lücking et al., 2013) where NL segments and

gesture-strokes seem not to synchronise perfectly.

However, this is not an argument for considering

such stimuli qualitatively distinct. Perfect synchro-

nisation is not necessary within a single modality

either, e.g. dialogue participants do not perfectly

synchronise their turns. In a predictive framework

like DS-TTR, such asynchrony might reveal a pur-

pose, for example, co-speech gestures can be mod-

elled as elaborating or narrowing down predictions

that precede the processing of NL input. But then,

under this view, there is a viable and useful applica-

tion of the λ-π calculus in the DS-TTR framework

too. Given that DS-TTR processing is strictly in-

cremental pursuing only one path at a time, it is

possible that various sources of information might

compete for sequential positions. Introducing ad-

hoc channel interfaces, modelled with resources

from the λ-π calculus, can provide for the imple-

mentation of a sequentiality-repair mechanism, or-

dering inputs/outputs, even within the same modal-

ity, so that they can be processed strictly incremen-

tally.
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Abstract

Descriptions used by participants in con-
versation tend to be progressively system-
atized. A paradigmatic example of this
phenomenon is the global shift from con-
crete to abstract descriptions observed in
Maze Task dialogues. We propose to ex-
plain this trend by the appeal to commu-
nicative and cognitive pressures exerted on
participants during conversation. We con-
clude that models of meaning coordina-
tion in dialogue should incorporate com-
municative and cognitive biases towards
expressiveness and ease of processing.

1 Introduction

One of the most robust findings in experimental
psychology of dialogue is that participants tend
to spontaneously systematize their means of refer-
ring in task-oriented conversation. Since the sem-
inal maze task experiment by Garrod and Ander-
son (1987), the evidence for this has been ubiq-
uitous (Garrod and Doherty, 1994; Healey, 1997;
Healey and Mills, 2006; Mills and Healey, 2006;
Healey, 2008). Despite several empirically mo-
tivated approaches to modelling meaning coordi-
nation in dialogue (Garrod and Anderson, 1987;
Garrod and Doherty, 1994; Pickering and Gar-
rod, 2004b; Healey, 1996; Healey, 2008), the ac-
claimed global trend of conceptual and semantic
change has remained largely unexplained.

The maze task involves two participants, con-
nected by a two-way audio link and seated in sep-
arate rooms in front of a computer displaying a
two-dimensional maze. Each player is supposed to
reach a target node by moving his position marker
through the maze. None of the players can see
the position nor the target of the other participant.
Crucial paths are blocked by gates which can be

Figural: refers to salient features of the maze

“the l-shape sticking out at the top”

“the uppermost box”

Path: refers to a route from one node to another

“Go 2 up, 1 down, 2 along, 5 up”

“up, right, down, up”

Line: refers to nodes treated as intersects of hori-
zontal and vertical vectors

“3rd row, 5th box”, “4th column, 2nd square”

“The third row, fifth to the left”

Matrix: coordinate-system

“4,2”, “A,1”

Figure 1: Description types used in Maze Task ex-
periments.

opened by stepping onto switch nodes but this can
only happen by guiding one’s partner and making
him step onto the switch he cannot see. Thus, par-
ticipants are faced with the recurrent coordination
problem of developing and sustaining a system of
descriptions to refer to maze locations.

Garrod and Anderson (1987) classify descrip-
tions used by participants in maze task experi-
ments into four types (see Figure 1). It has been
repeatedly observed that description types used
most frequently initially tend to be abandoned
later on in favour of new, previously less frequent
forms (Garrod and Anderson, 1987; Garrod and
Doherty, 1994). Crucially, descriptions used in
Maze Task experiments tend to migrate across tri-
als from more “concrete” (Figural and Path) to
more “abstract” (Line and Matrix). As reported
by Mills and Healey (2008), a typical shift is ex-
emplified by the excerpt of dialogue presented
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in Table 1. Still though, participants occasion-

0 mins: The piece of the maze sticking out
2 mins: The left hand corner of the maze
5 mins: The northenmost box
10 mins: Leftmost square of the row on top
15 mins: 3rd column middle square
20 mins: 3rd column 1st square
25 mins: 6th row longest column
30 mins: 6th row 1st column
40 mins: 6 r, 1 c
45 mins: 6,1

Table 1: Semantic shift from Figural/Path to
Line/Matrix descriptions in Maze Task dialogues.

ally change descriptions to more “concrete”, espe-
cially when they encounter problematic dialogue
(Healey, 1996; Healey and Mills, 2006; Mills and
Healey, 2006).

The question is why the migration pattern looks
as in Figure 1? Crucially, the pattern cannot be
seen as a simple contraction of form as different
description schemes seem to rely on incompatible
situation models (Garrod and Anderson, 1987).
The drift of description types is thus better seen
as a directional conceptual and semantic change.

The migration pattern is also difficult to recon-
cile with existing models of semantic alignment
in dialogue. For example, the input-output coor-
dination model by Garrod and Anderson (1987)
and the interactive alignment model by Picker-
ing and Garrod (2004b) are based on a tacit
priming mechanism and as such are claimed too
conservative to account for innovative changes
in description schemes (Garrod, 1999; Healey,
2004; Pickering and Garrod, 2004a; Mills and
Healey, 2006). The repair-driven account by
Healey (1997; 2006; 2008) sketches how align-
ment might proceed through local resolution of
problematic understanding but does not explain
why meanings tend to migrate the way they ac-
tually do.

What we propose is to account for the direc-
tional drift of description types by the appeal to
communicative and cognitive pressures acting on
interlocutors during alignment in dialogue.

2 Expressiveness and Ease of Processing

The idea that certain features of natural language
stem from the pressures imposed on subjects dur-
ing language learning and use has been explored

in linguistics successfully on many levels. Per-
haps one of the earliest such theories explains the
inverse relationship between frequency and length
of words by the appeal to competing motivations
of speaker and hearer (Zipf, 1949). According to
a more recent theory, language structure is, to a
large extent, an adaptation of language itself to
multiple constraints imposed during learning and
use (Christiansen and Chater, 2008). For exam-
ple, it has been argued that compositionality arises
from the trade-off between pressures for com-
pressibility and expressivity (Kirby et al., 2015).

If we want to explain the migration pattern in
terms of pressures acting on discussants, the puta-
tive pressures should fit the timescale of a conver-
sation. In our explanation we refer to two generic
pressures which are equally applicable to dialogue
situations: expressivity and ease of processing.

The pressure for expressiveness plays an impor-
tant role in the maze task. Due to the novelty of
the task, participants start with a little common
ground and possibly few semantic precedents. To
accomplish the game, they need to develop lin-
guistic means to refer to relevant maze locations.
In principle, a salient maze location could be any
location in the maze whatsoever. Thus, the nature
of the task imposes pressure for expressiveness on
language being used and developed by participants
in dialogue. We envisage a fully functional lan-
guage as allowing for information exchange about
arbitrary locations.

Ease of processing is another important factor
which is likely to affect descriptions developed
by participants. There are at least two levels at
which this pressure applies. First, speaker may
tend to use shorter descriptions in order to re-
duce his effort (Zipf, 1949). This tendency par-
tially explains shortening of descriptions (see Ta-
ble 1). Second, ease of processing is tightly cou-
pled with deeper levels of production and compre-
hension. On the cognitive side, descriptions are
associated with procedures which are intermedi-
aries between formal and semantic levels of rep-
resentation (Tichý, 1969; Suppes, 1980). For ex-
ample “xth row, yth box” may be coupled with
a particular procedure which, given a relevant sit-
uational model of the maze, and the location in-
tended by the speaker, computes n (say, by count-
ing rows from the bottom) andm (say, by counting
boxes from the right) which are then plugged into
the description form. If situational model and se-
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mantic representations are sufficiently aligned be-
tween participants (Pickering and Garrod, 2004b),
the hearer’s interpretation boils down to almost the
same procedure: counting n rows from the bot-
tom, m boxes from the right and thus getting the
intended location right.

When thinking about semantic representations
in terms of procedures, it is natural to ask about
complexity of corresponding problems (functions
from inputs to outputs) and linking relevant com-
plexity measures with cognitive reality (see, e.g.,
Szymanik (2016)). It is also natural to expect
that greater complexity of a procedure may pro-
vide a pressure for finding more efficient solu-
tions. For example, Schlotterbeck and Bott (2013)
have shown that intractable meanings tend to be
avoided by human participants in verification of
sentences having both tractable and intractable in-
terpretations. It seems, however, that the pressure
for ease of processing may be equally important in
selecting between feasible interpretations, which
are nevertheless distinguished by different com-
plexity characteristics. We return to this in Sec-
tion 5.

3 Amount of Ambiguity vs Alignment

Participants in maze task dialogues are often mis-
aligned at the level of semantic representation and
situation model. Let us define the concept of se-
mantic misalignment in terms of procedures which
participants associate with descriptions. We say
that the meaning of a given description form (say,
“xth row, yth column”) is misaligned between par-
ticipants if the procedures they associate with the
description form are not extensionally equivalent.
What it means is that for some instances of the de-
scription, participants’ procedures fail to give the
same output.

Consider a Matrix description “4,3” as an exam-
ple. There are several natural algorithms match-
ing this type of input. The input itself does not
specify which coordinates correspond to horizon-
tal and vertical vectors. Moreover, the description
does not hint about counting procedure—should
one start from the top or from the bottom? From
left or from right? Taking into account only this
sort of underspecification, we get eight extension-
ally non-equivalent procedures.

As for Line descriptions like “5th row, 3rd
column”, underspecification is less severe. Pro-
vided that “row” designates horizontal vectors,

the association between coordinates and hori-
zontal/vertical vectors is fixed and thus one de-
gree of freedom disappears which reduces am-
biguity twice (procedures not conforming to the
coordinate-dimension convention are discarded).
Moreover, some description forms which are clas-
sified as Line descriptions (“The third row, fifth to
the left”) are even less ambiguous.

Path descriptions can still manifest some
amount of ambiguity. Perhaps the most precise
way of tracing the route along connected nodes is
by means of descriptions like “up, right, down”
etc. This way we are able to trace the path to the
destination node unambiguously. However, using
“2 along” or even “2 up” is potentially ambigu-
ous as it is not specified whether one should start
counting from the current position (Pickering and
Garrod, 2004b). Hence, certain Path descriptions
seem to manifest similar amount of ambiguity as
Line descriptions.

Figural descriptions pick out easily identifiable
features of the maze and seem least ambiguous
(“the northenmost box”). Obviously, figural de-
scriptions sometimes fail to denote precisely one
box like in “the l-shape sticking out at the top”.
However, they allow participants to focus on par-
ticular, easily identifiable portions of the maze
without the risk of misunderstanding.

An important link between ambiguity and se-
mantic coordination is that greater ambiguity hin-
ders alignment. Based on the foregoing considera-
tions, the order of migration pattern (Figural/Path
→ Line/Matrix) respects the increasing order of
ambiguity and, hence, of alignment complexity.
This view is strengthened by the fact that mean-
ings usually associated with each type of descrip-
tion are equally expressive and complex (see Sec-
tions 4, 5) which makes them roughly equally
likely to be selected during alignment.

4 Expressiveness

Figural descriptions are least expressive. Certain
boxes are easily describable (“the leftmost box of
the row on top”) while others are not identifiable
by any simple figural description, especially if the
maze does not contain easily distinguishable parts.
On the other hand, there are maze configurations
which are particularly likely to invoke Figural de-
scriptions (Garrod and Anderson, 1987).

Path descriptions are more expressive than
Figural—in principle, one can trace a route along
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interconnected nodes to any location reachable
from a given starting point. Thus, alignment on
Path description is sufficient to solve the entire
maze and is strictly favoured by the pressure for
expressiveness. Moreover, even if interlocutors
are not aligned on Path descriptions, using them
seems to be a safer strategy as it gives participants
more control over the location of their partner.

Line and Matrix descriptions are most expres-
sive. They allow to identify any node in the maze
whatsoever. Hence, alignment on Line or Matrix
description is also sufficient for solving the maze.
However, acting according to misaligned Line or
Matrix descriptions can lead to serious troubles
as non-equivalent procedures of this sort fail to
produce the same outputs for most inputs and—
moreover—output boxes generated by such proce-
dures may be distant from each other in the maze.

5 Complexity

By inspecting Table 1, we see that the longer the
description, the earlier its place in the migration
ordering. Hence, descriptions which come out as
earlier in this ordering are associated with greater
effort on the part of the speaker. Note, however,
that Path descriptions make this picture somewhat
more complicated as their lengths may vary con-
siderably depending on the length of the denoted
path. Indeed, Path descriptions of short routes can
be more concise than Line and Matrix descriptions
(“up, right”) whereas Path descriptions of long
routes can easily surpass the length of long Figu-
ral descriptions. Consequently, a Path description
may be preferred or dispreferred, depending on its
actual length, accordingly.

We now turn to the complexity measure asso-
ciated with procedures. First, observe that Path
descriptions correspond to quite a different task
than Line and Matrix descriptions. In abstracto,
the underlying problem is that of finding a route
connecting two nodes of the graph. Obviously,
participants cannot bypass this sort of problem as
this is actually what they are required to do: solve
the maze by going from their positions to other
dedicated positions. However, this sort of task is
more difficult than simply computing the position
of a given node which always requires at most lin-
ear time with respect to n, where, conceptually,
the maze is arranged on n horizontal/vertical lines
of length n or n × n matrix. Finding a path be-
tween two nodes may require non-linear time; for

example, inspecting half of the nodes of the maze,
which amounts to roughly n2/2 steps. Note, how-
ever, that the actual influence of this factor de-
pends on the size of the maze and, presumably,
on its structure as well.

6 Explaining the Migration Pattern

Abandoning Figural descriptions seems to be ex-
plained by the pressure for expressiveness. As al-
ready noted, crucial parts of the maze may be dif-
ficult to pinpoint using mere Figural descriptions.

Migration from Path to Line (or Matrix) seems
to be driven by cognitive pressures exerted on the
speaker. Line or Matrix descriptions are shorter
and the associated procedures are less complex.
By abandoning Path descriptions, the effort of pro-
duction is greatly reduced and the cost of comput-
ing the path is delegated to the hearer. Moreover,
using Path descriptions may take longer on aver-
age. Hence, steering away from them may reduce
the joint effort of participants (Clark and Wilkes-
Gibbs, 1986).

Finally, the advantage of Matrix over Line
forms seems to be associated solely with their
lengths as computational complexity of Line and
Matrix procedures is the same.

As we have observed, Matrix descriptions seem
to be highly ambiguous. Line descriptions are
less ambiguous but can still be quite problematic.
This ambiguity and its potential for causing mis-
alignment is perhaps the main reason for not using
Line or Matrix descriptions consistently right from
the start. This means that language users may re-
solve to less ambiguous (Figural) or less ambigu-
ous/more safe (Path) strategies. Nonetheless, due
to the presence of cognitive and communicative
pressures we should expect that participants will
tend to align on short forms associated with com-
putationally efficient procedures.

7 Conclusions

We have proposed to explain the migration pat-
tern observed in dialogues from Maze Task ex-
periments by the appeal to communicative and
cognitive pressures exerted on participants dur-
ing conversation. Considering the effort associ-
ated with production of descriptions and computa-
tion of referential information by means of proce-
dures seems to be an important aspect that should
be taken into account when developing models of
alignment in dialogue.
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Abstract

We explore prerequisites necessary for
embedding Dynamic Syntax within an ac-
count of language evolution. We show
how the dynamics of processing as mod-
elled in Dynamic Syntax display remark-
able parallelism with Clark’s (2016) Pre-
dictive Processing Model and that the in-
teractive stance of a combined DS/PPM
model of language/cognition reflects the
Multi-Level Selection Hypothesis – with
groups as units for evolutionary purposes,
not just individuals. With these assump-
tions, language emerges without neces-
sary invocation of rich innate encapsulated
structures or mind-reading capacities, par-
alleling first language acquisition.

1 Introduction

This paper sets out a new direction for language
evolution research that brings together three disci-
plines in a novel cross-disciplinary perspective.

2 Dynamic Syntax

The starting point is from within Linguistics, and
the Dynamic Syntax stance (DS: Cann et al., 2005)
in which the grammar framework itself sets out the
dynamics of how the information growth process
is achieved in both parsing and production (Kemp-
son et al., 2016). This tight, system-internal inte-
gration is strikingly made evident by informal di-
alogue exchanges in which speakers and hearers
jointly induce structure, fluently and effortlessly
switching roles at arbitrary points in an exchange
(1)-(9). Interlocutors can each contribute a frag-
ment (1) with the overall content and inferential
effect only emerging across parties in a compos-
ite group activity. Although these fragments are
structurally collaborative, this does not necessitate

the recovery of some previously or even subse-
quently agreed intended propositional content or
speech-act (1,8): notably, even very young chil-
dren are able to join in with appropriate incre-
ments in the joint activity of co-creating dialogue
(5,6), well before evidence of productive mind-
reading capability (Breheny, 2006).

This universal phenomenon, i.e. split utter-
ances, is highly problematic for all major gram-
matical frameworks, with their exclusive emphasis
on licensing sentence-string/interpretation pair-
ings as output of the grammar system. As these are
taken to model the ideal speaker/hearer’s capac-
ity in language, all split utterance data are beyond
their remit. They are largely ignored and/or ex-
plained as performance disfluencies. This judge-
ment, however, flies in the face of the seamless flu-
ency of the phenomenon in informal conversation.
DS apart (Gregoromichelaki et al., 2011, a.o.), the
only studies addressing this challenge (Poesio and
Rieser, 2010; Pickering and Garrod, 2013) are at
best incomplete in modelling only the subset of
deliberately ‘helpful’ completions (2,3); and such
accounts involve complex externally imposed op-
erations: e.g. high-level inference (Gibson et al.,
2013), abduction (Friston and Frith, 2015) or the
creation of efference-copies as in standard models
of action control (e.g. Pickering and Garrod, 2013;
though see Clark, 2016). Since very young chil-
dren freely join in on such utterance exchanges,
the full complexity of any such mechanisms has
to be assumed to be in place prior to the acquisi-
tion process if these are to be captured, a view no-
tably embraced in its strongest form by Tomasello
and colleagues (2005; 2008) in the form of innate
specification of Gricean inference capacities.

In DS, no such commitment is necessary, as the
split utterance effects follow directly from the sys-
tem itself. Production and parsing both involve the
top-down anticipation-driven construction of al-
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(1) (2) (3)
A: We’re going to ...
B: Burbage to see Ann, Auntie Ann
C: with the dogs?
B: if you look after them.

Homeowner: I shall need the ...
Gardener: mattock.

For breaking up clods of
earth. [BNC]

A: Have all the students handed in
B: their term papers?
A: or even any assignments

(4) (5) (6)
Sue: I’m afraid I burned the kitchen

ceiling.
Michael: Did you burn
Sue: myself? No, fortunately not.

Carer: Old McDonald had a farm...
E-I-E-I-O.
And on that farm he had a...

Child: cow.

Teacher: And your name is ...
Child: Mary

(7) (8) (9) (T(herapist) and C(lient))

A: And they ignored the conspirators
who were

B: Geoff Hoon and Patricia Hewitt
[BBC Radio 4 06/09/10]

(A and B arguing:)
A: It’s clear from what you’ve

just said that
B: that I am completely vindi-

cated

T: Your sponsor before...
C: was a woman.
T: Yeah.
C: But I only called her every three months.
T: And so your sobriety now, in AA [is]
C: [is] at a year [Ferrara 1992]

Figure 1: Examples

ternative interpretations directly establishing step
by step coordination, with competing emergent
interpretations involving probabilistic weightings
with consistency checking filtering out errors (Es-
hghi et al., 2013; Hough and Purver, 2014;
Kempson et al., 2015), and positive and negative
feedback constraining the searchspace (Eshghi et
al., 2015). Online processing is thus modelled
as system-internal structural growth (Chatzikyri-
akidis and Kempson, 2011; Kempson et al., 2016)
and not via the grammar plus externally defined
parsing/production modules. This captures stan-
dard sentence or subsentential-level morphosyn-
tactic phenomena, all the way up to discourse ef-
fects such as ellipsis and dialogue data (1)-(9).
This is an advantage over other frameworks, in
which some (sometimes non-conservative) exten-
sions need to be made.

On the DS view, to the contrary, the interac-
tion emerges from the fact that all parties are using
the same structure building strategies. The coordi-
native effect is a direct consequence of incorpo-
rating the dynamics of online processing within
the grammar formalism. There is no invocation
or presumption of grammar-external inference to
achieve the interactivity intrinsic to dialogic ex-
changes. However, although this ability is freely
made use of once it has become available to the
language user, it is not a sine qua non for language
development. Indeed, even on the assumption that
a mind-reading capacity plays a large part in adult
cooperativity, it is notable that the assumptions of
shared IDENTITY are never guaranteeable. De-
spite this, the effectiveness of interaction is almost
never jeopardised, and even in cases where correc-
tions/clarifications are warranted, successful inter-
active exchange is buttressed through such overt
clarifications.

Recent computational work confirms both the

viability of DS as a grammar formalism, its fit to
include multimodal data to parse or generate com-
plex dialogue data (e.g. corrections, elliptical frag-
ments, split utterances), and the provision it makes
available to enable a large amount of dialogue data
to be acquired from very small amounts of unan-
notated data (actually, just one sentence), using a
combination of DS and Reinforcement Learning
(Yu et al., 2016; Kalatzis et al., 2016). Earlier
work (Eshghi et al., 2013) has shown that an in-
cremental semantic grammar can be acquired us-
ing limited data. Both the training and test data
are taken from utterances in the CHILDES cor-
pus paired with their logical forms expressed using
Type Theory with Records (TTR: Cooper, 2005).
The system input is comprised of: (i) a fixed set of
computational DS actions (language general struc-
ture building mechanisms); (ii) a training set of the
form<Si,RTi>, where<Si> are sentences of the
language and <RTi> their targeted semantic rep-
resentations. The output induces lexical actions
for the individual words, probabilistically decom-
posing the possible sequences of actions that lead
to the complete target semantic representations.1

The results suggest that grammar induction of a
probabilistic grammar in an incremental, seman-
tic model like DS can be done effectively with-
out prior assumptions of syntactic structure. On a
more general level, this might point to the possi-
bility of a set of language independent (and poten-
tially domain general) computational actions that
given appropriate data can induce domain specific
systems (e.g. lexical actions for individual words).

3 The Predictive Processing Model

This perspective fits directly into a larger cognitive
science perspective along two dimensions, that of

1The interested reader is directed to Eshghi et al. (2013)
for more details.
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an integrated nonmodular cognitive system, and
that of how language might have evolved as a de-
parture within such a cognitive system. First, we
find notable parallels between the Dynamic Syn-
tax perspective and the Clark (2013; 2016) view
of cognition modelled as a generative Predictive
Process (PPM). PPM equally argues that action
and perception act in tandem and invokes neither
higher order intentions nor an efference copy con-
struction to yield interactional effects. In PPM, as
in DS, context is everything: brains are predictive
engines (not passive modular input systems) us-
ing their own immediate and encyclopaedic con-
text at every step to guess the structure/shape of
the incoming sensory array, which forms 80% of
the burden of processing. DS can thus be viewed
as a specialisation of the dynamics of the PPM
framework, viewing language as a set of action
transitions from one context state to another. Con-
text itself is also characterised in process-terms of
growth rather than a static store. The addition of
DS extends the PPM by adding the dimension of
manifest interaction for which language is the cen-
tral tool. Within this extended model, there are
two variants; and on either variant, this nesting of
the DS model of language within PPM yields a yet
larger perspective – that of language evolution.

Current work on language evolution is split be-
tween two extremes. At one end are those who see
language as innate and encapsulated. Language
is just one amongst a (large) number of mod-
ules, each with their specialised niche, requiring
some form of glue-language to relate one vocab-
ulary with another; and no adaptationist account
is possible (Fitch et al., 2005). At the other ex-
treme are those who see acquisition of language
as emerging out of the dynamics of communica-
tion, with the panoply of Gricean-style axioms and
mind-reading capacities taken to be a necessary
prerequisite for acquisition of language, hence in-
nate (Tomasello, 2008; Jaeger, 2007; Christiansen
and Chater, 2016). Under all these views, the
emergence of language is parasitic on the not un-
problematic assumption that language itself is a
specialised module, not reducible to more gen-
eral cognitive architecture. Either type of ac-
count requires a significant shift away from a gen-
eral inferentialist system by some form of switch
mechanism to an encapsulated language faculty
not expressible in the same terms as the gen-
eral cognitive system. There are variants be-

tween these extremes, amongst which Kirby et
al. (2008) argue that compositionality in language
can be learned without predispositions, offering a
counter-argument to the innateness view of lan-
guage and its anti-adaptationist stance.

4 The Multilevel Selection Hypothesis

In addition, a combined DS/PPM perspective sug-
gests a view which reflects recent work in evolu-
tionary biology urging a re-evaluation of groups
as a unit for evolutionary purposes: the Multilevel
Selection Hypothesis (MLSH: Sober and Wilson
1998; Wilson, 2002). On the MLSH view, evolu-
tion is seen as driven by two separate dimensions,
individual- and group- level adaptivity. The po-
tential of a group to form an adaptive unit turns
on the successful balancing of these two conflict-
ing dimensions requiring intra-group pressure to
moderate rampant individualism. This dual-level
perspective has not so far been taken up within
the language evolution narrative, which remains
based on individualistic competing selfish consid-
erations. We now explore this in two steps.

Taking first an individual-centred basis DS of-
fers a view of language broadly following (Kirby
et al., 2008) in not having to stipulate either rich
innate attributes of structure, or externally im-
posed innate higher-order inference capabilities
as pre-requisite to language development, while
opening up the potential for an MLSH form of ex-
planation. With DS assumptions, the interactiv-
ity displayed by split utterances is seen as emerg-
ing from a background of rich interaction between
co-participants without any necessity of shared
agreed content, as vividly displayed in first lan-
guage acquisition (Hilbrink et al., 2015). The
in tandem co-construction by speaker and hearer
of some sound-interpretation pairing is grounded
in the already robustly established pattern of sit-
uated interactional behaviour between carer and
child. The infant’s non-language-based verbalis-
ing behaviour is interpreted by the carer as con-
tributing to some verbal frame which she herself
may have as the basis for engaging with the child
in order to create the bonding achievable – even
without any signalled content being conveyed (e.g.
the peekaboo games which pre-linguistic children
so enjoy; Clark and Casillas, 2016). Fragments
such as one word utterances initiating the child’s
emerging language capability are also interpreted
against the rich contextualisation of the carer, ei-
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ther in interpreting the child’s minimal utterance,
or in providing a frame relative to which the ut-
terance provides an entirely successful completion
(as in (5,6)), building on the pleasure in interaction
which the infant and carer already share.

It is then a small second step to see this estab-
lished interactivity as the basis for a new group-
oriented perspective on language evolution. Suc-
cessful utterance exchanges, even one word utter-
ances, can be seen as achieving the same context-
dependent interactional effect displayed by other
primates but with the addition of manifest sig-
nalling of that interactional effect – from which
the step of ascribing content to a signal could
have developed (Kirby et al., 2008; Scott-Phillips
et al., 2009). The inexorable interactive duplica-
tion by all parties in jointly building up the sub-
structure to meaningfully support such utterances
yields cumulative interactive effects, multiplied
recursively with each additional language token.
And with such interactions, repeated reiterations
combine with internal cognitive pressure for sim-
plification and cognitive economy and inexorably
lead to routinisation effects, with macro sequences
of actions becoming stored for ease of recover-
ability. This leads to recursive buttressing of the
group ethos, without ever needing the identity of
word tokens or their interpretation to be mani-
festly confirmed. Hence the uncontentiously ef-
fective group-forming trait of language which cre-
ates sharp barriers against those who cannot con-
trol the stored routinised string-interpretation pair-
ings necessary to achieve the interactiveness that
the language makes manifest. Moreover, though
the role of mind-reading and explicit seeking of
common goals in later stages of language and
cognitive development remains an undoubted but-
tressing force for group consolidation, it no longer
plays a role in triggering language emergence:
rather, the merely approximate cross-speaker cor-
respondence of string-interpretations set by each
participant contributes to gradual language change
in the face of cognitive and social pressures.

This contrasts with the Tomasello (2008) ac-
count in particular, which claims that the full appa-
ratus of Gricean reasoning has to be innate: “com-
municative intentions of the cooperative (Gricean)
kind [are] clearly a prerequisite for understand-
ing symbols”; and “the idea of language without
shared intentionality, even in one-unit expressions,
is simply incoherent.”(Tomasello et al., 2005,

724). It is notable that the considerable empiri-
cal data supposedly confirming this innate cooper-
ativity and desire to be helpful to others, claimed
to need dual representation of both speaker and
hearer perspective for each individual participant,
can all be explained relative to the weaker stance
that it is the potential for interaction which is in-
nate, and not a necessity of “shared contents” or
“shared goals”, with their problematic concept of
identity of content. Tomasello et al. (2005) note
the potential functionality of shared intentionality
at the level of group selection, but do not develop
it. On the DS view, the group dynamic IS the story,
irreducibly so, in virtue of the characterisation of
language as manifest mechanisms for securing on-
line interactive exchange.

Finally, we can now see how the evolution-
ary advantage of language lies in its adaptivity
both at the individual and group level. In contra-
distinction to both biological and cultural evolu-
tion (Sober and Wilson, 1998; Wilson, 2002), in
which selfish behaviour is seen as having to be
kept within bounds if optimal adaptivity is to be
ensured, capacity for language is advantageous
both for individual- and group- level adaptivity. It
is adaptive for the individual because it enhances
potential for interactive and cooperative exchange
with others, with individual benefits in such co-
operation not achievable without language. It is
adaptive for the group because it buttresses group
potential for survival in accentuating and distin-
guishing other competing groups. The claimed
relative adaptivity of individual languages in their
progressive shift to meeting the brain desiderata of
providing input able to be processed fast against
ever-evolving contexts (Christiansen and Chater,
2016), can now be replaced with the more appro-
priate view of languages as differing in the various
culturally evolved sets of actions they license, all
of them being subject to cognitive constraints as-
sociated with the pressures for rapid real-time pro-
cessing.
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Abstract

This paper sketches a formal account of
semantic coordination, combining parts of
two dialogue act taxonomies related to se-
mantic coordination and relating these to
meaning updates on an abstract level.

1 Introduction

Semantic coordination is the process of interac-
tively agreeing on the meanings of words and ex-
pressions, and (simultaneously) agreeing on which
words are appropriate in a given context. Shared
meanings are achieved by agents interactively co-
ordinating their respective takes on those mean-
ings (Larsson, 2008).

In this paper, we will sketch a general account
of dialogue acts for semantic coordination in dia-
logue by (1) sketching a synthesis of two existing
taxonomies of dialogue acts relating to semantic
coordination and (2) relating these dialogue acts
to different kinds of updates to (agents takes on)
meanings.

2 Dialogue acts for Semantic
Coordination

In this section, we will begin to synthesize two
taxonomies for dialogue acts related to seman-
tic coordination. While these taxonomies are de-
signed for different settings (first language acqui-
sition and online discussion forums), they never-
theless overlap in interesting ways. By combining
and relating them, we hope to eventually provide
a more comprehensive overview of the dialogue
acts used in semantic coordination independently
of setting and domain.

2.1 Dialogue acts for word meaning
negotiation

In Myrendal (2015) and Myrendal (submitted),
a taxonomy for dialogue acts involved in Word
Meaning Negotiations (WMNs) in online discus-
sion forum communication is presented. We here
show only parts of the taxonomy. All examples are
taken from Myrendal (2015).

Frequently, the question under discussion
(QUD) in a WMN concerns whether a certain trig-
ger expression T correctly describes a situation S
under discussion (what may be called a SUD in
analogy with QUD). However, in some cases there
is no particular SUD, but meanings are negotiated
more abstractly.

Explicification1: Provides an explicit (partial or
complete) definition of T . Myrendal (2015) dis-
tinguishes between two types of explicifications.
Generic explicifications foreground the meaning
potential of T ; a complete or partial definition D
of T is provided, but D is not clearly derived from
S. For example, Myrendal (2015) shows an ex-
ample where a DP (Dialogue Participant) is asked
to clarify the meaning of sexism and in response
offers a definition: ”That people are treated differ-
ently because of their gender.”

By contrast, specific explicifications fore-
ground conversational context; particular aspects
of the SUD S are made explicit and presented as
a (typically partial) definition of T . One example
is taken from a discussion about whether or not
piercing the ears of young children is morally ac-
ceptable, or if it constitutes (child) abuse: ”Clearly
ABUSE to pierce the ears of young children! [...]
- you inflict pain upon the child and a physical
change which the child herself has not chosen and
which cannot be made undone.”

1The term explicification is borrowed from Ludlow
(2014), but is adapted and elaborated in Myrendal (2015).
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Specific explicifications can also be negative. In
one discussion the trigger word boozing (Sw. su-
per). This discussion is about a woman who is de-
nied alcohol in a restaurant. The bartender refuses
to serve the woman a second glass of wine when
he notices that she is breastfeeding her baby at
the table. The thread starter in this discussion de-
scribes the womans behaviour as ”boozing” which
hich receives the following response: ”2 glasses
of wine is not boozing and it is not dangerous to
drink while breastfeeding.”

Exemplification: Providing examples of what
the trigger word can mean, or usually means.In a
discussion about dietary habits, many DPs state
that they prefer to include full fat products in
their diet. One DP requests clarification about the
meaning of the trigger word (”What counts as full
fat?”). Another DP then exemplifies the meaning
of the trigger word: ”When it comes to dairy prod-
ucts ordinary full cream milk, the fattest cheese
and regular double cream (...)”.

Similar to (specific) explicifications, exemplifi-
cation can be negative. In a discussion about fast
food, a DP protests against another DP’s claim
that (all) food from McDonald’s is unhealthy (T ):
”Hamburgers with lettuce and water is not espe-
cially unhealthy.” (Note that in this case the dis-
cussion does not revolve around a particular SUD,
but rather around a general claim.)

Contrast: A third way of contributing to a
WMN sequence is to contrast T against another
word C, thus indicating a difference in meaning
as well as updating the meanings of both T and C
with respect to some example situation or entity.

In a discussion about whether or not it is accept-
able to flirt with a married person, after a while
it becomes clear that the participant asking this
question has a specific situation in mind. The per-
son doing the alleged flirting has expressed strong
feelings towards the married person, sending her
many text messages and e-mails per week and also
sending flowers to her workplace. At this point,
one participant objects to the trigger word being
used to describe the SUD, and contrasts the trig-
ger word with other words taken to be more suit-
able descriptions of the situation: ”This is pure and
utter courtship/picking someone up/declaration of
infatuation! This is not how you flirt... at least not
how I flirt. This is clearly way way beyond flirt-
ing in my world.” Here, the behavior is claimed to

go beyond ”flirting” and to be more accurately de-
scribed as ”courtship”, ”picking someone up” or
”declaration of infatuation”.

2.2 Dialogue acts for first language
acquisition

Clark and Wong (2002) provide a taxonomy of
dialogue acts involved in first language acquisi-
tion. We will here describe a subset of this taxon-
omy. (Note that we will be using some terminol-
ogy from Myrendal (2015) when describing these
acts, even if this is not exactly how they are de-
scribed in Clark and Wong (2002).)

Direct offers are utterances where speakers of-
fer conventional terms or expressions, and nothing
else; the primary function of the utterance is as an
offer. Direct offers tend to be made using only a
limited set of frames for presenting the term be-
ing offered. For example, ”That’s a pen”, ”That’s
called a dentist”, ”What is this? Chair.”, ”What’s
that called? Dancing”.

There are also indirect offers, where speakers
(adults) use their next utterance, whatever it is, to
include the term that is simultaneously being of-
fered as a correct form of a term in the addressees’
(child’s) utterance. We will here concern ourselves
with one kind of indirect offer, namely explicit
ones. In cases of explicit replace, a term or ex-
pression C is proposed as a replacement for T .
An example from Clark and Wong (2002) is the
following:

Naomi: Birdie birdie.
Mother: Not a birdie, a seal.

Here, ”seal” (C) is offered as a replacement for
”birdie” (T ).

2.3 Towards a synthesis

A basic difference between WMN in online dis-
cussion forums (henceforth ODF) as described in
(Myrendal, 2015) and first language acquisition
(1LA) is that the latter setting typically requires
a shared perceptually available situation, whereas
ODF pretty much exclude this possibility. Deictic
phrases (e.g. ”that”) in 1LA typically refer to as-
pects of the shared perceptual situation, whereas
in ODF they typically refer to aspects of the situ-
ation under discussion, which is only available to
DPs through verbal descriptions.

Also, in ODF speakers are assumed to be com-
petent, so attempts at unprovoked teaching of
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words (which is frequent in 1LA) are not mo-
tivated. Furthermore, ODF interaction is writ-
ten whereas adult-child dialogues are spoken and
arguably more interactive. Despite these differ-
ences, we believe it may be interesting to also
briefly note some similarities between the respec-
tive dialogue act taxonomies for ODF and 1LA.

Firstly, Clark and Wong’s explicit replace
(”that’s not an X, that’s a Y”) is very similar to
Myrendal’s contrast, but where the example is
provided by the jointly perceived situation rather
than by a verbal description. Secondly, Clark and
Wong’s direct offer is similar to Myrendal’s (pos-
itive) specific explicification, where again the the
jointly perceived situation provides the SUD.

For our current purposes, we will simply as-
sume that direct offers can be treated as exempli-
fications and that explicit replace can be treated
(more or less) as contrast. Importantly, doing
so requires allowing for jointly observable situ-
ations (potentially including subsymbolic infor-
mation derived from the sensory apparatuses of
agents) to serve as the basis for the updates in-
volved in both exemplification and contrast.

3 Meaning representations and updates

A full account of semantic updates involved in
WMNs would require capturing the sequential up-
dates at various stages of the negotiation process.
Our goals here are more modest, in that we will
not consider sequential updates or rejected propos-
als, but only try to capture isolated updates for ac-
cepted dialogue acts.

The exact way in which meaning updates are
formalised will depend on how meanings are rep-
resented. Marconi (1997) distinguishes between
inferential meanings of words, which enables to
draw inferences from uses of the word, and refer-
ential meaning, allowing speakers to identify the
objects and situations referred to by the word.
We will regard inferential meaning as high-level
(symbolic) rules governing inference, e.g. mean-
ing postulates in modal logic or record types
(and associated functions) in TTR (Larsson and
Cooper, 2009). Secondly, referential meaning may
be represented at least in part as low-level (sub-
symbolic) statistical or neural classifiers of per-
ceptual data (Harnad, 1990; Steels and Belpaeme,
2005; Larsson, 2013; Kennington and Schlangen,
2015). A key insight here is that the step from per-
ception to language can be conceptualised and im-

plemented as the application of a classifier to per-
ceptual data, yielding linguistically relevant clas-
sification results as output.

Correspondingly, we may distinguish kinds of
meaning updates. High-level structures can be
modified e.g. by adding and retracting mean-
ing postulates or ”possible languages” (Barker,
2002), or by adding and removing fields in record
types representing inferential meanings (Larsson
and Cooper, 2009). Low-level aspects of mean-
ings, modeled as classifiers, can be modified by
retraining the classifier with new (positive or neg-
ative) data.

However, there are also intermediate cases. For
example, as shown in the account of vagueness in-
volving comparison classes (Fernández and Lars-
son, 2014), meanings may involve both high-level
(e.g. comparison class for vague terms) and low-
level information (e.g. perceived height). Sim-
ilarly, meaning updates may concern both high-
level and low-level information (e.g. perceived
height).

We will adopt a fairly abstract formalism for
conceptual updates, where we assume that either
a full or partial (verbal and hence symbolic/high-
level) definition D of the trigger word T has been
provided, or alternatively an example situation or
entity2 E (represented using high or low level in-
formation, or a combination thereof). D or E is
then used for updating the meaning in question.

• δ+(T, D): T updated with D as a partial def-
inition of T
• δ−(T, D): T updated with D as a negative

partial definition of T
• ε+(T, E): T updated with E as a positive ex-

ample of a situation described by T
• ε−(T, E): T updated with E as a negative ex-

ample of a situation described by T

These abstract update operations can then be
further specified depending on the semantic for-
malism used. The abstract meaning update func-
tions thus serve as a sort of API between dialogue
acts and their consequent meaning updates. The
existence and usefulness of this level of represen-
tation remains to be demonstrated in future work;
here, we are simply aiming to formulate our ac-
count as clearly as possible.

Although it is not explicit in the formalism used
here, semantic updates always concern a particular

2Insofar as entities can be reified as situations involving
them, we need only to talk about example situations.
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agent’s take on the meaning of the word in ques-
tion. Meanings become shared by being interac-
tively coordinated. Also, the viability of a seman-
tic update may be limited to a specific dialogue,
or it may eventually spread over a community and
become part of ”the language” (Larsson, 2008).

4 Meaning updates for dialogue acts

In this section, we present an initial characterisa-
tion of explicification, exemplification (including
direct offers) and contrast (including explicit re-
place) in terms of the meaning updates described
in the previous section.

Note that we are here formalising the update ef-
fect of successful (i.e. accepted) meaning updates.
In general, proposed updates may not be accepted
immediately but can lead to negotiation that may
end up with coordinating on proposed update, no
update or modified update. Formalising such ex-
changes is left for future work.

We will sidestep the problem of interpreting
verbal definitions by simply using [square brack-
ets] to indicate meanings of linguistic expressions.
Updated meanings are indicated by a prime (′).

Explicification: By definition, explicifications
provide a (full or partial) definition D of T , and
the update is thus symbolic (linguistic) in nature
which means that only the δ function is needed
here.

As mentioned above, in the case of specific ex-
plicifications, the definition D is derived by ab-
straction over the (verbally described) SUD S.

• Generic explicification
– Update: T ′ = D (full) or
T ′ =δ+(T , D) (partial)

– Example: JsexismK′=Jthat people are
treated differently because of their
genderK

• Specific explicification (S v D)
– Positive update: T ′ =δ+(T , D)

– Example: Jchild abuseK′ =δ+(Jchild
abuseK, Jto inflict pain upon the child
and a physical change which the child
herself has not chosen and which cannot
be made undoneK)

– Negative update: T ′ =δ−(T , D)

– Example: JboozingK′ =δ−(JboozingK,
J(drinking) 2 glasses of wine (or less)K)

Exemplifying Proposes an example E of a sit-
uation or entity appropriately (or not, in the case
of negative exemplification) described by T . The
example can either be given verbally or it can be
relevant aspects of the jointly perceived situation
(often indicated by a deictic reference (”that”)).

• Update: T ′ =ε+(T , E) or T ′ =ε−(T , E)

• Example: Jfull fatK′ =ε+(Jfull fatK, Jfull
cream milkK)

• Example: JpenK′ =ε+(JpenK, S) where S is
a jointly perceivable situation.

• Example: JunhealthyK′ =ε−(JunhealthyK,
Jhamburgers with lettuce and waterK)

The last example above shows that the meanings
negotiated may sometimes be specific to a domain
(here, fast food).

Contrast: Proposes contrasting word C as an
appropriate description of an example entity or sit-
uation E (as in positive exemplification), and trig-
ger word T as inappropriate (as in negative exem-
plification).

• Updates: T ′ =ε−(T , E), C ′ =ε+(C, E)

• Example:
JflirtingK′ =ε−(JflirtingK, E)
JcourtshipK′ =ε+(JcourtshipK, E),
where E= Jinvolves expressing strong feel-
ings, sending many texts and emails, and
sending flowers to the workplaceK.

• Example:
JbirdieK′ =ε−(JbirdieK, E),
JsealK′ =ε+(JsealK, E),
where E is the jointly perceived (by Naomi
and Mother) SUD in the example in Section
2.2.

5 Conclusion

We have sketched a formal account of semantic
coordination, combining parts of two dialogue act
taxonomies and relating these to meaning updates
on an abstract level. In future work, we will in-
crease the coverage of the taxonomy, verify and
if necessary extend the range of meaning update
functions, and show how the meaning update func-
tions can be specified in TTR.
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Abstract

We deal with a yet untreated issue
in debates about linguistic interaction,
namely a particular multi-modal dimen-
sion of meaning-dependence. We argue
that the shape interpretation of speech-
accompanying iconic gestures is depen-
dent on its co-occurrent speech. Since
there is no prototypical solution for mod-
eling such a dependence, we offer an ap-
proach to compute a gesture’s meaning as
a function of its speech context.

1 Introduction

Speakers often convey multi-modal content by
pointing at things or shaping their contours while
talking. The semantics of the verbal part is in-
tertwined not only with the communicative situ-
ation and the agent’s informational situation, but
also with the semantics of the non-verbal part.
So, one information providing system (gesture)
depends on another one (language) for its inter-
pretation. In gesture research, there are at least
three claims about how a gesture’s interpretation
depends on its accompanying speech context: (i)
The classification of gestures is speech-dependent
(see, e.g., (McNeill, 1992; Kendon, 2004; Müller,
2010; Fricke, 2014)). Whether a movement by
the index finger is interpreted as drawing a line
or as indexing an area in gesture space depends
on the respective utterances. Such a movement
is likely to be interpreted as indexing when the
speaker says ‘There is my ball,’ but it is likely to be
interpreted as a drawing if the speaker utters ‘The
path continues for ten miles.’ (ii) The individua-
tion of gestures is speech-dependent. For instance,
it depends on the context whether one interprets
an iterative movement as one gesture or as sev-
eral directly subsequent ones (an example by Las-

carides and Stone (2009): 403). (iii) Lascarides
and Stone argue that an interpretation of a ges-
ture’s meaning does not only depend on its shape,
but also on its rhetorical connection to its speech
context (e.g., (Lascarides and Stone, 2009)). We
set these three types of dependencies aside here.
Instead, we argue that there is another type of de-
pendence: The meaning of gestures with respect
to their shape interpretation depends on their ac-
companying speech. In this paper, we present an
approach how to model this particular meaning-
dependence of iconic gestures.

2 The meaning-dependence of iconic
gestures on their co-occurring speech

The iconic gestures we are concerned with are
spontaneous movements of hands or fingers that
do not have a lexical meaning. Here, we employ
McNeill’s conception of a stroke and its seman-
tic synchrony with the accompanying speech (Mc-
Neill, 1992), but we acknowledge the idealiza-
tions involved in these matters (for treatments of
asynchronous strokes, see, e.g., (Hahn and Rieser,
2012)). We take for granted that modeling the
meaning of gestures qua linguistic signs requires
a well-founded concept of meaning and benefits
from a formal semantics approach.

Humans do not gesticulate geometrical shapes.
If one takes a closer look at roundish-looking ges-
tures, one quickly notices that such gestures are
mostly if not always spiral. If a speaker iterates
such a sloppy gesture, it looks helix-like. More-
oever, gestures that are intended to be angular
are often roundish. This sloppiness is presum-
ably due to the physiological features of humans,
time limits, etc. Despite this fact it is common
to interpret gestures as conveying meanings like
round′ or square′. It seems natural to interpret,
say, a roundish gesture as an imperfect sign for the
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meaning round′. Roundish gestures can be inter-
preted as approximating geometrical shapes like
circles. If so, the gesture’s speech-independent
morphological features alone, such as its hand
shape, movements, could provide the core of the
gesture’s meaning. This view has been (implicitly
or explicitly) suggested by authors of formal the-
ories of gesture meaning (which range from em-
ploying HPSG (e.g., (Johnston, 1998; Lücking,
2013; Alahverdzhieva and Lascarides, 2010)), to
LTAG (e.g., (Kopp et al., 2004)), to λ-calculus
(e.g., (Rieser, 2004)), to Montague grammar (e.g.,
(Giorgolo, 2010)), to SDRT (e.g., (Lascarides and
Stone, 2009))1, and to TTR (e.g., (Lücking, forth-
coming)). One might argue for such an approach
by suggesting that humans abstract away from the
sloppiness while interpreting gestures, since most
if not all gestures are sloppy. Sloppiness itself
need not pose a problem (apart from the prob-
lem of exact depiction). Nonetheless, we found
that the sloppiness is the reason for a specific
speech-dependence of gesture meaning. In what
follows, we argue that the interpretation of a ges-
ture’s shape is dependent on the meaning of its
accompanying speech. Only interpreted in partic-
ular contexts are roundish gestures interpreted as
meaning round′ rather than angular′.

First, gestures that share all relevant morpho-
logical features (i.e., that are of the same type) can
be interpreted differently given different speech
contexts. If a helix-gesture accompanies an ut-
terance like ‘The window is round’ it is likely to
be taken as meaning circular′ or round′. If it ac-
companies ‘The townhall features a staircase’ it is
likely to be interpreted as meaning spiral′. De-
pending on the standard of precision at stake, a
roundish gesture might be interpreted as convey-
ing round′ when accompanied by ‘ball’, but as
conveying angular′ when accompanied by ‘box’.
Such an ambiguity is also found when the slop-
piness of the gesture is extreme. Take a look at
the examples given in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1a the
speaker is uttering ‘But not round spiral staircases,
but so eh. If the house is rectangular, can the
stairs outside be [truncation].’ (English transla-
tion, gesture stroke underlined) The emphasis on
‘rectangular’ and the overlapping stroke together
with other parts of the dialogue suggests that the

1Lascarides and Stone employ annotations featuring ge-
ometrical shapes, such as circles and cylinders, for their un-
derspecified gesture meanings (e.g., (Lascarides and Stone,
2009): 402, 407, 430, 436).

(a) ‘rectangular house’ (b) ‘round base’

Figure 1: Similar gesture morphology, but differ-
ent meaning

speaker employs the gesture to illustrate the shape
of the house. Of course, it is also plausible to in-
terpret her gesture as modeling the house, but that
seems dispreferred because of the stroke overlap
and the content of the overlapping speech. In-
terestingly, the same speaker uses a similar ges-
ture also in the following speech context: ‘And it
stands on such a round base?’ (see Fig. 1b) Here,
it is again plausible that the gesture illustrates a
shape. But this time it seems to illustrate round-
ness. So, we encounter very similar gestures with
quite different meanings due to different speech
contexts. Our corpus provides more of these ex-
amples. The general observation is that one type
of gesture (individuated via a similar gesture anno-
tation) can have different gesture meanings when
accompanying different utterance segments:

(I) One type of gesture accompanying different utterance
segments has different meanings as value.

Second, gestures with a significantly different
gesture morphology can represent the same mean-
ing. For instance, different gestures can convey
the meaning rectangular′ if they relate to the same
utterance segment, etc. Take as examples the ones
shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2a the speaker utters
‘It is just a rectangular building.’ Compare this
displaying of rectangular′ with Fig. 2b which is
identical to Fig. 1a. Although the gestures dis-
play some similarity, they are clearly different.
Nonetheless, they both seem to mean rectangular′

or angular′. Here, the general observation is that
different types of gesture accompanying the same
or semantically similar utterance segments can se-
lect the same gesture meaning as value:

(II) Different types of gestures accompanying the same ut-
terance segment have one and the same meaning.

(I) and (II) support the idea that the meaning of
an iconic gesture is determined to a significant ex-
tent by the meaning of its accompanying speech.2

2Our examples feature single words, but our account is
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(a) ‘rectangular building’ (b) ‘rectangular house’

Figure 2: Different gesture morphology, but same
meaning

3 Modeling the dependence

This dependence of gesture meaning on speech
meaning has not been modeled. The gesture the-
ories mentioned above could only cope with it by
substantially underspecifying the gesture’s mean-
ing. This would allow the meaning of, say, a spi-
ral gesture to be compatible with utterance seg-
ments with conflicting meanings, such as ‘round’
and ‘rectangular’. But this would render the ges-
ture’s meaning too weak. It would not allow for
recognizing the gesture’s contribution to the com-
municated content and it would not fit the intuition
that iconic gestures have a rich meaning on their
own. There is also no prototypical solution to be
found in other formal semantics: Formal seman-
tics travels the inverse route, so to speak, model-
ing the context dependence of speech, whereas we
model a dependence on speech as context.

A new model of the meaning of iconic gestures
should meet at least the following desiderata: (a)
The meaning of a gesture is determined to a signif-
icant extent by the meaning of the accompanying
speech. A similar gesture morphology is not suf-
ficient for a similar/identical meaning and a dif-
ferent gesture morphology is not sufficient for a
different meaning. (b) Nonetheless, its morphol-
ogy is not irrelevant for determining a gesture’s
meaning. Not just any gesture can have the mean-
ing round′, for instance, a clearly articulated an-
gular gesture cannot. So, a gesture’s meaning is
not completely determined by speech. Moreover,
gesture content can contradict speech meaning.
Our corpus has one remarkable instance in which
a ‘cup-upwards-word’ is accompanied by a ‘cup-
down-wards’ gesture.

From a formal point of view, (II) does not
present new obstacles over and above those en-
countered in the context of observation (I). A
roundish gesture accompanying, say, ‘clock’ or
‘window’ could either be drawn with one index-

not, in principle, restricted to gesture-word relations.

finger or shaped or modeled with both hands. Ac-
cording to our annotation practices, these would
be different gestures, in part due to the different
handshapes used. In addition, more subtle differ-
ences in terms of gesture morphology could arise.
According to the account presented here, the dif-
ferent gestures might all yield JroundK if combined
with JclockK or JwindowK.3 Arguments supporting
that would have to be given for (I), too.

For (I) our account has to specify the speech-
dependent meaning of the gesture. Here is an
outline of our approach: The gesture meaning
is a function of the gesture’s initial (topological)
meaning based on its morphology and the speech
context. The gesture’s morphology is described
by attribute-value pairs (AVMs) concerning hand
shape, movements, etc. One computes the initial
meaning of the gesture mapping the AVMs onto
a logical formula. The final gesture meaning is
a function of the initial meaning and the speech
context. Then, speech meaning and final gesture
meaning can be combined to gain a multi-modal
proposition (see Fig. 3).

Multi-modal Proposition

Speech and Gesture Interface
via Compositional Semantics

Formal Meaning/
Partial model of speech context

Syntax Analysis

Speech Transcription

Final Gesture Meaning

Initial Gesture Meaning

AVM-Representation

Gesture Annotation

Figure 3: Methodology of our approach

Such an approach is best pursued using a dy-
namic semantics, because we need a device that
is able to model the evolution of the interpretation
of gesture processes and speech processes as well
as their interaction. The interaction handles com-
positionality of non-speech and speech meanings.
No known static semantics can fulfill such desider-
ata. We use the ψ-calculus, a recent extension of
Milner’s π-calculus (see, (Milner, 1999; Johans-
son, 2010; Rieser, 2015)). ψ has concurrent chan-

3‘JAK’ denotes A’s extension; ‘A′’ the whole meaning.
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nels to transmit and process information specified
as data structures. Channels are the input-output-
devices known from concurrent programming. We
represent channels as ψ-operators. They can trans-
port any logic information, such as expressions of
a typed λ-calculus and their partial models.

Implementing our approach roughly works
as follows: The initial semantics of the gesture
formulated in λ-terms is passed onto a channel
containing the gesture’s speech context. The
speech context may modify the gesture meaning
in various ways (see, e.g., (I)). Assume that the
gesture’s initial meaning is spiral′, its speech
context ball′. Roughly, ball′ is sent to spiral′

which changes it to round′ and finally uses it as
a modifying information. So, transported and
modified meanings are treated in the end as fixed
points. In Fig. 4 you can see the basic idea
illustrated. The example utterance is ‘Neben dem
Ball ist eine Kiste.’ (Engl.: ‘Next to the ball
there is a box.’) As shown in Fig. 4a, the idea is
that a spiral gesture in the context of objects like
JballK and other roundish things designates round′

(observe the use of meta-language and object
language expressions here which is vital) and ⊥
(undefined) else. So, the multi-modal meaning
of ‘ball’ + spiral gesture is ball′(x) ∧ round′(x).
More specifically, if the partial model input ‘J. . .K’
to (2), instantiating bae, yields z ∈ {JcircleK,
Jclock-faceK, JmirrorK, JsignK, JballK, Jcup-bottomK,
. . . } and the projection of spiral′, f(spiral′), ap-
proximates circle′ in context c to degree r
≥ the threshold in c then round′ is substituted for
ro, [round′/ro], and output on ch2; else ⊥ is sub-
stituted for ro, [⊥/ro], and is output on ch2. The
z ∈ clause and the threshold shall guarantee that
not just any gesture can mean round′. Gestures
accompanying a phrase whose extension is not
an element of the set (say, ‘square’), as well as
gestures that do not approximate a circle to the
context-sensitive threshold cannot mean round′.
The threshold can be determined algorithmically
through a simulation device as shown in Pfeiffer
et al. (2013) for two-dimensional cases. For
three-dimensional cases we still rely on intuition.

This account is not an underspecification ac-
count of gesture meaning. We suggest a change
of the initial meaning gained from the described
morphology. It is triggered by the meaning of the
accompanying speech, given that restrictions like
the satisfaction of an approximation function hold.

(a) Basic intuition: contact point of spiral gesture and word
‘ball’. The spiral gesture + ‘ball’ yields round′, according to
(b).

ch1 bae ch2 ro < λz∃f∃c∃r∃thrc (spiral′ ∧
approximates(f(spiral′), c, x) = r ∧
r ≥ thrc ∧ circle′(x) ∧ context(c) ∧ z ∈
{JcircleK, Jclock-faceK, JmirrorK, JsignK, JballK,
Jcup-bottomK, . . . })→
[round′/ro][else][⊥/ro] > (bae)

(b) If-else rule for interpreting a spiral gesture in the context
of, say, JballK as round′

Figure 4: Modeling with the λ-ψ-calculus.

4 Conclusion and further research

We argued that gestures have a speech-dependent
meaning and proposed to model their meanings as
a function of the gesture’s initial meaning and the
speech context employing the ψ-calculus. On ac-
count of this, gestures with the same morphology
can have even conflicting meanings if they appear
in different speech contexts, e.g., we can assign
meanings like rectangular′ vs. circular′ to similar
gestures. For future research we aim at integrat-
ing the speech context’s influence on the gesture
classification and individuation as well as the role
of rhetorical relations, and at expanding our model
for analyzing more complex gestures.

5 Acknowledgements

We are grateful to three reviewers for their critical
comments. We tried to accommodate most, but
some suggestions, such as the generalization of
the model to discourse data (see, however, (Rieser,
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whether speech disambiguates gesture meaning
rather than changing its initial meaning, have to
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Abstract

This paper presents a simple model of lin-
guistic priming between languages in con-
tact, based on the utterance selection model
(USM) for language change of Baxter et al.
(2006). It will be shown that the emergence
or the non-emergence of a new contact
language depends on the way potentially
bilingual agents choose a language to com-
municate.

1 Introduction

One major factor driving language evolution is the
interaction of its speakers. In our paper, we consider
a situation where speakers of two different commu-
nities are in contact, and where (at least some of)
the speakers of the two groups need to communi-
cate with one another. There are basically two ways
of resolving the communicative problem in such
cases: speakers can either use (some variant of)
their community languages or a contact language
can emerge — which corresponds to neither of
the two community languages. This new language,
which can take the form of a pidgin, is not random
and highly correlates with the two languages it orig-
inates from. The fine-grained processes controlling
this process are poorly understood. In this paper, we
provide a simple computational simulation of the
stochastic dynamics of a contact situation. We show
that the way agents choose a language when they
interact partly controls the emergence of a contact
language.
In order to capture the stochastic aspects of lin-

guistic interactions, Baxter et al. (2006) designed
the utterance selection model (USM) for language
change (see also Croft, 2000). This is a stochastic
agent-based model that accounts for the evolution
of a single (socio-)linguistic variable (Tagliamonte,
2011), which can be instantiated in a finite number

of equivalent variants. USMs can be seen as formal
models of what Calvet (1999) calls an ecolinguis-
tic system. The USM is well-adapted to capture
the dynamics of a single linguistic variable and its
stochastic evolution. It can also be used to predict
the evolution of a linguistic variable in a larger popu-
lation using coarse-graining techniques as shown in
Michaud (2017). Other modelling methods, such as
the model of Tria et al. (2015), can accurately repro-
duce the conditions under which a creole emerges
based on census data. However, theirmodel is highly
idealized and makes assumptions such as “if the
hearer does not already possess the language of
the utterance in her repertoire and therefore cannot
make sense of it, she learns it by adding it to her
repertoire” (Tria et al., 2015, p. 6), which do not
seem very realistic. Our aim is to provide a (still
very simple) model, but whose agents correspond
more closely to ‘real’ humans’ capacities.
We study a simple extension of the USM that

models potentially bilingual agents and explicitly
takes into account a priming effect between the two
languages to model a situation of language contact.
In particular, we study how the choice of a specific
language in the interaction can lead either to the
coexistence of the two group languages or to the
emergence of a new contact language.

2 Methodology

Our model is an extension of the USM for language
change (Baxter et al., 2006) that takes into account
potentially bilingual agents and models a priming
effect between a group language and a non-group
language. Below, we recall the definition of the
USM and then explain the modifications made to
model potentially bilingual agents. We conclude
this section by explaining how we measure this
stochastic system and explain how we decide when
a contact language emerges.
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2.1 The standard USM
The USM models the evolution of the usage fre-
quency of a linguistic variable with V equivalent
variants. The probability distribution over the differ-
ent variants of an agent i is represented by the vector
x (i), where a component x (i)

v represents the proba-
bility/frequency with which agent i uses variant v.

x(i) x( j)
u(i)

u( j)h, λ

h, λ

U

U

Figure 1: Structure of the USM interaction. On the
chosen edge, the agents use their usage frequency
vector x to produce an utterance u through the
process U , which depend on the matrix M. The
utterances are then used to update the internal
beliefs depending on the parameters h and λ (see
below).

In order to communicate, an agent i produces
an utterance u(i) of length L from a production
process U (u := U x). The process U is defined
by

U x =
1
L

MMulti(L, x), (1)

where M is a matrix representing production errors
or innovations and Multi(L, x) is a vector counting
the outcome of L multinomially sampled variables.

During an interaction, two connected agents are
randomly selected. Then, they both produce an
utterance u and update their usage frequency distri-
bution x by

x (i),new = x (i),old + δx (i), (2)

where the increment δx (i) is defined by

δx (i) = λ[(1 − h)u(i) + hu( j) − x (i),old], (3)

where λ is a usually small learning parameter and
the attention parameter h controls the relative im-
portance of the utterance u( j) of the other agents
with respect to her own utterance u(i) . The presence
of u(i) accounts for a self-monitoring process and
the presence of u( j) accounts for an accommodation
process. This learning rule assumes communicative
success.1

1One way of interpreting this is to assume that the context
and non-verbal communication provide sufficient clues for the
interpretation.

The USM has been used to study the conditions
under which a consensus can be achieved in a pop-
ulation (Baxter et al., 2006; Michaud, 2017). It has
been applied to test the hypothesis of Trudgill about
the emergence of New Zealand English (Baxter et
al., 2009) and to test under which conditions the
time series of usage frequency of an innovative
variant takes the form of an S-shaped curve (Blythe
and Croft, 2012).

2.2 Bilingual agents, social structure and
priming

In order to model a language contact situation, the
USM needs to take into account the possibility
that agents become bilingual. We assume that each
agent belongs to a group labelled by capital letters
(A, B, . . . ) and every agent knows the group mem-
bership of every other agents. An agent belonging
to some group Y is able to represent two languages
and we denote the corresponding frequency vec-
tors xY for the group language Y and xȲ for the
non-group language Ȳ . With this modification, the
utterance production and learning rules have to be
adapted.
During an interaction, if two agents belong to

the same group, they interact as usual using the
standard USM production and learning rules. If the
two agents belong to different groups, we consider
two scenarios:

Scenario 1: Symmetric adaptation When two
agents of different groups interact, they both
adapt to the other agent. For example if agent
i of group A and agent j of group B interact,
they both use their non-group language, i.e. Ā
and B̄, respectively.

Scenario 2: Unilateral adaptation When two
agents of different groups interact, for each
interaction they randomly choose a group
language to use, either A (with probability
p) or B (with probability 1 − p), and the
agent who doesn’t know the language uses his
non-group language. For example, if agent
i belongs to group A and agent j belongs
to group B, then one language is chosen
randomly, say language of group A, then
agent i uses her group language and j her
non-group language B̄.

When an agent uses her group language, her knowl-
edge of the language is assumed to be perfect and she
uses the corresponding frequency vector. However,
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when an agent needs to use a non-group language,
her knowledge is only partial and the non-group
language is primed by the group language. This
priming is implemented by the rule that whenever a
non-group language has to be used, instead of using
the frequency vector x Ā purely, the group language
frequencies modifies the distribution through

x Ā,eff = (1 − ρ)x Ā + ρxA. (4)

The priming parameter ρ models the degree of
mixing between languages A and Ā. If ρ = 0, then
there is no priming and the effective frequency
vector boils down to x Ā and if ρ = 1, then priming
is total and the effective frequency distribution
x Ā,eff = xA. In the production rule (1), it is the
effective frequency vector x Ā,eff that is sampled.
The learning rule (2) is the same but is only applied
to the languages associated with the interaction.

The social structure used in our model is made of
two random regular graphs of degree 3, containing
20 agents each, connected with each other by 5
connexions, see Fig. 2. The agents situated at an
end of an intergroup connexion are the potentially
bilingual agents, the other agents are monolingual,
since they never use their non-group language.

Figure 2: Illustration of the social structure. In the
figure the groups have 10 agents instead of 20; red
links are intergroup links.

2.3 Measuring the outcome of simulations
We measure the outcome of the simulation by com-
puting Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the
time series of the averaged use of a language by
each group. Note that the non-group languages are
only used by agents with intergroup connexions
and only these agents are updating their non-group
language and can, therefore, become bilinguals.

We introduce the following notation: rXY correla-
tion between language X of group A and language
Y of group B, illustrated in Fig. 3. If rXY is close
to 1, then the two languages can be considered

xA

xĀ

Group A

xB

xB̄

Group B
rAB

rĀB̄

rĀBrAB̄

Figure 3: Illustration of the correlation coefficients
between the different languages of the two groups.

as being the same. If rXY is close to 0, the two
languages are independent. For medium values of
rXY the languages are different but correlated.

3 Results

For the simulation of the two scenarios, we used
the network topology discussed in Sec. 2.2 and
illustrated in Fig. 2. The parameters are N = 40
agents with 5 intergroup connexions, the number of
variants is V = 3, and the utterance length is L = 2.
The learning parameter λ = 0.1 and the attention
parameter h = 0.5. The matrix M used to simulate
errors and innovations is of the form

M =


1 − q 0 q
q 1 − q 0
0 q 1 − q


, (5)

where q = 3 × 10−4. The structure of this matrix is
such that the innovations are ordered and variant 1
can only be transformed into variant 2, but not
into variant 3, and similarly for the other variants.
The pattern of mutation/innovation should be read
columnwise. The simulations have been performed
for T = 5000 full network updates and the priming
parameter ρ is varied.
In Scenario 1, two interacting agents of differ-

ent groups used their non-group language. Results
are displayed in Fig. 4 and we observe that the
correlation between xA and xB (rAB) is close to
zero for all values of the priming parameter ρ; the
correlation between x Ā and xB̄ (r ĀB̄) is close to
one for all values of the priming parameter ρ; the
other correlation coefficients grow from 0 to about
0.7 when ρ is increased. From these results, one
can conclude that there are three languages in these
settings, the language of group A, the language of
group B, and a new contact language Ā = B̄ partly
correlated with both languages.
In Scenario 2, when two agents of different

groups interact, at each interaction, they choose
language A with probability p and language B
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Figure 4: Scenario 1: Emergence of a contact lan-
guage. The 3 groups of curves represent the different
languages.
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Figure 5: Scenario 2: No emergence of a contact
language. The 2 groups of curves represent the
different languages merging for high ρ.

with probability 1 − p. Here p = 0.5 and the two
languages are equivalent. Results are displayed in
Fig. 5 and we observe that rAB̄ and r ĀB are close to
one for all values of ρ and the other correlation coef-
ficients increase from zero to one as ρ increases. In
this situation, there are only two languages present,
the two group languages. When ρ is large enough,
the two languages converge to the same language
and there is a single language remaining.

4 Discussion

We have shown that the decision of which language
to use has an important impact on the outcome of the
simulation, and can lead either to the emergence of
a contact language, or to the stable cohabitation of
the two group languages. Compared to the naming

game model of Tria et al. (2015), the agents of
our model do not instantaneously learn or forget a
language but gradually adapt their behaviour. As
a result, the emergence of a contact language, or
absence thereof, is more gradual and better accounts
for the influence of the stance that agents take during
intergroup communication.

Our model makes a number of idealising assump-
tions. First of all, we assume that there is no reason
to choose one language rather than the other for
intergroup communication — which implies the
absence of any hierarchy between the languages (or
groups). This is probably a rather rare setting in the
wild. There are different degrees of divergence from
this configuration: instead of a perfectly symmetric
situation with a probability p = 0.5 for using each
language, there may be a different p tilted towards
one group language. In extreme cases, if p = 1
or 0, or when the priming parameter ρ = 1, the
agents of one group do not adapt to the language
of the other group at all. Therefore, their group
language will always be used, forcing the agents of
the other group to adapt. Furthermore, in our model,
the preferences and attitudes of the agents as well
as the network structures do not evolve over time
(bilinguals cannot switch group allegiance, etc.).

That being said, in which circumstances of real-
life language contact would we expect the two
scenarios we have considered to arise? Notice first
that the asymmetric scenario should have a lower
cognitive cost than the symmetric one, since only
one agent in an intergroup interaction needs to
adapt his behaviour, whereas scenario 1 requires
both agents to do so. Using this argument, scenario
2 should be preferred overall and no contact lan-
guage should emerge. One can also argue that an
asymmetric scenario will take longer to reach a con-
sensus through the population. As a consequence,
if the pressure for communication is strong enough,
the more costly, but more rapidely converging sce-
nario 1 would be preferred and a contact language
is likely to emerge. The additional cognitive cost of
a symmetric adaptation should be partly compen-
sated by the fact that contact languages are usually
simpler than fully-fledged languages.

To conclude, scenario 1 is expected if communi-
cation pressure is strong and the group languages are
unrelated. Otherwise, we expect scenario 2. This is
consistent with the conclusions of Tria et al. (2015)
concerning the influence of population structure on
communicative needs and creole-formation.
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Abstract

We report a dialogue task which investi-
gates how the mechanisms of miscommu-
nication contribute toward referential co-
ordination. Participants communicate via
a text-based instant messaging tool which
is used to identify turns that were edited
prior to sending. These turns are trans-
formed by the server into artificial self-
corrections, and sent to the participants.
The patterns observed in the dialogues
show that these interventions have a ben-
eficial effect on referential coordination.

1 Introduction

A central finding in research on dialogue is that
interlocutors rapidly converge on referring ex-
pressions (Krauss and Weinheimer, 1966; Clark,
1996), which become progressively, contracted,
systematized and abstract. This occurs for a
wide range of referents, e.g. when describ-
ing spatial locations (Garrod and Doherty, 1994),
music (Healey et al., 2007), conceptual struc-
tures (Schwartz, 1995; Voiklis, 2012), confidence
(Fusaroli et al., 2012), temporal sequences (Mills,
2011; Verhoef et al, 2016), and also when describ-
ing how to manipulate physical objects (Shirozou,
2002). Systematization of referring expressions
also occurs across modalities - in spoken interac-
tion (Pickering and Garrod, 2004), text-based in-
teraction (Healey and Mills, 2006) and in graphi-
cal, mediated interaction (Healey, 2001).

The development of systematicity is not sim-
ply due to the coordination problem of creating a
novel referring expression: once referring expres-
sions have been used successfully, they continue
to develop (Garrod, 1999; Healey, 2004). This
pattern is observed both when interlocutors are
faced with the task of describing unfamiliar ref-

erents using novel referring expressions (Galan-
tucci, 2005), as well as in situations where inter-
locutors already possess referring expressions and
concepts that are sufficient for uniquely individu-
ating the referents (Pickering and Garrod, 2004).
Even when the names of the referring expressions
are given experimentally, as in the map task (An-
derson et al., 1991), interlocutors coordinate on
the semantics of their referring schemas (Larsson,
2007).

Cumulatively, these findings suggest that pro-
cessing that occurs in dialogue places important
constraints on the semantics of referring expres-
sions. However, there is currently no consensus
about how best to account for how convergence
develops. The iterated learning model of Kirby et
al (2002) explains convergence as arising out of in-
dividual speakers’ cognitive biases - simply being
exposed to another’s linguistic output should yield
more abstract descriptions. The interactive align-
ment model (Pickering and Garrod, 2004) pro-
poses that convergence arises as a consequence
of mutual priming and alignment, while the col-
laborative model of Clark (1996) emphasizes the
role of positive feedback. One central problem
with these accounts is that the basic mechanisms
they propose are inherently conservative (Healey,
2004). Once a particular form is the most suc-
cessfully and widely used by members of a group,
there is no mechanism to explain how it might
be supplanted by another. Yet interlocutors con-
tinue to develop more systematized descriptions
throughout the interaction.

Further, a series of experiments (Healey and
Mills, 2006; Mills and Healey, 2008) suggest
that the development of abstraction can be driven
by participants encountering and resolving prob-
lematic understanding. In these experiments,
participants played an online version of the
maze game (Pickering and Garrod, 2004) and
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communicated via an experimental chat-tool
which inserts artificial clarification requests into
the interaction. The clarification requests appear,
to participants, to originate from each other. For
example in the following conversation between
two participants A and B , the second turn “row?”
is an artificial turn produced by the server, but
appears to originate from participant B.

A: Go to the 3rd row 1st box
B: row? (produced by the server)
A: yeah from the top

When participants received these interventions,
they produced less abstract descriptions. How-
ever, once the interventions stopped, participants
subsequently used more abstract descriptions than
participants who had received no interventions
(Mills, 2015).

In a subsequent experiment (Healey, Mills,
Eshghi, 2013) , this methodology was used to
automatically detect naturally occurring clarifica-
tion requests and transform them into more severe
signals of miscommunication. For example in the
following conversation between two participants
A and B, B’s clarification request “5th?” is
intercepted and transformed into “what?” and
sent to A.

A: go to the 5th row 2nd square
B: 5th? (intercepted by server)
B: what? (transformed turn sent to B)
A: yeah from the top

Notice that this transformation reduces the diag-
nostic specificity of the clarification request; A has
less evidence of B’s level of (mis)understanding.
Since there is an expectation that a conversational
partner should provide diagnostic information
that is sufficient to resolve misunderstanding
(Clark, 1996), this manipulation makes it appear
to A that B is experiencing more difficulty than
is actually the case. Participants who received
these artificially amplified clarification requests
also converged on more abstract descriptions than
participants in a baseline condition.

Taken together, these results suggest that (1)
When interlocutors encounter problematic under-
standing, they initially decrease the level of ab-
straction of their referring expressions, allowing
them to identify and diagnose the nature of the

misunderstanding, and (2) Once the problem has
been resolved, this subsequently allows the par-
ticipants to coordinate on even more abstract and
systematized referring expressions.

However, these experiments have focused
solely on ”trouble” that is signalled in clarifica-
tion requests about the content of another’s turns,
i.e. in ”other-initiated” repair (Schegloff, 2007). It
is currently unclear whether negative evidence in
self-repair might also have an effect on the devel-
opment of abstract referring conventions.

2 Method

To investigate in closer detail how negative
evidence might contribute toward convergence,
we report a variant of the maze-task. Here too,
participants communicate with each other via
an experimental chat tool which automatically
transforms participants’ private turn-revisions into
public self-repairs that are made visible to the
other participant. For example, if a participant, A
types:

A: Now go to the square on the
left, next to the big block on
top

and then before sending, A revises the turn to:

A: Now go to the square on the
left, next to the third column

The chat server automatically detects the
left-most boundary of the edited portion of the
turn and inserts a hesitation marker (e.g. “umm”
or “uhhh” immediately preceding the revision),
followed by the text that was deleted. This would
yield the following turn, sent to B: :

A: Now go to the square on the
left, next to the big block on
top umm..I meant next to the
third column

Two self-repair formats were used:

• A: original turn + hesitation
marker + reformulated turn

• A: original turn + hesitation
marker + ‘‘I meant’’ +
reformulated turn
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3 Results

Interventions were performed symmetrically on
both members of a dyad. No participants reported
detecting the experimental manipulation. Exam-
ining the transcripts showed that participants who
received these transformed turns used more ab-
stract Cartesian location descriptions than partic-
ipants in a baseline condition. This pattern was
already apparent after 5 minutes in the task. Task
performance followed a different pattern initially
participants who received these interventions per-
formed worse completing fewer mazes and requir-
ing more moves to solve each maze. However, by
the end of the task, participants who received the
interventions performed at the same level as par-
ticipants in the baseline condition. Crucially, par-
ticipants who received the transformed turns con-
tinued to use more abstract descriptions.

4 Discussion & Conclusions

The patterns observed in the maze game dialogues
show that the interventions have a beneficial ef-
fect on semantic coordination. However, it is
currently unclear how the constituent components
of the self-repairs contributed: It could be that
this effect is due entirely to the hesitation mark-
ers. Conversely, it is possible that this effect
is due solely to participants reading the deleted
text. If so, it is possible that the deleted text
provides additional information about the other’s
level of (mis)understanding. It could also be that
the deleted text makes the dialogue less coherent,
forcing participants to compensate for the pertur-
bation caused by the interventions.

Since participants encountered multiple inter-
ventions per trial, it is not possible to distinguish
between the effects of the individual components.
However, in aggregate we argue that the artificial
self-repairs having a beneficial effect of amplify-
ing naturally occurring signals of miscommuni-
cation: the artificially generated disfluencies and
reformulations are used by participants as cues
that their partner is having difficulty coordinating
on the semantics of referring expressions. Con-
sequently, participants expend more effort to ad-
dress these problems and once these problems
have been identified and resolved, dyads are able
to converge quicker on more stable and more ab-
stract referring schemas.
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Abstract

This paper presents a formal semantics of
verbal irony in assertions. In particular, it
makes precise what is meant by the com-
mon intuition that an ironic utterance ex-
presses the opposite of its literal mean-
ing. We start by considering cases of ver-
bal irony that are marked by a particular
prosodic tune in English. We then demon-
strate that an extant model for intonational
meaning can be extended to capture ironic
prosody. Afterwards, we discuss how to
expand this semantics to cases of irony
that are not marked by prosody.

1 Irony and Prosody

The goal of this paper is to formally model some
intuitions about verbal irony. We first approach
the topic as a problem in the semantics of into-
nation and assign a semantics to one particular
prosodic tune that appears to mark an utterance as
ironic. This semantics in particular specifies how
to compute the opposite of the literal content of
an ironic utterance. We then investigate how this
semantics could generalise.

Formalising intonational meaning faces many
difficulties. One central problem is that tunes fall
on a spectrum that resists comprehensive sorting
into discrete categories. This presents a problem
for symbolic approaches in general, as then into-
national meaning also resists discretisation (Ladd,
1980; Calhoun, 2007). However, intonation can
be studied formally by considering clear, exagger-
ated tunes where the intuitions about the associ-
ated meanings are uncontroversial (see e.g. Steed-
man (2014), Schlöder and Lascarides (2015)).

Empirical data suggests that irony is linked to
prosodic contrasts (Bryant, 2010). In this paper
we will consider one such tune: a steep fall fol-

in flection is so- -o inte re st i ng
Figure 1: Tune of example 1.

lowed by a stretched, sustained low pitch, which
robustly leads to ironic readings. We will annotate
this tune with a downward arrow ↓ at the fall. Ex-
ample (1) with the tune in Fig. 1 is an example of
an ironic utterance with this tune (note in particu-
lar the stretched vowel in “so”).1

(1) a. Inflection is ↓so-o interesting.
; inflection is very uninteresting.

The significance of prosody with respect to irony
can be appreciated by considering a minimal pair
where the tune of an utterance makes the differ-
ence between acceptance and rejection. (2) is one
such case (↗ marks a high pitched accent).

(2) a. A: Are you going to Mike’s show tonight?
b. B: I’ll↗definitely go to that. ; will go
b.′ B: I’ll ↓de-efinitely go to that. ; won’t go

Tune is the only variable that distinguishes (2b)
from (2b′). The goal of this paper is to isolate a
semantics (in the sense of Ladd’s (1980) intona-
tional lexicon) for the tune of (2b′) that makes the
right predictions. Note that we are not claiming
that the tune in (1) and (2b′) is the only tune that
marks irony—or that irony requires any particular
intonation. We return to this in section 4.

2 Irony and Negation

There are many competing explanations of verbal
irony, but they—by and large—revolve around a

1The scene containing (1) can be listened to at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIavvxoqxvs
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common intuition: that the speaker of an ironic
utterance means the opposite or the inverse of the
literal content of their utterance.

On a Gricean account, verbal irony is the flout-
ing of the Maxim of Quality, i.e. the speaker as-
serts something recognisably false and therefore
means the opposite; on the echoic account an
ironic utterance mentions a sentence and indicates
dissent from it (Sperber and Wilson, 1981); on the
joint pretense account, an ironic utterance invites
one’s interlocutors to consider a situation in which
the utterance would be true and notice how absurd
this situation is (Kumon-Nakamura et al., 1995);
our own model will follow Martin (1992) in con-
sidering irony to be a form of implicit negation
(also see (Giora, 1995)).

Schlöder and Lascarides (2015) present a for-
mal model of intonation that already goes some
way towards a semantics of irony; they assign a
semantic term to ironic tunes that expresses dis-
sent from the literal content of an utterance and
allow this dissent to be strengthened to assent to
the negated utterance. The predictions of their ac-
count are too weak, however. It is not sufficient to
just add a negation to the ironic utterance’s propo-
sitional content. Recall (2b′).

(2) b.′ B: Yeah, I’ll ↓de-efinitely go to that.

The negation of the literal content of (2b′) is it is
not the case that B will definitely go to the show
which resolves to B might not go to the show. The
correct reading is however that B will (definitely)
not go. Giora (1995) can potentially account for
this: she makes the implicit negations stemming
from irony be subject to a preference for contrary
negation over contradictory negation (Horn, 1989,
chs. 4–5). This is in particular realised as a prefer-
ence for narrow over wide scoped negation: defi-
nitely not is contrary to definitely, but not definitely
is contradictory to definitely.

This preference, however, must be formalised to
be predictive. One at least has to indicate how to
select from the multiple different possibilities to
form a contrary negation. In the case of (2b′), at
least two such readings are available.

(3) a. B will definitely not go to Mike’s show.
b. B will definitely go somewhere that is not

Mike’s show.

Both (3a) and (3b) are contrary to the literal con-
tent of (2b′). However, (3b) overstates what B ex-
presses in (2b′) because it entails that B will go

somewhere—but this does not seem to be part of
the meaning of (2b′). It is unclear what privileges
(3a) over (3b) (or other options) if all we have is a
general preference for contrariness.

While there might be ways to spell this out,
there is another option. The position of the fall
in the ironic tune we are considering seems to in-
dicate the placement of the negation. For instance,
(3b) would be the appropriate interpretation for a
third possible answer to (2a).

(4) a. A: Are you going to Mike’s show tonight?
b.′′ B: Yeah, I’ll definitely go to ↓tha-at.

(4b′′) is appropriate in a context where there is a
salient alternative activity that B could attend and
the context moreover suggests that B would prefer
this one (e.g. because there is a much better show
overlapping with Mike’s).

The pattern that the contrary negation is scoped
on the word immediately following the fall seems
to be robust. Consider some variants of (1).

(5) a. Inflection is ↓so-o interesting.
a.′ Inflection is so ↓i-interesting.
a.′′ ↓Infle-ection is so interesting.

One can equally well place the fall before the in-
tensifier or before the predicate to obtain the con-
trary negation intensely uninteresting; (5a′′) is fe-
licitous, but gets an additional implicature like in
(4b′′). However, in (6), placement on ‘movie’ in-
stead of ‘amazing’ sounds odd.

(6) a. A: Showgirls is a nice movie.
b. B: It’s an ↓ama-azing movie. ; terrible

#b.′ B: It’s an amazing ↓mo-ovie.

We will now model this as follows. We consider
the word following the fall to be the prosodic fo-
cus of the ironic utterance and amend an existing
theory for focus to include an implicit negation.

3 Irony and Focus

Geurts and van der Sandt (2004) provide us
with a minimal theory of prosodic focus. Their
background–presupposition rule (BPR) states that
whenever prosodic focus gives rise to a back-
ground ϕ(x), there is a presupposition that ∃x.ϕ.
In a dynamic model for discourse update, we can
specify this as follows (the intended notion of pre-
supposition is van der Sandt’s presupposition as
anaphora model (van der Sandt, 1992)).

Background–Presupposition Rule.
The focus placement separates an utterance into a
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foreground f and a background ϕ(x). The vari-
able x occurs freely in the formula ϕ, and the
constituent f is of the type required by x. Write
〈f, ϕ(x)〉 for a foreground–background pair.

Updating a discourse with 〈f, ϕ(x)〉 is to update
with the proffered content (λx.ϕ)(f) and the pre-
supposed content ∃x.ϕ.

This rule is minimal in the sense that other mod-
els for focus make at least the predictions of
the BPR. Two prominent models are the QUD
model (Roberts, 2012) and Alternative Semantics
(Rooth, 1992); the former stipulates that 〈f, ϕ(x)〉
presupposes the wh-question ?λx.ϕ and the lat-
ter that 〈f, ϕ(x)〉 raises the set of alternatives
{x | ϕ(x)}. Under the reasonable assumptions
that wh-questions presuppose that there is a true
answer, and that sets of alternatives are not empty,
both models include the BPR.2 Thus, for instance,
the discourse in (7) is treated as follows.
(7) a. A Who does Rachel like?

presupposes: Rachel likes someone.
b. B: Rachel likes Michael.

presupposes: Rachel likes someone.
In this case, the presupposition of (7b) is bound
to the presupposition of A’s question (7a). In con-
trast, there are cases where the presupposition ef-
fected by the BPR is accommodated.
(8) a. A Does Rachel like anyone?

b. B: Rachel likes Michael.
presupposes: Rachel likes someone.

In (8) the presupposition of (8b) cannot be bound
and must be accommodated; the contribution of
B’s utterance can be paraphrased as Rachel does
like someone—specifically, she likes Michael.

However, while the BPR models (prosodic) fo-
cus, it is not sensitive to the overall tune of an ut-
terance. The tune can potentially affect the content
of both the foreground and the background; see
(Beaver and Clark, 2009, p. 47) for a discussion in
the context of Alternative Semantics.

Thus, it is not surprising that we need to make
amendments to the BPR when attempting to model
ironic intonation. Schlöder and Lascarides (ms)
argue that fall-rise tunes work by placing an im-
plicit negation in the background. Here, we adapt
the BPR to include an implicit negation in the fore-
ground. This negation is placed to result in a con-
trary reading.

2Some (e.g. Dryer (1996)) have challenged the idea that
focus is directly related to presupposition; Geurts and van der
Sandt offer responses that we cannot repeat or evaluate here.

Irony Rule.
If an utterance is intonated with the ironic tune,
and the fall is immediately preceding the con-
stituent f then the foreground–background pair
of the utterance is 〈∼f, ϕ(x)〉 where: (i) ϕ(x) is
the background resulting from considering f the
foreground of the utterance and (ii) ∼ is a meta-
operator3 that specifies contrary negation:

– if f is a modal or quantifier, ∼f is f¬.
– if f is on a scale, ∼f is an item from the oppo-

site end of the scale;
– if f is a bivalent predicate, then ∼f is ¬f ;
– if f is an entity, then∼f is a meta-variable such

that for any predicate P , P (∼f) =∼P (f).
That is, updating a discourse with this utterance
is to update (by usual methods) with the presup-
position ∃x.ϕ and the proffer (λx.ϕ)(∼f).

This rule can be regimented in SDRT (Asher and
Lascarides, 2003) with an appropriate semantics
for presuppositions (Asher and Lascarides, 1998).

The Irony Rule models some of the examples
we have seen so far as follows. Consider first (6b):
(6) a. A: Showgirls is a nice movie.

b. B: Yeah, it’s an ↓ama-azing movie.
presupp: ∃xpredicate.x(s) ∧ movie(s)
proffers: ∼amazing(s) ∧ movie(s)

≡ terrible(s) ∧ movie(s)
The presupposition of (6b) indicates that B’s utter-
ance matches the current topic of the discussion,
i.e. the properties of Showgirls. Roberts (2012)
provides an account of what the current topic is
and what it means to match it; this too can be reg-
imented in the present model (Schlöder and Las-
carides, ms) and we will not go into the details
here. Then, the Irony Rule modifies what B is
taken to proffer by adding a contrary negation.

By specifying the relative scope of the contrary
negation ∼ we avoid ambiguities. We show this
for (2b′) and (4b′′): (In the logical forms we sim-
plify or ignore a number of ancillary details, in-
cluding tense, possessive case, and the presuppo-
sitions associated with proper names.)
(2) a. A: Are you going to Mike’s show tonight?

presupp: ∃s.of(m, s) ∧ show(s)
proffers: ?go(b, s)

b.′ B: Yeah, I’ll ↓de-efinitely go to that.
presupp: ∃xaux.x(go(b, s))
proffers: ∼2go(b, s) ≡ 2¬go(b, s)

3That is, it is an operator on logical forms; its application
is computed when logical form is constructed.
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(4) b.′′ B: Yeah, I’ll definitely go to ↓tha-at.
presupp: ∃xentity.2go(b, x)
proffers: 2go(b,∼s) ≡ 2¬go(b, s)

Thus, the proffered contents of (2b′) and (4b′′) are
the same: both are—by way of irony—negative
answers to A’s question in (2a). But while in (2b′)
the presupposition effected by the Irony Rule is a
tautology (because for any p there is a modality∇
such that ∇p), the presupposition of (4b′′) entails
that B is going somewhere—just not to Mike’s
show. This is precisely the difference between the
two competing contrary negations in (3).

Overall, the placement of the steep fall in the
tune we are considering here appears to be quite
flexible, and the Irony Rule predicts this. Simi-
larly to (2) and (4), the utterances in (5) are all
assigned the same proffered content, but the pre-
supposition varies in (5a′′). The anomalous (6b′)
on the other hand is assigned the absurd interpre-
tation that Showgirls is not a movie.

(6) #b.′ B: It’s an amazing ↓mo-ovie.
presupp: ∃xpredicate.amazing(s) ∧ x(s)
proffers: amazing(s)∧ ∼movie(s)

≡ amazing(s) ∧ ¬movie(s)

4 Beyond Intonation

As said, we do not claim that every ironic utter-
ance must carry a particular tune. The following is
an example by Cutler (1977) for irony that is not
marked by prosody.

(9) Upon entering a restaurant devoid of custom.
a. A: Looks like a really popular place.

In cases like (9) it is the salient contrast between
what is said and what is actually the case that leads
us to an ironic interpretation. Cutler does not pro-
vide a tune to go with the utterance, but it seems to
us that (10a) would be natural, and moreover that
one can use ironic intonation as in (10b).

(10) a. A: Looks like a↗really popular place.
b. A: Looks like a ↓rea-ally popular place.

Now note that the Irony Rule makes the correct
prediction for (10b). With this in mind, there does
not seem to be anything that would stop us from
saying that we use the Irony Rule instead of the
BPR in any situation where an utterance is ironic.
That is, we generalise the Irony Rule to also cap-
ture utterances like (10a), and take the foreground
f to be the focus of the utterance.4

4There seems to be a tacit consensus that every assertion
has a focus; McNally (1998) spells this out.

Similar extensions could be made to cases of
written verbal irony, e.g. as marked by scare
quotes. (11) is cited from Predelli (2003).

(11) a. this remarkable piece of ‘art’ consists of
a large canvas covered with mud (...)

Again, applying the Irony Rule to (11a) under
f = art makes the correct predictions here. Sim-
ilar things can be said about written irony marked
by some form of irony punctuation.

However, one needs to spell out such extensions
of the Irony Rule with great care. Not every false
utterance is ironic, and neither is every instance
of scare-quoting (Predelli, 2003). There are many
potential cues that speakers can employ to signal
irony, including intonation, facial expression, ges-
ture, hyperbole etc.—and then irony is still fre-
quently misunderstood (Cutler, 1974; Kreuz and
Roberts, 1995; Bryant and Fox Tree, 2005). We
cannot offer a formalisation of all these cues here.

Then there are still cases of irony where it takes
the form of playful mockery instead of the implicit
assertion of a negative. Wilson (2006) demon-
strates this with (12a,b), said to a very careful
driver that always makes sure the tank is filled; the
utterances mock this behaviour ironically.5

(12) a. A: Do you think we should stop for petrol?
b. A: I really appreciate cautious drivers.

(12a) is no assertion, and it does not seem to be
the case that (12b) means that A dislikes (contrary
to appreciate) cautious drivers. Thus, the cases in
(12) go beyond what our Irony Rule captures.

5 Conclusion

We have given a fully formal model for verbal
irony, insofar as irony is understood as meaning
the opposite of what one has asserted literally. The
contribution of the model is in particular to make
formally precise what we mean by ‘the opposite’.
The model starts out as a model of ironic intona-
tion and embeds seamlessly into an extant model
of intonation in discourse, but it stands to reason
that it may extend to ironic assertions that are not
specifically marked by intonation.

5A reviewer points out that there is also pragmatic irony:
Thanks for holding the door after a door has not been held.
The Irony Rule can potentially explain this; it yields thanks
for not holding the door. This is a proffer that fulfills prepara-
tory conditions for thanking, so we can continue with stan-
dard pragmatic reasoning. Note that one can explicitly utter
thanks for not holding the door to make, by and large, the
same speech act as an ironic thanks for holding the door.
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Abstract

Disambiguation of pronoun reference has
been an important issue for both theoret-
ical and computational linguists. While
linguistic theories on binding conditions
eliminate impossible readings to a cer-
tain extent, many inter-sentential anaphora
remain ambiguous. Nishiguchi (2011,
2012a,b, 2014, 2016a,b) consider pronoun
resolution as a social choice among dis-
course participants which obeys Arrow’s
Impossibility Theorem (Arrow 1963).
This paper further discusses discourse up-
date of Social Welfare Function which
provides updated variable assignment.

In (1), she has multiple candidates for its
antecedent— Emma, Lisa and Lisa’s mom. Prox-
imity and saliency of antecedents have been con-
sidered to be key factors to decide (Leass 1991).
In (1), the most proximate antecedent her (Lisa)’s
mom is identified to be the antecedent for she.

(1) Frances: ...Not while Emma’s not here. You
know Emma
Billy: Mm.
Frances: she’s, she was walking with Lisa
and I weren’t there and her Mum sh– jus– ,
like she muc– , she mucks about a lot and
she told Leigh that if he don’t serve her he’s
gonna die, she’s gonna punch him right!

However, proximity does not always resolve
referential ambiguity of pronouns. Him in (2a) un-
ambiguously means someone other than the clos-
est John—some discourse-salient entity. In (2b),
the pronoun is ambiguous.

(2) a. Johni likes him{∗i/j 6=i}.

b. Johni said he{i/j} likes himself{i/j}.

In linguistic binding theory (Chomsky 1981,
Reinhart 1983), antecedents are called binders,
which bind bindees that are anaphoric pronouns,
e.g., him or himself. Condition B is that pro-
nouns must be free in their local domain, mean-
ing that they are not bound by the antecedent by
means of coindexing and c-commanding relation.
C-command is roughly equivalent to precedence,
with some restrictions.

However, (3) is ambiguous in four ways and can
have either one of the following interpretations: i)
John broke John’s leg, ii) John broke Bill’s leg, iii)
Bill broke Bill’s leg, or iv) Bill broke John’s leg.
He and his can be bound by either John or Bill.
The binding theories have no way of disambiguat-
ing these pronouns since there is no way of know-
ing speaker intention. Proximity does not predict
the different readings in (3) either.

(3) Anna: Billj is a good goalkeeper.
Kim: Johni said hei/j broke hisi/j leg re-
cently.

1 Social Choice Theory

Although Social Choice Theory (Arrow 1963,
Moulin 1988, Taylor 2005, Gaertner 2009) has
only been briefly mentioned in van Rooij (2011) in
relation with interadjective comparison, Arrow’s
Impossibility Theorem is obeyed in a social choice
of pronominal reference. Typically, social choice
theory explains collective decision making in case
of voting and has solved the problems with ma-
jority decision. Preferences are ordering between
alternatives and should satisfy the following ax-
ioms. When R stands for a knowledge of all pairs
and x, y and z for alternatives,

Axiom 1. For all x and y, either xRy or yRx.

Axiom 2. For all x, y, and z, xRy and yRz imply
xRz.
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Axiom 1 states that the relation R is
connected—every candidate is related to each
other. Relations that satisfy Axiom 2 are transi-
tive. In (4), N, a finite set of individuals or voters,
consists of five individuals and χ, a nonempty set
of alternatives or candidates, has three members.
Let L(χ) denote the set of all linear orders on
χ. A profile R is a vector of linear orders, or
preferences. Ri is a vector of preferences of an
individual i. NR

x>y denotes the set of individuals
that prefer the candidate x to y. Supposing R the
profile given in this model, NR

o>c is a set of people
who prefers Obama to Clinton, that are, Anna,
Heather and George (cf. Endriss 2016).

(4) a. N = {a, k, h, g, n}

b. χ = {o, c, m}

c. R ∈ L(χ)N

d. NR
o>c = {a, h, g}

e. SWF F: L(χ)N → L(χ)

A social welfare function (SWF) F is a function
which takes individual’s preferences and returns
collective preference. Arrow demonstrated that
any SWF for three or more alternatives the follow-
ing conditions must be a dictatorship. Condition 2
states that the relative ranking of two candidates
remains unchanged regardless of other candidates.

Theorem 1 (General Possibility Theorem (Impos-
sibility Theorem)). If there are at least three alter-
natives which the members of the society are free
to order in any way, then every social welfare func-
tion satisfying Conditions 1 and 2 and yielding a
social ordering satisfying Axioms 1 and 2 must be
either imposed or dictatorial.

Condition 1 (Pareto condition). A SWF F satisfies
the Pareto condition if, whenever all individuals
rank x above y, then so does society: NRx>y = N
implies xF(R)y

Condition 2 (Independence of irrelevant alterna-
tives (IIA)). A SWF F satisfies IIA if the relative
social ranking of two alternatives only depends on
their relative individual rankings: NRx>y = NR

′
x>y

implies xF(R)y⇔ xF(R’)y

Condition 3 (Nondictatorship). There is no indi-
vidual i such that for every element in the domain
of rule f, ∀x, y ∈ X: xPiy→ xPy (Sen 1979)

2 Application to Pronoun Resolution

SWF for pronoun resolution satisfies Arrow’s Im-
possibility Theorem, or General Possibility The-
orem, by satisfying Axioms 1, 2, Pareto Condi-
tion and IIA but demonstrating dictatorship. Pro-
noun resolution is compared with voting by multi-
ple voters, discourse participants. The candidates
or choices would be different interpretation of the
sentence. In (5), the referent of he is ambigu-
ous. Chris meant he to be Bob, while Naomi in-
terpreted him to be John. As the disagreement on
pronominal reference is consolidated in the dis-
course, pronoun resolution is certainly a social
choice and Social Choice Function (SCF) decides
the antecedent.

(5) Chris: John said he broke his leg.
Naomi: Did he? John looked fine when I saw
him this morning.
Chris: It is Bob who broke his leg.
Naomi: I thought you were talking about
John.

When individuals I = {c, n}, candidates χ = {j,
b}, Chris and Naomi’s ordering is jRcb ∧ bRnj,
denote the set of linear orders on χ by L(χ). Pref-
erences (or ballots) are taken to be elements of
L(χ). A profile R ∈ L(χ)I is a vector of prefer-
ences. SCF or voting rule is a function F : L(χ)I

→ 2χ \∅ mapping a given profile to a nonempty
set of winners; e.g., a singleton set {b} for (5).
SWF is a function F : L(χ)I → L(χ) mapping any
given profile to a (single) collective preference or-
der. Although the preferences between the candi-
dates vary between the individuals, SWF returns
a single preference order and ambiguities are re-
solved during the conversation.

There are three possible antecedents for she in
(1)—Emma (e), Lisa (l) and Lisa’s mother (m).
Let us say that Billy (b) prefers e to l, and also l
to m to be the antecedent. On the other hand, the
speaker Francis (f) prefers m to l, and l to e ac-
cording to the proximity. All three candidates are
ordered in accordance with Axiom 1, i.e., eRbl ∧
lRbm and mRf l ∧ lRfe. Transitivity also holds
for pronoun antecedent preferences. Each of them
implies eRblRbm and mRf lRfe. SWF for pronoun
resolution also meets Pareto condition. When the
interpretation of the addressees agrees with the
one of the speaker, the decision of the society fol-
lows. It is unlikely that pronouns refer to someone
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else other than speaker’s intention and hearer’s in-
terpretation. A SWF F satisfies IIA if the relative
social ranking of two alternatives only depends
on their relative individual rankings. Let us say
that the preference relations are denoted by R and
R’. Assume that IIA does not hold and consider
a dialogue in (7) where the relative rankings be-
tween Bob and John is affected by irrelevant can-
didate Victor’s ranking. The social decision differs
from the relative ranking between John and Bob of
speaker and hearer, which does not happen, in (8).

(6) Chris: Bob is a good skier. But John said he
broke his leg.
Naomi: Did he? Poor Bob!

(7) Chris: Victor is a good skier and so is Bob.
But John said he broke his leg.
Naomi: Did he? Poor Bob!

(8) bR’cvR’cj ∧ bR’njR’nv 6→ jF(R)b

Then, NR
b>j = NR′

b>j implies bF(R)j⇔ bF(R’)j

The speaker’s decision on pronominal reference
dictates the social preference. Even when there
is disagreement or misunderstanding, the speaker
corrects unifies interpretation in general, as in (9).
Pronoun resolution is dominated, or dictated, by
the speaker’s meaning.

(9) Chris: Bob is a good skier. But John said he
broke his leg.
Naomi: Did he? Poor Bob!
Chris: No. I mean John broke his leg.

(10) xPcy→ xPy

Proof. Suppose: xPcy → ∼xPy, that is, xPcy →
yRx, where R is weak preference. However, the
dialogue normally proceeds jPcb→ jPb as in (10).
Contradiction.

Lemma 1. The social welfare function for pro-
noun resolution is IIA and Pareto but is dictato-
rial.

3 Dynamic Update of SCF

In linguistic literature, a variable assignment func-
tion g has been assumed to assign the referent to
indices indexed to pronouns. For example, g may
assign John to the variable x: g(x) = John. Now, g
can be considered to be SCF which selects a ref-
erent for a pronoun socially. Let us define g and
the space as in (11). The assignment function g is
updated throughout the discourse as in (12).

(11) a. g = {<x, i>: x refers to i}

b. Information state σ consists of Social
Welfare Function F, Social Choice Func-
tion g for variable assignment, individ-
ual’s preferences R, individuals in the dis-
course X, a set of indices such as i, a set of
discourse participants V, and relation be-
tween decisions B.

Σ = < F, G, R, X, I, V, B>

(12) σ1 There were ooh’s and aah’s when
hex1 finished, and some unbridled laugh-
ter. Aileena was looking dubiously at hery1
husbandh but hex2 was in no mood to disap-
prove.

σ2 Hex3 winked at the Duked and called
across to himx4, ‘What a grand thing, your
Honour, to have a wedding without a min-
ister!’ The Duked did hisx5 stately bow at
that and then Donaldm was calling for an-
other song.

σ3 Some of the veteransv were on the
point of giving tongue but young Donald
McCullochm was on hisx6 feet and moving
into the middle of the ring, hex7 was full of
himselfx8, sparkling with mischief but with
an undertow of ardour.

σ4 ‘Duncan Ban MacIntyreb wrote a song for
hisx9 wife Maryr.

σ5 I do not know if Alexl used it to court
his10 Maryr – hex11 must have used some-
thing —‘The joke was unconscious but crow-
ing laughter came from the young menn be-
side the whisky jar. (BNC A0N1311-1315,
King Cameron)

(13) a. g1= {<y1, a>, <x2, h>}
I = {a, r} (a: author, r: reader)

S = {a, h}

b. g2 = {<x3, h>, <x4, d>}
S = {a, h, d, m}

c. g3 = { <x6, m>, <x7, m>, <x8, m>}
S = {a, h, d, v, m}

d. g4 = {<x9, b>}
S = {a, h, d, v, m, b, r}
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e. g5 = {<x10, l>, <x11, l>}
S ={a, h, d, v, m, b, r, l, n}

f. [[hery]]
g1 = a

G is regarded as SCF. Also, the set of best ele-
ments S’ can be called its choice set of the whole
set of alternaties, and is denoted g(S’, R) (cf. Sen
1979) R is a sequence of individual’s preferences
where Rx is a preference ordering of x.

(14) g1(S, R) = {a, h}
g2(S, R) = {h, d}
g3(S, R) = {m}
g4(S, R) = {b}
g5(S, R) = {l}

As the author’s dynamic preferences change in
the discourse as in (15a), g is updated throughout
the discourse by means of a relation B.

(15) a. σ2: hRad for hex3 ∧ dRah for hex4 ∧
dRahIam for hex5 (aIxb: x is indifferent
between a and b, ∧: dynamic conjunc-
tion)

b. Social Decision: hRd ∧ dRh ∧ dRhIm

c. B(gn,gn+1)

(16) Dynamic Social Welfare Function:

FnBFn+1BFn+2,...

4 Comparison with Other Studies

Dynamic Predicate Logic (Groenendijk and
Stokhof 1991) consider update semantics where
two states differ with respect to variable assign-
ment. When h[x]g, the state g is updated with
respect to the assignment to x. The current pa-
per consider an abstract function B between two
SCFs. Parkes and Procaccia (2013) model dy-
namic decision making under constantly changing
preferences using Markov decision processes, in
which the states coincide with preference profiles
and a policy corresponds to a social choice func-
tion.

5 Detection of Speaker Intention

In order to implement Dynamic Social Choice
for pronoun disambiguation, speaker’s intention
needs to be detected from the text. The phrases
such as “I mean” are used to resolve ambiguity of
pronominal reference in the discourse. as in (17).

(17) ‘...And Sarah Morgan likes the idea of An-
gela marrying someone in the government.’
McLeish considered this cold and rational as-
sessment. ‘When did you last see her? Miss
Angela Morgan, I mean.’ (BNC AB9)

Out of 18 instances of “I mean PNP” (PNP
stands for proper name” ) found with the query
“I mean N” in BNC, 7 instances had a preceding
pronoun, the caraphor.
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Abstract 

The paper is based on extensive corpus 
work dealing with the interaction of 
gesture and speech in natural route-
description dialogues. The issue 
discussed is how non-regimented 
gesture and speech processes can be 
modelled in a formal system. The main 
argument is that this cannot be achieved 
in structural paradigms currently in use. 
The proposal is to turn instead to 
process algebras in the tradition of 
Milner’s π-calculus. The special algebra 
discussed is a newly developed hybrid 
λ-ψ calculus which can transport typed 
λ-expressions over communicating 
input-output channels. Central for the 
account is the notion of agent. Speech-
gesture interaction is implemented via i-
o-channel interactions. Interactions are 
allowed, postponed or blocked using a 
typing system. Terminating 
communication among agents leads to a 
multi-modal meaning representation. 

 

1 Relevance for the workshop 

The key-concepts in the workshop title “Formal 
approaches to the dynamics of linguistic 
interaction” are implemented in this paper in the 
following way: The type of linguistic interaction 
handled is the interface between speech 
processes and co-verbal iconic gestures. The 
dynamics comes in due to the incremental 
modelling of the speech and gesture processes 
and the interaction among these which results in 
multi-modal meaning. (Concerning interaction 
in the CA sense, as for example treated in 
Kempson et al. 2016, see Section 4.) Finally, the 
formal side is provided by the hybrid λ-ψ-
calculus used. The paper builds upon former 
work on a λ-π-account of speech-gesture 
coordination in Rieser (2014, 2015, 216).    

2 Speech-gesture Interaction 

The paper starts from the corpus-based 
observation that gestures are semantically 
related to the speech they accompany. In light 
of this, the question arises how they interact 
with speech and how this interaction can be 
modelled. Virtually all gesture research 
assumes that gestures have form and meaning. 
Following Kendon and McNeill (Kendon 
2004, McNeill 1992, 2005), a gesture’s 
structure is characterised by the three 
consecutive stages preparation, stroke, and 
retraction. Gestures span from rest position to 
rest position. Rest positions hence determine a 
gesture’s individuation. The stroke extends 
over a time span measured in systematic 
annotation. Only the gesture’s stroke must be 
present to represent a gesture; the meaning of a 
gesture resides in its stroke. In natural 
conversation, however, rest positions vary. 
Moreover, the stroke position is often held by 
communication participants producing so-
called “post-stroke-holds” which can be 
operative within and across turns, see Example 
1. The effect of this is usually that given 
information is kept and hence visually present 
on the gesture channel while currently new 
information is produced on the speech channel: 
Next speaker may already produce her turn, 
possibly accompanied by her own gesticulation 
while the previous speaker still holds stroke 
information. So gesture and speech have their 
own modes of encoding and yielding 
information. Gesture information as 
understood here is encoded in a formal 
language specifying topological entities like 
points, lines, planes or solids and intersections 
of these. It is drawn from systematic 
annotation of gesture occurrences using hand 
positions, palm- wrist- and back-of-hand 
orientation etc. (as developed in Rieser 2010). 
Gesture information is always partial. The 
partiality feature is not treated in this paper, a 
first account of it is given in (Lawler, Hahn, 
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and Rieser 2017) contained in these 
proceedings.  

3 Gesture Speech Asynchrony 

Systematic annotation of multi-modal data 
shows that when interacting with speech, 
gestures do not perfectly synchronise with their 
“privileged” semantic coordination point. 
Although received knowledge, this is still a 
research problem for current descriptive and 
formal gesture research (Alahverdzhieva and 
Lascarides 2010, Giorgolo 2010, Lascarides 
and Stone 2006, 2009, Lücking 2013, Oviatt et 
al 1997, Rieser 2014, Röpke et al 2013) as the 
discussion of gesture-attachment issues shows. 
Gestures can come entirely before the aligned 
speech, entirely after it or overlap it. Gesture 
information can be totally independent of 
speech information, thus providing additional 
content as in the examples sketched below. 
Especially this last case is  taken as evidence 
for the independence of the gesture system 
from the speech system and will largely 
determine the style of modelling. As a 
consequence, the description of speech-gesture 
coordination cannot be given fitting the gesture 
meaning representation into the speech 
meaning representation in some naïve 
compositional way using e.g. unification. 
Doing so would violate the independence of 
gestural information and unduly regiment 
natural data; especially its non-perfect 
synchronisation with speech would then escape 
reconstruction. To clarify this last point, 
assume that a gesture indicating a square 
comes entirely before or entirely after an 
utterance of “window” which does not provide 
the square-information. Then fusing the square 
property directly with the “window”-
representation would avoid to reconstruct non-
perfect synchrony. Motivated by corpus data 
(Lücking et al 2012) and concentrating on 
referential and iconic gestures, we propose to 
view gesture and speech as independent 
processes which interact if it is semantically 
apt, expressed more technically, if their typings 
fit. Seen from one point of view, speech is 
gesture’s main companion: gesture may 
“offer” its information to speech and speech 
may take it up. If taken up, we get multi-modal 
information, information assembled from two 
different sources. If rejected, the gesture stroke 

can be held waiting for a more appropriate 
communication opportunity, which, however, 
could fail to arise: Gesture was put on an 
outgoing channel but could not enter an 
ingoing port. There are also more subtle types 
of gesture-speech communication where 
speech provides the immediate context for 
gesture interpretation and the result then again 
interfaces with speech. It is an open question 
whether we always have this dependence on 
the speech context. This will not be discussed 
in this paper (however, see Lawler et al. 2016, 
where that is the central topic). 

4 Outline of Process Algebra Used 

Before we give some indication of how to 
model the gesture speech asynchrony 
described above, we briefly sum up the 
empirical findings: Empirical data suggest the 
need for  
  

• channels on which information (data, 
agents or procedures) can be sent,  

• procedures operating concurrently,  
• interfaces enabling communication 

among processes,  
• active and non-active processes, and  
• communication among agents 

organised via an i-o-mechanism. 
  

The shift to considering communicating 
processes necessitates the move to a 
methodology featuring a process ontology 
instead of a purely domain-of-objects one as 
usual in linguistics, logics and philosophy. The 
one we will use is the ψ-calculus (Bengtson et 
al. 2011, Johansson, 2010), a recent extension 
of Milner’s π-calculus (Milner, 1999, Parrow, 
2001, Sangiorgi and Walker, 2001), belonging 
to the field of Process Algebra (Fokkink 2000, 
Hennessy 1988, Bergstra et al. 2000). The ψ-
calculus works with processes (so-called 
agents) and data structures which can be 
transmitted among agents via structured 
channels using an i-o-facility. Essentially, 
gesture and speech are viewed as such ψ-
agents in this paper.  

We provide here and comment upon the 
central definition for the behaviour of ψ-agents 
P, Q,  … , following (Bengtson et al. 2011): 
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Definition: 

0                  Nil, the empty agent 
MN.P Output 
M(λx)N.P Input 
τ  Silent agent 
case φ1: P1 … φn: Pn  

Case construct 
(νa)P Restriction 
P | Q Parallel 
!P  Replication 
(|Ψ|) Assertion 
 “.” Sequential composition  

 
The 0 agent is inactive. “MN.P” (M overbar, N 
dot P) puts a data structure N onto an outgoing 
channel M, and continues with process P, 
possibly a 0 process. “M(λx)N.P” (M under-bar) 
indicates that a data structure is received on the 
input channel M and substituted for the λ-
variable x in N and P. In the case construct one 
alternative Pi is chosen given that φi is true. The 
case construct is also used to model the non-
deterministic or. The restriction ν means that 
the scope of “a” is local to “P”. The parallel 
operator “|” enables P and Q to expand 
independently or to communicate with each 
other via the i-o-operators, possibly after several 
independent expansions. Replication is defined 
as P|!P which means that P can be repeated 
arbitrarily often. 

Before we present an informal description of 
how the λ-ψ- calculus can be put to operation, 
example 1 shows the English translation of a 
German transcript from the Bielefeld Speech-
and-Gesture-Alignment corpus (SAGA, 
Lücking et al, 2012) used for this purpose. 

The example is a section of a multi-modal 
dialogue between a route-giver and a follower. 
We briefly sketch how the dialogue excerpt can 
be modelled using the ψ-technology: The 
follower uses a winding gesture when starting 

her contribution with “well”. On one reading, 
she wants to modify “street”, so the gesture 
stroke precedes the optimal interface point. 
Other possible integration points not discussed 
here are “walk”, “into”, and most notably, the 
event of walking-into itself. After, e.g., 
interaction with “street” and production of a 
multi-modal meaning “bendy street” the 
winding gesture is still held. In the end, ψ’s i-i-i-
o-facility is taken to model speech-gesture 
coordination. Due to the incremental grammar 
hypothesized, the logic of the data structures 
involved (typed λ-calculus) and the logic of ψ 
we arrive at a complex hybrid tool, the λ-ψ-
calculus. 

5 Definition of the Speech-gesture 
Interaction Agent SGIA in the λ-ψ-
Calculus 

The λ-ψ-agent SGIA that  
• handles incrementality,  
• implements the intuitively correct 

scopes, and  
• achieves the speech-gesture integration  

is defined in the following protocol (0-agents 
being sometimes omitted): 
 
SGIA =def !ch1<λf λu (f(u) ∧ bendy’(u))> 
|ch7 (we’). <λp(well’(p))(we’)>  
|ch4 (w’). ch5 (i’). ch3 (ts′). ch6 (nw’). 
ch7. nw’<<< λf λru (λx (f(x, you’) ∧ r(x, 
u))e)w’>i’>ts’>  
| ch4. < walk’>.0  
| ch6. <λp now’(p).0>  
| ch5. into’.0 
| ch2(s’).ch3. <<λg (this x (g(x)) s’>> 
| ch1(b’). ch2. <b’ <λx(street’(x))>>.0  
 

22 Foll:  Hold on. Well, you-CUTOFF. Well, you walk now into this 
23  WINDING GESTURE  
24 street and then where is the sculpture? Is it at the front or to 
      GESTURE         GESTURE 
25  the left or to the right 
  GESTURE  GESTURE 
26  WINDING GESTURE HELD  

Example 1: English translation of a German transcript from the Bielefeld SaGA corpus (Follower). 
Right-hand winding gesture in green, left-hand indexing gestures in yellow. The winding gesture 

(stroke and post-hold) extends throughout turns 22 to 26.
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The agent consists of eight concurrent 
processes, indicated by “|” of which only the 
gesture-simulating one is recursive due to !. 
Sequentiality (order among constituents) is 
achieved by types, not given here. It is helpful 
to keep in mind that we have o-i-channels 
indicated by overbar and under-bar, 
respectively: A winding gesture is produced 
concurrently with the words <”well”, “you”, 
“walk”, “now”, “into”, “this”, “street”>. 
Using ch1 it sends its information to “street”, 
yielding thus “bendy street”. The property 
“bendy street” in turn sends its information via 
ch2 to “this” and we get the referring 
expression “this bendy street”. This 
information is set aside for a while, since the 
output channel does not immediately find a 
matching input channel. The information tied 
to “you” is a propositional function and needs 
several constants inserted via channels ch4 
(w’), ch5 (i’) and ch3 (ts′), respectively, in 
particular a relation “walk” defined on an 
event e and a subject “you” and a relation 
“into” defined on the same event and the multi-
modal referring expression “this bendy street” 
already compiled. The resulting term is the 
proposition “There is an event of you walking 
into this street” that “now” looks for due to its 
ch6 and with which it combines moving into 
ch6 to yield another proposition, “Now there is 
an event of you walking into this bendy street”, 
in more colloquial terms (cf. the annotation of 
the dialogue-part in Example 1), “Now you 
walk into this bendy street”. This new 
proposition is put on an outgoing channel 
ch7 and combines with “well” using input 
channel ch7, again generating a proposition 
“Well, now you walk into this bendy street” 
while the winding gesture continues to be held 
due to !ch1<λf λu (f(u) ∧ bendy’(u))>. Hence, 
the formula to be interpreted is in the end 
!ch1 <λfλu(f(u) ∧ bendy’(u))>.0 | 
well’(now’(walk’(e, you’) ∧ into‘(x, this’ x 
(street’(x) ∧ bendy’(x))))).0  
of which only the second closed process 
well’(now’(walk’(e, you’) ∧ into‘(x, this’ x 
(street’(x) ∧ bendy’(x))))).0 is satisfied. 

6 Future Research 

The account given handles the property + noun 
semantics case using λ-ψ-processes. The 
shortcoming of this particular example is that 
the initial introduction of the bendy-street-

gesture combination into the dialogue is not 
shown. This opens up the question at which 
level existing dialogue theories can be married 
with the process architecture. In talks I already 
sketched  that the basic λ-ψ-i-o-facility can 
also be used to model split utterances with in-
turn-acknowledgements as discussed, e.g., in 
Eshghi et al. (2015): 
 

A. The doctor. 
B. Chorlton? 
A. No, Fitzgerald. 
B. uh-huh. 

In order to do so, one establishes “turn 
channels” transporting the respective dialogue 
contributions of A and B. These have to satisfy 
A’s and B’s tests modelled with the case-
construct.  Furthermore, by way of 
generalisation it can be argued that ψ can be 
used to model any type of multi-modal 
information which was subjected to rigid 
annotation. 
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Abstract

This paper proposes a pragmatic analysis
of two so-called fallacies in argumentation,
namely the ‘Slippery Slope’ and ‘Guilt
by Association’. I will examine their ra-
tional use, and argue that they exemplify
at least partially non-cooperative, but still
inference-based conversational moves.

1 Introduction: Discourse Participants
and Cooperation

Pragmatic theories of the (neo|post)Gricean type
typically assume that conversation and inferences
can be modeled by the (rational) interaction of a
speaker and a hearer, and also, that pragmatic infer-
ences are based somehow on a cooperative interac-
tion between speaker and hearer.

Both of these assumption have been challenged.
So-called ‘argumentative’ theories of pragmatics
(Ducrot, 1980; Merin, 1999) provide a different
way of rationalizing pragmatic inferences, based
on the rational pursuit of opposing goals. And other
fields of the study of argumentation use a consider-
ably richer notion of ‘discourse participants’ than
the standard speaker vs. hearer dichotomy (Groarke
and Tindale, 2004; Tindale, 2007; Tindale, 2015):
there is an ARGUER, advancing some argument,
which goes against the OPPONENT, and is directed
to convince an AUDIENCE.1,2 In this paper, I will
show that such a richer representation is required,
and that without it, deciding issues like the question
of the degree of cooperation involved in a verbal
exchange cannot be properly addressed.

1And while it is not often developed, the audience in itself
can overlap to various degrees with the DECIDERS.

2Levinson (1988) or Clark (1996) have proposed to en-
rich the speaker-hearer dichotomy in other ways. Their move
is motivated by issues such as turn-taking and participation.
I — like the literature on argumentation — focus however
on strategic interaction. As far as I see, these proposals are
perfectly orthogonal.

Gricean pragmatics operates within the assump-
tion that speaker and hearer are cooperative, as em-
bodied by the cooperative principle. While rarely
stated explicitly (but see Fox (2014) on this issue),
one implication one can draw from this idea is that
in non-cooperative contexts, there should not be
any pragmatic inference. The resulting ‘Kumbaya’-
pragmatics may not correspond to Grice’s inten-
tions, but it makes certain empirical predictions.
These predictions, however, rely on the fact that
the participants the speaker is cooperative with are
correctly identified.

Argumentative communication provides a test-
ing ground for the idea that pragmatic inferences
necessarily necessitate cooperative interaction, or
necessarily involve a common ground (see Clark,
1996). In order for meaningful argumentation to be
possible, the issue argued about cannot be part of
the common ground (this would be ‘preaching to
the choir’). In many instances, argumentation will
include opposed preferences of the participants. In
extreme cases, like debates between candidates for
a presidential election, argumentation boils down
to a zero-sum game (as assumed explicitly for all
kinds of linguistic interaction by Merin, 1999):
whatever benefits one of the candidates will hurt the
other to the same extent. Yet, the audience of the
arguers is not their respective opponent, but rather
the electorate (or the part of it that is watching the
debate), and the arguer clearly would want to be
cooperative with respect to (at least parts of) that
audience. If we could show that argumentation in
such contexts is dependent on pragmatic inference,
and does not involve a fully cooperative setup even
with the audience, this would be a strong argument
against the Kumbaya-vision of pragmatics.

Now, the idea that argumentative communica-
tion is based on inference is not exactly new; it
can be traced back at least to Aristotle. He noted
that ‘normal’ argumentation does not contain com-
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prehensive and logically valid demonstrations, but
rather abbreviated versions of it. Aristotle points
out — in an explanation that has a Gricean ring
to it — that generally, speakers in argumentation
do not use full syllogisms, but rather the shorter
enthymemes:3

The Enthymeme must consist of few propositions, fewer
often than those which make up the normal syllogism.
For if any of these propositions is a familiar fact, there
is no need even to mention it; the hearer adds it himself.

[. . . ] we must not carry its reasoning too far back, or
the length of our argument will cause obscurity: nor must
we put in all the steps that lead to our conclusion, or we
shall waste words in saying what is manifest. 4

Avoid obscurity and be brief can be included in a
cooperative setup (as in Grice’s maxims of man-
ner), or they can be seen as self-interested, rational
ways of dealing with the (limited) attention span of
the audience. But crucially, these maneuvers entail
making use of inference by the audience. While
Aristotle seems to consider here essentially infer-
ences from the common ground, this is not always
the case. Consider “Make America great again.
Vote Trump.” Assuming this to be an instance of
argumentative communication, this relies (at least)
on the unstated proposition “Donald Trump can
make America great again”. This proposition is ar-
guably not part of the common ground of American
voters.

My intention here is to follow up on remarks by
Volokh (2003), namely that mechanisms that are
generally considered by logicians to be fallacies
(for instance, ad hominem arguments) are better
conceived of as heuristics for real-time decision-
making by rationnally ignorant agents.5

I will also assume that there are principles of ra-
tional argumentation, such as giving the strongest
argument at the arguer’s disposal (see, e.g. Anscom-
bre & Ducrot, 1983), and that the audience of an ar-
gument interprets not only what has been said, but
also what could have been said. I will try to show
that these principles lead to inferences that can be
explained by the interaction of rational agents, and
therefore, that they remain in the realm of pragmat-
ics.

More precisely, I will show with the examples of
the Slippery Slope and ‘Guilt by Association’ that
these are contexts where the notions of audience

3A enthymeme is often considered to be a truncated syllo-
gism — that is, a syllogism where one premise is lacking.

4Aristotle, Rhetoric, 1357a 16, 1395b 25, as cited in Ham-
blin (1970, 71); my emphasis.

5Rational ignorance means that we often have to make
decisions while ignoring their precise outcome.

and opponent need to be kept apart, but where it
is doubtful that we face a fully cooperative setting
with either of these.

2 The Verbal Mechanisms of the
Slippery Slope

The argument of the slippery slope involves advanc-
ing an argument against some proposition A based
not on the intrinsic merits or deficiences of A, but
rather on the assumption that once A is in place,
there would be no way of meaningfully opposing B,
which is assumed by the arguer to be undesirable.
Arguments of this kind often appear in discussions
concerning gay marriage (A), which is opposed not
as such, but which is argued to lead to a state where
one could not oppose further develo legalization of
adoption by gay couples, or even the legalization
of polygamy, incest, bestiality, etc. This argument
is fallacious (that is, in need of additional infer-
ence), since there is no logical, entailment-based
link between, e.g., polygamy and gay marriage.6

Volokh (2003) provides a very complete study
of the mechanism of the slippery slope, and makes
clear that at least in some cases, the risk of go-
ing down a slippery slope is real. While his paper
contains many observations that are relevant to lin-
guists, his main problem — as a legal scholar — is
to identify how the slippery slope works in the real
world, which are the mechanisms of slippage, and
how it can be avoided. His article, however, does
not address directly the issue as to when the argu-
ment of the slippery slope is rational or appropriate,
which is the focus of the present paper.

Volokh identifies several mechanisms that can
cause slippery slopes, of which several entail mixed
motives (what Volokh calls “multi-peaked” prefer-
ences). An example Volokh gives is the proposal to
install video surveillance in a town, where there
are in principle three alternatives: i) oppose it,
and remain in current state (note this 0); ii) vote
for a version where cameras are not connected to
facial-recognition software and tapes are rapidly
destroyed (A); or iii) vote for a version where cam-
eras are connected to facial-recognition software
and tapes are kept for a long time (B). In a context
where voters are not only motivated by concerns

6I take it that even the staunchest opponent of gay marriage
would have to concede that there might be, in principle, a
society which bans polygamy, but nevertheless allows gay
marriage. I furthermore take it that the disagreement hinges
on the question whether such a state of affairs is attainable and
maintainable for the real world, given the current state.
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about privacy vs. security, but also by the finan-
cial cost of the system, some people will oppose
video surveillance for cost-reasons, even if they
are in principle favorable. Therefore, there may be
no way of directly going to B from 0. However, if
A is enacted, the cost motive for opposing B will
be removed (since tapes and software are much
less costly than the installation of the cameras in
the first place), and in a subsequent vote, B could
be adopted. Therefore, people with a preference
profile of A> 0> B should rationnally oppose the
move to A, even though it is their preferred op-
tion, because they would end up with B, which they
strongly oppose.

Let us come back to the issue of cooperativity.
Volokh (2003, 1034f.) makes the following obser-
vation with respect to slippery slopes.

Slippery slopes may occur even when a principled dis-
tinction can be drawn between decisions A and B. The
question shouldn’t be “Can we draw the line between A
and B?”, but rather “Is it likely that other citizens, judges,
and legislators will draw the line there?” [. . . ] Societies
are composed of people who have different views, so
one person or group of people may want to oppose A for
fear of what others will do if A is accepted. And these
others need not constitute a majority of society: slippery
slopes can happen even if A will lead only a significant
minority of voters to support B, if that minority is the
swing vote.

According to Volokh, thus, a slippery slope will
not occur if one can trust the deciders (the other
citizens, judges, and legislators). Therefore, an ar-
gument of the slippery slope is a sign of lack of
trust, and not of principled and uncompromising
cooperation. In order to investigate when it is ratio-
nal to use an argument of the slippery slope, I will
try to make explicit the decision process in terms
of conditional probabilities, along what has been
done by Merin (1999).

First of all, the argument of the slippery slope
is an indirect argument. Going down this route
should only be done if the direct approach — that is,
directly opposing A — does not appear to be viable.
This in itself is a sign of a weak position, and it is
rational only if — given the arguer’s information
state, there is a sufficient majority of deciders in
favor of A, such that the change towards A can be
enacted. Furthermore, in order for the argument
of the slippery slope to make sense, there are two
further requirements: first, it must be the case that
the probability of implementing B given A is higher
then the probability of implementing B. This can
be written as follows: P(B|i[A])7 > P(B|i). This is
probably too weak a requirement, since it must be

also the case that the the deciders are in majority
opposed to B.

Second, the slippage towards B will only work
as an argument if B is considered as sufficiently
repulsive to motivate a rejection of A even if if A
is the preferred option. Let us note the expected
utility of some action or state S EU(S). One way of
thinking about this is the following: The expected
utility for state A, given the probability of slippage
from A to B P(B|A), and the expected utility of B,
will be the expected utility of A plus the probability
of slippage multiplied by the expected utility of B.

(1) EU(A)+P(B|A)×EU(B)

If (1) is negative, a rational agent should reject a
move to A. When will this be the case? The lower
the (positive) expected utility of A, and the higher
the risk of slippage and the (negative) expected
utility of B, the stronger the trend to rejection.

Therefore, the slippery slope will be most appro-
priate if A is too popular to be attacked directly, if
B is as repulsive as possible, and if, at the same
time the risk of slippage from A to B is considered
to be high among the audience. It seems obvious
that in most circumstances, these conditions will
not be met — especially if the passage from A to B
is under full control of the audience, and is not im-
pinged on by issues of applicability (possibly under
the control of third parties — like the justice or the
police). Hence, if the audience are the deciders, the
mere suggestion of the possibility of a slippage can
be interpreted as a vote of non-confidence towards
(at least) a majority of the deciders. Therefore, the
argument of the slippery slope can be detrimental
to the arguer and his thesis.

Notice, though, that the argument of the slippery
slope can only work if there is a justifiable lack of
trust with respect to the deciders, and that it is there-
fore not an argument that is built on unconditional
cooperation.

3 Guilt By Association

Guilt by association is an argumentative move
where the opponent’s position is rejected based
on the assertion that this position was also held
by other, less-than-recommendable people (noted
henceforth as bogeyman). For instance, reductio ad
Hitlerum is an instance of guilt by association, but
it englobes also red-baiting on the other end of the

7I note as i[A] the information state i augmented with A —
which may cause changes other than merely adding A.
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political spectrum. Once again, this move is clas-
sified as a fallacy, since the fact (or still less, the
assertion) that, say, Hitler held some view (against
smoking, or for vegetarianism, for instance) cannot
generally be taken as a reason for dismissing this
view without additional arguments (or contextual
inference, for that matter). More precisely, guilt by
association depends on a relevance-implicature.

Now, when is such an argumentative move ra-
tional? Notice that guilt by association may have
two different aims: first, if the opponent is (part of)
the audience, the opponent is to be shamed into ac-
cepting the arguer’s view. Second, if the opponent
is not part of the audience, it aims to exclude the
opponent’s arguments from consideration by the
audience.

Let us start by considering the first strategy. The
wished-for reaction in the opponent would be the
following: The arguer asserts that only bogeyman
would hold opinion φ .8I asserted that position, but
I do not wish to be identified as bogeyman; there-
fore, I (possibly publicly) abandon my position, and
adopt the position of my opponent.

In the second scenario, where the opponent is
not a member of the audience, the basic process is
like above — but since members of the audience
have not brought forward any claim, they will not
have to publicly retract.

Generally, the move is based on social exclu-
sion, and is intended to remove the opponent from
the people that are entitled to present counterargu-
ments with respect to some theme to the audience.
Therefore, the audience should assume that the
proportion of people holding the opinion is low
(whether this is true or not is another question) —
since otherwise, it will not provide a good means
of social stigmatization. If the stigmatized opinion
is widespread, and even if the bogeyman as such is
strongly rejected, guilt by association may backfire,
and provoke rejection towards the arguer.

The latter thought process can be explicited as
follows: I hold opinion φ , and I know that I am
not bogeyman. Furthermore, I know that a consid-
erable part of the audience hold opinion φ , and

8This may appear as a unnecessary strengthening of an
argument of guilt by association, which is likely to go rather
like “bogeyman thought|said that, too”. However, even the
scariest bogeyman will have countless opinions that are per-
fectly mainstream in the considered community, such as “It
is right to drive on the right hand side”, etc. Therefore, for
the argument even to be relevant, it has to be the case that that
particular kind of opinion must have some link to what makes
that bogeyman a bogeyman.

are no bogeymen. Therefore, the argument of the
arguer does not hold. The arguer could have pre-
sented another type of argument, but he chose this
one. Therefore, this must be what he thinks to be
his strongest argument at that point. Since it is not
correct, the case must be dismissed.

Guilt by association operates with a strongly neg-
ative social emotion (which is the prototypical non-
cooperative move), and pits that against whatever
evidence the opponent has for his position. If the
opponent thinks that that evidence holds up well, or
feels strongly against being publicly shamed, guilt
by association will fail.

Finally, there is an intrinsic problem with guilt
by association arguments: the more evil bogeyman
in the opinion of the audience,9 the stronger the ar-
gument. And as the bogeyman is evil, this implies
that the opponent’s argument should not even be
acknowledged. However, if the audience identifies
this as the intention behind the use of the guilt by
association argument — and if (at least a consider-
able part of) the audience holds that opinion — it
will be received as a refusal to discuss that particu-
lar issue, and communication may break down. In
any case, guilt by association is a highly polarizing
type of argument, whose aim is rather to mobilize
the own camp within the audience than to bring
around people holding the opponent’s view. So, if
the audience and the opponent are identical (or if
the opponent is a critical part of the audience), guilt
by association should in most cases be avoided.

4 Conclusion

I have tried to show that in argumentative discourse,
the familiar speaker-hearer dichotomy is too sim-
ple to meaningfully describe the rational interaction
of discourse participants. I also tried to show that
there are inference-based discursive moves which
are clearly non-cooperative, not only with respect
to the opponent, but also with respect to parts of
the audience. In case of an argument of the slippery
slope, the basic outline of the argument is based
on the idea that the deciders cannot be sufficiently
trusted not to go down the slippery slope. In case
of guilt by association, I have argued that the argu-
ment is based on (the threat of) social ostracism,
and therefore equally non-cooperative.

9In an assembly of neonazis, the reductio ad Hitlerum
would obviously not qualify as an argument of guilt by associ-
ation, but rather as an argument by authority.
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